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INTRODUCTION TO THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
Executive Summary

DESCRIPTION

The Performance Analysis Workshop is concerned with the analysis of human-
performance problems. It presents a system for:

· Identifying or isolating performance problems.
• Determining the value of correcting the problems.
• Determining the causes of the problems, which is done by

separating problems into those caused by lack of knowledge
and those caused by factors in the work environment such
as lack of feedback, punishment, and poor job design.

• Selecting strategies for solving the problems.

TARGET POPULATION

The primary target of this Workshop is the training, management-develop-
ment, and personnel staff member concerned with helping the organization
solve performance problems. The secondary target is the line manager who
is seeking ways of improving performance in his operation.

OBJECTIVES

The participant will be able to:
Apply performance-analysis strategies to organizational per-
formance problems. This application can affect the procedure
for initiating training requests.
Recommend and implement nontraining solutions -- such as
feedback systems, incentive systems, and job engineering
for appropriate nontraining problems.
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Conduct a worth analysis of training problems -- a comparison
of the value of solving the problems to the cost of training
solutions .

• Increase the effectiveness (and scope) of the training or-
ganization by adapting 'performance-analysis strategies, worth-
analysis techniques, and the systems approach to training.

METHODOLOGY

The Workshop is taught through case studies, problem exercises, and dis-
cussion. There is a high degree of student participation.

APPLICATION

During the past three years, the Workshop has been attended by over 300
managers from more than 70 leading organizations. In addition, the Work-
shop has been conducted on an in-house basis for more than two dozen or-
ganizations.

LENGTH AND FEE

The basic Workshop is three days long; the registration fee is $300. In-
house Workshops vary in length to meet client needs. Special in-house
prices are available on request.
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specific correctional strategies for the discrepancies. The steps in

this analysis are summarized in the flow chart on the opposite page.

Value of the Concepts and the Workshop

The system of analysis taught in the Workshop which we call the Perfor-

mance Audit -- presents a systematic internal procedure for dealing with
the often hazy and emotion-ridden areas of people-related performance
problems. It has these values for the following people:

• Trainers -- as the basis of a system·to identify training
needs, screen training requests, and set training prior-
ities on an economic basis.

• Training Managers -- as a system for evaluating the impact
of training on the organization. Only after becoming
skilled at identifying performance problems, and determin-
ing the value of correcting them, can the training func-
tion ascertain the cost-effectiveness of its training solu-
tions.

• Managers -- as a reliable and easy-to-use system for diag-
nosing and correcting human-performance problems.

• Organization-Development specialists -- as a system for
objectively analyzing man/machine systems such as depart-
ments, functions, and plants. The Performance Audit has
been used effectively as an intervention strategy by 0.0.
specialists.

• Management-Development specialists -- as a strategy for
identifying the development needs of managers.

Workshop Content, Schedule, and Methods

CONTENT

The Workshop will present the following concepts:
• The role of the training function in the total organiza-

tional system
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Identification of job accomplishments and acquirements
• Identification of performance deficiencies
• Determination of the value of deficient accomplishments
• Identification of deficiencies of execution
• Correction of deficiencies of execution
• Identification of deficiencies of knowledge
• The training progression
• Determination of training costs

SCHEDULE

First Day

• Introduction: the role of training in the organizational
system

• Case-study exercise providing an overview of the course
• Summary of theory underlying deficiencies of execution
• Exercises in identifying and correcting deficiencies of

execution
• Summary

Second Day

Exercises in correcting deficiencies of execution
• Theory of the training progression
• Exercise in determining accomplishments, identifying

deficiencies, assessing the value of deficient accomplish-
ments, and identifying corrective actions

• Summary

Third Day

• Case study in applying all course concepts
• Conclusion (of the basic Performance Analysis Workshop)
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Fourth Day (optional with In-House Workshop)
• Workshop in applying concepts to organizational problems

or projects

Fifth Day (optional with In-House Workshop)
• Workshop in applying concepts to organizational problems

or projects
• Conclusion

METHODS

The Workshop is taught through case studies, self-instructional materials,
guidance aids, and lectures.

Alternative Workshop Arrangements

Praxis conducts the Performance Analysis Workshop on an open-enrollment
basis every other month in the New York area and twice a year in regional
locations such as Chicago, Washington, D.C., and San Francisco. (A

schedule of open-enrollment Workshops to be conducted in 1973 appears on
page 8.) The alternative arrangements described below may also be made
for the Workshop.

IN-HOUSE WORKSHOP

An In-House Performance Analysis Worksho is a W
sponsor organizat·'. p orkshop conducted on the

Ion s premIses exclusiv 1 f hstaff. For the u e y or t at organization's
p rposes of an In-House Workshop the ba' h

' SIC tree-day
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Workshop can l)c cxtended to either four or five days, to meet the needs
of the client organization.

An In-llousc Workshop is of particular benefi t to a company that w ishcs
to train its entire staff. Training an entire staff increases the prob-
ability that the content of the Workshops will be implemented more speed-
ily and effectively, since each participant knows ahout and supports the
skills required for his felfow participants.

Besides the increased effectiveness of an In-House Workshop, additional
benefits of conducting a training course on company premises arc con-
venience and generally lower costs. If your company wishes to train tcn
or morc people, an In-House Workshop is less expensive than sending those
same ten people to an open-enrollment Workshop and paying the requisite
travel and maintenance costs.

Praxis Corporation has conducted In-House Workshops for the following
organizations:

Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd.
American Telephone & Telegraph
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Chase Manhattan Bank
Connecticut General
Oepartment of External Affairs--

Canada
Federal Deposit Ins.urance Corporation
~ord Motor Company
General Moto~s Corporation
Johns-Manville Corporation

Mobile Oil Corporation
Mutual of New York
New England Bell Telephonc
New York Police Academy
Public Service Commission of Canada
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban

Development
U.S. Department of Labor
U.S. Internal Revenue Service
U.S. Social Security Administration

For further information concernin~ arrangements for an In-House Workshop,
complete and-mail the form on page 9.
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LICENSING OF THE WORKSHOP

An organization may now purchase the rights to
Analysis Workshop itself on an unlimited basis
fee, plus a per-participant materials charge.
training of one Workshop Administrator and an
materials.

conduct the Performance
for an initial licensing
The initial fec includes

initial inventory of

The following organizations have made this licensing arrangement to con-
duct their own Performance Analysis Workshops:

Addressograph-Multigraph
American Telephone & Telegraph
General Motors Corporation
U.S. Internal Revenue Service

For further information concerning the licensing arrangement, complete
and mail the form on page 9.

Applications of the Workshop

The basic Workshop has been attended by a variety of "line" managers, as
well as by representatives of the training, per~onnel, manpower- and or-
ganization-development, and industrial-engineering staffs. Many organiza-
tions use the Workshop as part of their initial training of any manager
whose decis ions w i 11 materially affect training and management-deve lopment
policies and capabilities.

In-House Performance Analysis Workshops have been used by organizations
to achieve a number of objectives. Several major corporations have used
the Workshop as the major instrument of and force for change in the com-
pany's training philosophy and direction. Other organizations have used
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the Workshop as part of their annual sessions conducted to plan their
training. Still others have used it as a vehicle to educate management
in performance-improvement techniques other than training and to equip
management to better diagnose performance problems. The value derived
from In-House Workshops varies from the minimum of a common approach to
problems to increased impact on the profitability of the organization.

Open-Enrollment PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHOPS -- 1973

New York Washington
January 22-24 January 15-17

March 19-21 October 29-31

May 21-23 '----'

July 16-18 San Francisco
August 20-22 April 23-25

September 17-19 November 12-14

October 15-17

November 19-21 Atlanta
March 5-7

Chicago
April 2-4

June 4-6

September 10-12
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For further information concerning either of the alternative arrangements
for the Performance Analysis Workshop, complete the appropriate form
below and mail it to:

Mr. Richard A. RummIer, Workshop Director
PRAXIS CORPORATION
47 Maple Avenue
Morristown, NJ 07960

Telephone:
(201) 539-8820

IN-HOUSE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
I am interested in further information concerning arrangements for an
In-House Performance Analysis Workshop. Please have someone from Praxis
Corporation contact me.

Name:

Title:

Company:

Address:

Zip CodeT~lephone: ~( ~)~ _

LICENSING OF THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
I am interested in further information concerning the licensing arrange-
ment for the Performance Analysis Workshop. Please have someone from
Praxis Corporation contact me.

Name:

Title:

Company:

Address:

Zip CodeTelephone: ~( ~)~ _
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Objective

The obJeotl.•• 01 W. secti. i. to pnri" ,OU witla a ,ractical fr••• -
workfor .i....l•••• cornetl ••••••• ,., •• Dee ,nit 1._ . This
fr.euork will •••• 1. you t. i•••,i" ,...,•.ace ' •.•••1_ rap1d1yand
cleYi•• work •••• so •• U.s.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

You are about to take over as the new head of the engineering depurtment.
As part of your preparation J you have asked your new boss about prob 1ems
in the department he would like to have corrected. He describes the fol-
lowing problem:

"As part of their regular duties, engineers are required to
submit monthly reports elaborating on the time and money in-
vested in each project worked on during the month. These data
are used by management as the basis for pricing proposals and
projects.

"Theoretically, the time-and-cost reports enable us to make
effective proposals. In practice, however, the reports are
not effective. In many cases, data are inaccurate; in others,
they are sloppily prepared and confusing. And almost without
exception, the engineers fail to turn their reports in on
time. As a result, the company often submits badly priced
proposals and fails to secure contracts. Or even \'Iorse,we
enter into agreements that are destined to be financial dis-
asters.

"Every so often, your predecessor would send a blistering memo
around to the engineering staff telling them that the reports
were late and inaccurate and that this practice had to stop.
The result was usually better performance for a week or two,
but it never lasted.

"Your predecessor was really a well-meaning, hard-working guy.
When I asked him about the problem, he told me: 'There are
19 engineers in this department and not one of them hands in
his reports on time. By the time I get them, it's too late
to send them back for extensive correction, so I do the best
I can to patch them together and make some sense out of them.'"
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Introduction

There are a number of ways of looking at. or "attacking;" a perfonnance
problem. as the typical problem described on the opposite page wi 11 i llus-
trate. Read the description and decide what the problem most likely is.

Now. the details of this case are admittedly sketchy. but try your hand at
answering these questions:

1. What do you think might be the cause of the problem?
c--

J

2. What might be done to so lvc the problem?

C
J A -1'0

I

.c:
~I { i I

3. What questions would you like to ask about the problem?

a.

b.

c.
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There is a straightforward way of looking at these kinds of problems -- a
way that explains the "why" of the behavior and provides workable solu-
tions. This particular way of viewing the performance world is based on
the following assumptions:

A. There are two components of organizational behavior -- the individual
performer and the job environment.

B. Any modification of performance must deal with both components.

C. The human performer is only one of four variables in a performance sys-
tem. These four variables are:
1~ The job situation, or occasion to perform.
2. The performer.

3. The behavior (action or decision) that is to occur.
4. The consequence of that behavior to the performer.

D. The relationship of these four variables is:
acts or

A The omits and a
S I TUAT I ON--___. ••.•• PERFORMER ----- BEHAV I OR ----- ••.•• CONSEQUENC E

of the behavior
fo 11ows.

E. Fai lure of the desired job behavior to occur may result from a break-
down in any of the four variables:
1. The job situation

Perhaps it iS,l't ~lear that the situation merits the desired action:
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~
S -8 •. c

2. The behavior (response or action)
Perhaps the performer does not know he is supposed to make the res-
ponse; or he does not know how to make it; or it is physically im-
possible to make; or he doesn't have the necessary tools or support:

••
S-·-·-·--· __ P---- ••.- B- - -c

3. The consequence
Perhaps the consequence is punishing or nonexistent; or the perfor-
mer receives no information about his response -- whether it was
adequate or inadequate:

i-

S ---- P ---- -- B ---- ---- C

4. The performer
Perhaps he is physically or mentally incapable of performing; or he
is uninterested (the consequences of performing are insufficient):

i-
S •• p- d 8 .----- - c

F. Proper analysis of human performance problems must involve examination
of all four variables and their dynamic relationship.

With this four-variable performance system in mind, we could look differ-
ently at the report-writing example (page 2). We could approach the
problem looking to determine which variable or variables had broken down.
Questions that we might ask include these:
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) 1. Do the engineers know what they are supposed to do?

2. Do they know they are not doing it properly?

~ 3. What difference does it make to their job if they do it
properly?

~rI 4. Is it possible to do it properly?

S. Do they know how to do it properly?.•....
To these questions, we would get these very informative answers:

• The engineers know almost all there is to know about writ-
ing good reports.

• The engineers are never told that their reports are vital
for preparing good proposals. As far as they know, the
reports are filed away to gather dust on a shelf.

• The engineers do not know that their proposals are usually
unacceptable because the former manager never sent them
photocopies of the revisions he made.

• The engineers are required to write the reports at their
drawing boards. After they have written for several hours
at the slanted boards, their necks and arms become stiff
and tired.

The services of the typing pool are not made available to
the engineers; the detailed reports have to be written in
longhand.

• While they know what to write, the engineers don't know
how it is expected to be written. There is no style manual
to guide their writing.
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It is less punishing to submit reports late than it is to
get them in on time. When reports are submitted on time,
the manager returns them for coj-rec t ion. If they are turned
in late, the manager corrects them himself, sparing the en-
gineers the tedious job of making corrections.

Having these answers, we could then recommend these solutions:

• Construct inexpensive cubicles in the engineering department
for writing reports.

Assign members of the secretarial pool to aid the engineers.

• Develop and distribute a report style book that specifies
acceptable report format.

• Circulate proposals and contracts based on reports through-
out the industrial engineering department.

This approach turns out to be extremely valuable to the manager. It pro-
.vides guideljnes for identifying problems and it points to straightforward

solutions. It directs the manager's attention to those factors in the
work environment that are frequently more to blame, and easier to remedy,
than problems supposedly inherent in the performers themselves. The sys-
tem deals with the basic foundation of human behavior and is therefore
capable of explaining the failures and successes of such management con-
cepts as managing by objectives, participative management. job enrichment,
and motivation.

To illustrate the relative ease of using this model, consider a second
problem. Read the problem statement and, using the "four-variables-of-
performance" scheme, identify likely causes of the problem.
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A government regulatory agency is concerned about the integ-
rity of its young investigators. Although the agency is
assured that agents do not accept bribes, there is concern
that the agents are not reporting bribe attempts. Although
the agency widely publicizes the need to report bribe attempts,
the agents still appear reluctant. As a result. the agency is
considering developing a training course on "integrity."

1. Keeping the performance model in mind, and without any further informa-
tion. which variable or variables would you suspect of contributing
most to the problem?

[ ] situation

[ ] performer

[ ] desired behavior

[ consequence

2. What questions would you want to ask about this prob.1em?

J.~c



1. A clear stimulus or occasion

2. Ability to make the response

3. The resources necessary to make the response

4. Positive consequences for making the response

5. Information on the consequences of the response

Read the following description of a "performance system" and indicate
which of the five conditions for performance do not exist.

The sales office of a typewriter manufacturer sent a memo to
its repairmen requesting that when they find themselves work-
ing in an office in which there is a potential for more type-
writer sales, they submit the name of the company to the sales
department. No provision was made for informing repairmen
whether a salesman actually ever calls on the companies they
identify.

The conditions missing are:
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Implications of the Performance Model

I'h i s model has implications for the manager. It helps clarify what mn k c s

a good manager and defines the manager's job. For example, we all know
that organizations tend to promote their best salesmen to sales managers;
we also know that this method of selection has a high failure rate (the
old saw being, "Lose a good salesman and gain a lousy manager"). Yet we
also know that a manager who has not had experience in the area or field
he is supervising is more frequently a failure. And of late, there is
the trend toward teaching management skills separate from any job context,
which leaves the impression that a manager need only have good "management"
and human-relations skills to succeed. Technical competence apparently
has little bearing.

But the fact is, the successful manager does have to "know the business."
How much he must know and wny is made clearer by the model. A ma~ager
must "know the business" well enough that he can:

1. Make assignments of R (expected behavior).

2. Communicate standards for R.

3. Train to make R.

4. Evaluate whether R is being made properly.

5. Diagnose what to do when R is not being made properly.

6." Know what feedback is important (to salesmen, to customer,
to corporation, to supplier, to sales manager).

7. Know consequences of R to everyone.

8. Facil itate avai lability of resources to make R.

In the context of the model, the manager's job can be basically defined as
encompassing these responsibilities:
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1. Assign or specify R (or behavior) and set the standard
of performance.

2. See that the occasion for performing is clear.

3. See that nothing interferes with the task being performed
(i.e., that the S~ is not broken).

4. Arrange the necessary consequences.

5. See that necessary feedback is provided.

The manager's task is one of monitoring the performance system. He should
know that there is a potential for a breakdown in the performance system
where the employee:

~ 1. Doesn't know when to take the desired action.

k(2. Doesn't know how to take the desired action.

3. Doesn't know the standard or level of performance expected.

j.-J 4. Doesn't know he is supposed to take the desired action.

F 5. Cannot tell whether he is taking the desi red action or not.

r 6. Has inadequate resources (e.g., time, equipment) to take
the desired action.

C 7~ Receives negative consequences for taking the desired action.

C 8. Receives immediate, positive consequences for doing something
other than the desired action.

I' 9. Receives no information on the consequences of taking the
des ired ac tion.

10. Receives wrong information on the consequences of his actions.

\ 11. Receives information on consequences that is not sufficient
for him to correct his performance (i.e., not clear, not spe-
cific, too late, too infrequent).

13



~ I~ 12. Doesn't know how to interpret Information in order to cor-
rect his perfonmance.

The manager becomes a "troubleshooter," analyzing perfonnance failures.
In so doing, he might ask these questions within the framework of the
model:

S- •. R c
Does he know when to res-
pond?

What are the consequences of R?
Are they positive or negative?
Of no value?
How immediate are they?

Does he know how to res-
pond?

Does he know criteria for
proper response? Does another R have more positive

consequences?
Does he have resources
necessary to respond? Does he receive inadequate infor-

mation on the consequences?
Correct variable?
Frequent?
Immediate?
Specific?
Interpretable?

Can he detect incorrect R?

Can he interpret feedback and
correct problem?

14
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"In acqui rang a behavior one becomes proficient in a skill
which he previously could not perform. The skill is often
acquired through training of one sort or another, such as
classroom lecture, text, programmed instruction or on-the-
job coaching. At some point the trainee is tested and the
decision is made as to whether he can perform up to stan-
dard. If he can, he is probably put out on the job.

"At this point the emphasis shifts from acquisition, or get-
ting the performance up to standard, to maintenance, which
involves keeping the performance up to standard."*

Poor Performance

When we see a person not performing properly on the job, we often assume
that he does not knoic hoia to perform properly. As a result, someone
usually prescribes training as the solution to low performance. What has
happened is that the problem has been diagnosed as one of "acquisition"
-- that is , the assumption is that if the low performer had acquired more
information or more ski lls , he would be able to perform properly. The
problem with many such low performers, however, is really one of "main-
tenance" -- that is, the employees have acquired all the ski lls and know-
ledge behavior required to do the job, but their behavior is not maintained
on the job.

*From Brethower, Karen S., "Maintenance Systems: The Neglected Half of
Behavior Change."
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Take the following example:

Mary Lou has just completed her training as a salesclerk in
a large department store. She has been taught to operate
the cash register, fill out sales-slips correctly, and greet
customers properly. After Mary Lou's first week on the job,
the training supervisor stops by and watches Mary Lou's per-
formance. Much to her horror, she notes that Mary Lou:

a. Ignores two customers. When one customer finally asks to
be helped, Mary Lou looks up from the stock she is sort-
ing and says, "Just a minute." The customer is furious.

b. Writes out the merchandise portion of the sales-slip in-
stead of printing it, which she had been taught to do.

As you might expect, the training supervisor is depressed at the ineffec-
tiveness of her training program. But she needn't be, for since leaving
training and starting the job, Mary Lou learned these additional things:

a. From the situation in general, Mary Lou learned that the
supervisor is a stickler for attractive displays but
never comments on salesmansh-ip Besides, though she is
not on commission, she is required to file an inventory
report at the end of the day. This requires a lot of

-sorting and counting during the day.

b. It takes longer to print out a sales-slip than it does
to write one. Mary Lou learned from another salesgirl
that no one ever says anything if during rush hours you
slip up and write a few sales-slips in longhand. After
all, everybody does it.

What appeared on the surface to be an acquisition problem was actually one
of maintenance. Additional training in this situation would have been a
waste of time and money.
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Diagnosing Performance Deficiencies

Distinguishing between deficiencies of knowledge (behavior must be
acquired) and execution (behavior not maintained) is a critical step in
performance analysis. Frequently, failure to make this distinction
accurately results in conducting extended and expensive training to solve
an execution, or nontraining, problem. In addition to being a waste of
money. such training tends to reduce the credibility of the organization

,
with the employee being trained, and frequently leaves management with
the dangerous illusion that the performance problem in question is being
solved. The classification of cause of deficiency can be made by asking
the following questions:

What is the desired performance (job out corne)?

a. What are the job standards?

b. Says who?

c. Does everybody agree on these standards?

d. Does everybody (anybody) know whether these standards
are now being met?

2. What are the specific differences between actual and ex-
pected performance?

a. Has anyone ever performed as required?

b. Who?

3. Could employees perform properly if their lives depended
on it?

a. Did employees perform properly when they first carne
on the job?

3



4. Do employees whose performance is deficient know:

a. What is expected of them?

b. That they are not performing correctly and exactly
how far they are from expected performance?

c. How to perform correctly?

d. When to perform?

5. What posItIve and/or negative consequences of perform-
'ing correctly/incorrectly can employees expect from:

a. Their bosses?

b. Their suborJinates?

c. Their peers?

Deficiencies of knowledge are relatively straightforward and can be cor-
rected by various forms of training, formal and informal. The following
text discusses deficiencies of execution (i.e., failure of behavior to be
maintained), the solutions to which are less obvious.

Deficiencies of execution, or the failure to exhibit learned behavior on
the job, can be further classified as resulting from:

1. Lack of Feedback: This problem arises when the person either does not
know that the behavior is important or does not know that he is
failing to perform to standard.

The solution to this problem is to design and implement an adequate
feedback system.

2, Task Lnt erference: Here, the person cannot perform as desi red because
he lacks the tools or because the layout or organization of the
job is such as to interfere with proper performance.

The general solution to this problem is job engineering.
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3. Punishment or Unfavorabl:e Consequences: In this case, the person has
no incentive for performing as desired; frequently, even, it is
against his own best short-term interest to do so.

The solution to this problem is to change the coneequencce atten-
dant on the job so as to encourage proper performance.

The tab le classifies typical performance deficiencies by appropriate class
of solutions.

PERFORMANCE DEFICIENCIES: CLASSIFICATION AND GENERAL SOLUTIONS

DEFICIENCIES SOLUTIONS
Tasks are not being done up to
the desired standard.
De~ired performance gradually
deteriorates over time.

IMPROVE
(or INITIATE)

FEEDBACK
Employees dnn't believe it is
necessary to perform as des ired.

Work is seldom done on time.
There is a bdcklog of work to
be done.
Work is done, but seldom well.

JOB ENGINEERING

Tasks are not being done at all.
Employees do the task correctly
when first on the job, but their
performance deteriorates after a
short time.
Employees appear to be "lazy" or
"not motivated."

CHANGE
THE CONSEQUENCES
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EXERCISE 1: DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN EX~CUTION AND KNOWLEDGE DEFICIENCIES

Study the brief descriptions of deficiencies below. Decide whether each
one is more likely an execution deficiency (DE) or a knowledge deficiency
(OK) and INDICATE your decision by writing E or K in each blank:

With a new change in management, the sales of an
experienced sales force drop off 20 per cent. 1. b -
Fine machinists have been operating at a require-
ment of 1/20,000 inch tolerance w ith almost no
work rejects. '''hellthe tolerance requirement is
increaseJ to 1/100,000 inch, 10% of their work
turnout is rejected. 2._~-

Too many of the air-conditioning units installed
are not properly leveled. 3.

A crack salesman is losing sales because he
fails to turn in his orders on time. 4.-----"'-

Check your answers on the next page.
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Answers: We classified all of the descriptions as E. The only question-
able case is number 2. If the machinists are meeting perfor-
mance standards in 90% of their work, however, they ought to be
able to also meet them for the other 10% -- if they absolutely
had to.

-c.>
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Feedback Problems

If an employee is to perform well, he must have information about his
performance. and this information must be both accurate and frequent.
,\n operator must know if he is "off target" and have the necessary in-
formation so he can correct himself. If he fails to get this feedback,
he will begin to develop his own explanations of good and had perfor-
mance, of cause and effect -- and he will inevitably develop super s i t-

tiolls troubleshooting behavior.

In checking for the possibility of feedback problems, the questions to
ask are:

1. Does the employee get information about what is right
and wrong with his performance?

2. Docs the j nformation tell the employee how to improve
his performance?

3. Does the employee get information frequently?

4. 1i0\~ soon after the employee performs does he get infor-
mation about that performance?

S. Is the information such that it can be easily inter-
preted by the employee?

The critical characteristics of effective feedback include:

1. Prequeneij : Generally, the more frequent the feedback, the better.

2 ..Tmmedl.acu : There should be little de lay between the performance error
an.I the feedback concerning it.

~. S~'ecJ£.fi:-fity: The feedback must in essence be "constructive criticism,"
in that it should differentiate the effects of various dimensions
of performance.

4. Underet.andab-i l i tot: The units used in stating the amount by wh ich per-
formance falls shOrt should be clear to the person receiving the
feedback.

9



5. Positive or-ientabion: The feedback should stress attainable performance
subgoals, rather than punitive consequences -- that is, reinforce-
ment, rather than enforcement.

10



EXERCISE 2: CASE HISTORY -- THE WORLD'S GREATEST MACHINISTS

The tolerance limits for high-precision missile components manufactured
by a company have been changed from 1/20,000 inch to 1/100,000 inch.
Government inspectors are now rejecting too many components, and the
management of the company is looking for help.

oueet-ion:

Superoisor's
11neuer :

Could these men work at the required tolerance level if
their lives depended on it?

Certainly they could! Why, some of these fellows can tell
that a part is off as much as 1/1,000,000 inch just by feel-
ing it. They simply don't give a damn.

Is training in machining techniques the answer to the problem?

Further analysjs shows that if a supervisor watches these men, they nearly
always meet the new tolerance standards. But when they are not being
watChed, their work is below standard. Each month the department gets a
report on the number of rejected components, but the workers are not told
when the actual work takes place that their product is below standard.

I

)lIestion:

Supervisor's
:1nsI.Jer:

(f/l as tion:

AnsI.Jer:

b'uestion:

Is the individual machinist told how many of the parts he
made were later rejected?

No. The department is lectured by management two or three
times during the year and sternly warned that it must do
better.

Are the men lectured about other management dissatisfac-
tions?

Yes -- there are regular meetings about the care of tools,
cleanliness, absenteeism, routing procedures, the necessity
of turning in clean forms, and the like.

Is it possible that other work factors (less important ones)
are stressed as much as the importance of meeting the new
sta.ndards?

11



An8l.Jer: Yes.

Que8tion: Do the men ever see what happens to the rejected work parts
when they don't meet the standard?

Answer: This is top security work. The men don't even know what the
parts are used for.

Answer each of the following questions ye8 or no:

Do employees generally perceive many management
directives as being arbitrary, and actually un-
related to a good job? 1.

Is it possible that the employees described above
consider the new standards as only another
arbitrary directive? 2 . .....•.•--
Do the employees have a compelling reason for
taking the new standards seriously when no one
complains to them individually? 3.~.

Does the individual employee have a compelling
reason to suspect the inadequacy of his perfor-
mance? 4.~

S. CHECK the probable reason for the deficiency:

~ poor feedback

[ ] job interference

[ ] punishment

[ ] lack of caring

12



EXERCISE 3: CASE HISTORY -- THE HOT AIR-CONDITIONER

When the refrigerant in a gas-fired air-conditioner becomes separated,
coagulation occurs internally. The treatment is to heat part of the Ull i r

with a blowtorch until the refrigerant boils. But too often the j ob is

not completed correctly, and must be repeated days later.

Question: Why do you think these men need further training? Don't they
know how to do this job?

AnslJe:r>: Come to think of it, they don't really need to be trained.
They know perfectly well how to do it. In fact, an idiot
could do it -- all you have to do is run that blowtorch back
and forth for an hour. These guys just don't care.

ouee t.ion: Is it an easy, or even pleasant, job to do?

AnslJe:r>: Well, not quite. You see, it's very hot around the air-condi-
tioner. You can sweat your heart out down there in the hasC'-
ment on a hot day. Besides, you usually have to crouch around
the back of the machine to get the job done, and it's pretty
tight work.

Question: Is there anything that tells the man when the machine has been
heated enough?

AnslJer: No, it's a complete unit. You just have to keep heating long
enough -- for, say, an hour.

Question: Does the serviceman ever have to make a call-back?

AnslJe:r>: Yes -- if he didn't get it right the first time, he has to do
it again.

Question: In other words, he knows when he has failed. How often is this?

AnslJer: Only about ten per cent of the time; but that's costing us a
lot of money.

Question: So, when he heats it only fifteen or twenty minutes, he doesn't
necessarily have to do it over again?

AnslJer: No, only about ten per cent of the time.

15



CHECK the most important cause of the deficiency described in the foregoing
description:

[ ] poor feedback

[ ] interference

G punishment

[ ] The serviceman just doesn't care.

Answey,:

We checked punishment; it's a nasty job, and the short way to do it usually
works. We also c~ecked poor feedback; jf the serviceman could know exact-
ly wh en the jab was eione, h e might do better.

16



Task Interference Problems

Employees cannot perform properly unless they have both an environment
that allows them to perform and tools with which to perform. Although
most jobs are initially designed so that they can be easily performed,

I

they tend to be subtly modified over time so that at some point they
become difficult or impossible to perform correctly. Such problems can
be identified by asking:

1. Is there enough time to perform the task?

2. Is there enough equipment to perform the task?

3. Are there enough support people and services to perform the
task?

4. Are there competing tasks?

5. Are there things that distract the employee from the task?

17
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SELF-CHECK

Identifying Factors Affecting Human Performance





CASE HISTORY -- THE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

The Situation

The Hollaway Company is a medium-size mail-order organization. It has one
large central mail-order house where the inventory is maintained and orders
are filled. In addition, it has approximately 50 catalog stores located
throughout an eight-state area. Customers may order good directly from
their catalogs or they may order through a catalog store. Catalog stores
range in size from a store map.ager and one full-time clerk to a store
manager, an assistant manager, and 15 full-time clerks.

Hollaway has just had a difficult year; sales dropped and merchandise re-
turns were considered excessive. The Operations Vice-President has asked
a training consultant to survey all training needs in the company to see
whether they are being met.

During the first few days of the investigation, the consultant tried to
determine the areas in which performance had been considered particularly
substandard. From discussions with corporate staff personnel, he learned
that apparent critical areas were store management and the credit depart-
ment.

The training consultant began his investigation with the store manager
problem. The Vice-President was quite certain that the training for store
managers must be overhauled. Before responding to the Vice-President's
intuition, the training consultant tried to determine the specific prob-
lems observed by the Vice-President.

21
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1. There were two problem areas. The first had to do with the amount of
"outside" selling done by the store manager. He was supposed to spend
approximately 25\ of his time out of the store selling. In fact,
though, he usually spent less than 5\ in this manner, which the Vice-
President felt contributed to the poor sales record. The second prob-
lemhad to do with merchandise returns. The store manager accepted
merchandise returns, although Hollaway was not obliged to do so.

Assuming these are bona fide deficiencies, what shouLd the training
consultant tr>yto determine before he se1'iously considers changing the
present training?

~~

2. An investigation of the selling problem showed that there were three
main parts to the store manager's job: selling, managing his staff,
and keeping records. Managing put few demands on the manager. Record-
keeping was the most difficult because inventory reports and other
records had to be turned in every day and any errors were "kicked back"
in two days. Many errors would lead to a call or visit from corporate
officials. On the other hand, there was no control over sales, and so
the store manager fit selling in whenever he had a chance.
What kind of deficiency do you suspect -- knowLedge or execution?

l:-
3. What is the Company going to have to do before it can expect its store

managers to do the desired seLling?

4. stores apparently

Which store do you think might be more lenient about
dise?

[ ] a store with 15 empLoyees located in a town of 300,000

[\I] a store with 2 employees located in a town of 4,200
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5. Which of these stores do you think would tend to be more Leu ient: Oil

retur-ns?

[ ] the only catalog store ~n a city of 20,000

[ a new store opening up in a city of 20,000 where there already 'I--S

a Sears Catalog store

6. WouLd you hypothesize that the problem of lenient merchandi.ee r et urne
is a general one throughout the country?

7. Do you think the problem involves proimarily a deficiency of knowledge
oro of execution?

t
8. Further analysis showed that the problem wasn't general, but was con-

centrated in the smaller stores with new managers. In most stores,
the problem was one of maintaining the existing standards. It also
became apparent, however, that their newer managers were not clear on
the company policy. An examination showed that the training that
newer store managers got in this area consisted of reading the com-
pany's general statement of policy and then being lectured briefly by
the Vice-President of Sales. The store managers were given a paper-
and-pencil test following training, but the testing in this area con-
sisted of one mul tiple-choice item asking, "Which of the following is
.our policy on returns?" The correct answer was so obvious anyone
cou Id get it.

What kind of "final exam" foro
commend to the consultant?

~~""'~J-

the part of the t.rai.ni.nq would you x'c-

9. The second area that the training consultant looked at was that of ex-
tending credit. The first problem had to do with training clerks in
the stores to "sell" credit to customers -- that is, the number of
customers with credit cards was not growing with the proportion of new
customers as was predicted.

The training consultant found that the procedures for credit were as
follows:
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a. Customer comes into store and applies for credit.

h. Clerk takes information from the customer and sends application
in to company headquarters.

c. The credit department accepts or rejects the credit application.

d. The credit department informs only the customer of the acceptance
or rejection.

Note: The number of rejections was high. Over 50~o of the rejec-
tions were because of some procedural error in completing the
application (e.g., writing "Mrs. Gladys Brown" rather than "Mrs.
Ralph H. Brown"). The customer was never told the reason for le-
j cct ion .

This particular problem was confounded by poor feedback. The store
clerk received no feedback from the system so that she might correct
her performance.
What uae the ehoi-ticomi.nq of the feedback received by the cuet.omci-?

10. if the clerk had a clear' set of procedures for taking credit app l ica-
t i.cn» and feedback on her et'ror's, do you think t.vai.ni.nq uouLd be
nececeamj?

Check your answers with the suggested answers on the next page.
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Self-Check Answers

1. whether the deficiencies were due to acquisition or maintenance (OK
or DE)

2. execution negative consequences from record-keeping errors

3. Provide immediate consequences for selling.

4. a store with two employees in a town of 4.200

S. a new store opening up in a city of 20,000 where there already is a
Sears Catalog store

6. no

7. execution
8. one that provides examples or situations and asks the trainee which

merit refunds

9. It was not specific.

r=>. 10. no
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Problems in Diagnosing Performance Deficiencies

Work through Problems 1 through 5 on the following pages.

1. First, answer the questions for each problem.

2. Next, review each problem, usi ng the Guide Sheet on page 35.
On the Guide Sheet, CHECK each factor that y~ feel applies
to that problem.
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PROBLEH 1

Desired Performanae:

A memo was sent from the sales office of a typewriter manufacturer to its
repairmen requesting that when they find themselves working in an office
in which the potential for more typewriter sales exists, they submit the
name of the company to the sales department. No provision was made to
inform repairmen whether a salesman actually ever calls on the companies
they identify.

Questi0n8:
« :

\.

1. Do you expect that repairmen will begin submitting names as requested?

2. If "yes," do you expect that they will continue to submit names for
any length of time?

'-\

3. Why?

i
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PHOBLEH 2

Desired Perfo1'f'l'lance:

At six-month intervals, managers are required to sit down with their sub-
ordinates and rate their performance on this rating scale:

Employee:
Ti tIe:
Rater:
Ti tIe:

[ ] Poor [ ] Fair [ ] Good [ ] Exce 11 entRating:
Conwnent:

Questions:

1. Disregarding the actual performance of subordinates, in which category
do you predict most of the ratings will fall?

:!. Why?
(.-r

3. Do you predict that most of the managers will get the performance rat-
ings done on time? I

4. Why? "'\
I j! , l

...;C
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PROBLEM 3 T-I~

Desired Performanoe:

-Salesmen for a large manufacturer of electronic components are required
to submit order forms to the production department for sales they have
made. Often, the order forms are incomplete (e.g., catalog number of the
component missing, buyer's address missing). When order forms are incom-
plete, the production department calls the salesman and gets the addi-
tional information by phone.

Questions:

1. Why do salesmen continue to submit incomplete order forms?

e

2. How might the problem be
J-~

solved?
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PROBLEM 1t

Desired Perfor>manae:

/

Keypunch operators transcribe data onto computer cards. The cards from
which the data are to be transcribed are periodically placed in a hopper
by an office boy; the operators then withdraw them one at a time from a
sIo t in the bottom of the hopper. The operators cannot see the contents
of the hopper, and it is filled often enough that it is never empty.

Keypunch operators perform adequately when first on the job, but gradu-
ally speed falls off and absenteeism increases.

Questions :

1. What is the most likely cause of performance falling off?

2. How might it be corrected?

/

I
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PROBLEM 5

De8iredPerfo~cB:

Agents of ABS regulatory agency are required to report bribe attempts.

Most bribe attempts are not reported, although it is extremely rare that
an agent actually takes a bribe.

Questions:

1. What is the most likely cause of agents not reporting bribe attempts?

, , /.

2. How might it be corrected?
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Now, review each problem and indicate on the Guide Sheet opposite which
factor or factors appear to be affecting the performance in each case.

ProbZem Summaries

1. Sales Leads
Performers: Typewriter repairmen
Desired performance: Report sales leads.

2. Performance Reviews
Performers: Managers
Desired performance: Record employee appraisals accurately.

3. Sales Orders
Performers: Salesmen
Desired performance: Submit error-free sales orders to manufacturer.

4. Keypunch Performance
Performers: Keypunch operators
Desired performance: Maintain high productivity.

S. Bribe Attempts
Performers: Regulatory agents
Desired performance: Report bribe attempts.
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Guide Sheet: Problems in Diagnosing Performance Deficiencies
PROBLEM

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE:
Consequences to the Individual
a. It is punishing to do as expected (imme-

diately). [] [] [] [] []
b. It is punishing to do as expected (long-term). [] [] [] [] []
c. More positive consequences result from taking

alternative action (immediate). [] [] [] [] []
d. More positive consequences result from taking

alternative action (long-term). [] [] [] [] []
e. There are no apparent consequences of perform-

ing as desired. [] [] [] [] []
f. There are no positive consequences of perform-

ing as desired. [] [] [] [] []

Feedback to the Individual
a. The employee gets no information about what is

right and wrong (qual ity or quantity) with his
performance. [] []

b. The information received does not tell the em-
ployee how to improve his performance. [] []

c. The employee gets information infrequently. [] []
d. There is a delay between the time the employee

performs and his receiving information on that
performance. [] []

e. The information cannot be easily interpreted
by the employee. [] []

[] [] []
[] []

[] []
[]
[]

[] [] []
[] [] []

Task Interference
a. There is not enough time to perform the task.
b. There is not enough equipment to perfonm the

task.
c. There are not enough support people and ser-

vices to perform the task.
d. There are competing tasks.
e. There are things that distract the employee

from the task.

[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] []

[] [] [] [] []
[] [] [] [] []

[] [] [] [] []
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GUIDESHEET: DISCUSSION OF IMPLICATIONS

I see the following advantages and disadvantages in using the performance
analysis approach in my organization:

Advantages:

Disadvantages:

I foresee the following problems in introducing performance analysis in
my organization:

(over)



"

I have the following questions about using the performance analysis ap-
proach.
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(nrvll~ht 1'-' I'J7.' P',1,\I' (IlrpUI.lltOn

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Is there a problem •(worth solving)?

+
PROBLEM ANALYSIS

What are the ••performance deficiencies?

*VALUE ANALYSIS
What is the value •••of correcting
the defic ienc ies?

~

CAUSE ANALYSIS
Is the deficiency ••one of knowledge (K)
or execution (E)?

~
I I

DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION
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Engineering

Feedback
System

I
I

DEFICIENCIES OF KNOWLEDGE

I
Modify
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1II

••
WORTH ANALYSIS
Is it worth correcting

the deficiencies?
(Does the value exceed the cost?)
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There Are Two Ways To Oescr;be Perfonmance

This section is about the analysis of human performance, and about ways
to change it effectively. But to talk about performance intelligently,
we must have some way to measure it -- and to be able to measure it, we
must decide what it is.

When we think of measuring performance. we think of tests and psycho-
logists have certainly provided us with enough of those. By traditional
view, the way to develop a performance assessment program is to adminis-
ter tests of apparent job relevance (mathematics, spatial relations,
mechanical aptitude) and to establish a cut-off score for selection of
employees. But there are two things wrong with the traditional view.

First of all, traditional tests, at their best, ~re only crude statisti-
cal instruments, usually poorly correlated with the economic realities of
job performance. For example, personality tests for salesmen have been
correlated with supervisor ratings of "interpersonal effectiveness,"

j "ability to conduct an interview," et c ., but, surprisingly, not with
dollar sales volume. And very often those things assumed so easily to be
correlatives of good job performance are simply not. Thus, the best
salesman we have ever seen (by dollar volume) never smiled and had a
fish-like handshake, and a leading medical photographer is color-blind,
one-eyed, and severely astigmatic.

~ccondly. tests are unfair in that the people who score poorly on them
have far more potential for successful job performance than we have
rtalized or been able to tap. A test score rates a man low on the
assumed correlatives of the job requirements -- but it does not precisely
identify what must be developed in him for us to make good his potential.
Tests are usually too indirect -- we need to go more directly to perfor-
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COMPARISON OF TWO DIFFERENT KINDS OF PERFORMA~CE MEASURES

iQUIK,SLOE:
I I

I

SCORES

TASKS

MEASURE

B

SCORES MEASURE

QUI K SLOE I A
I

oI. Rifle Marksmanship Checklist of rifle
I hand 1 ing behav iors
I

i 100% i
I i

98% I Target scores
i
i
I

! 100
:

II. Long Division oPercentage of long
division operations
performed correctly

I
i 100%
I
I

,

I
7

Number of correct
answers in 100
problems

i
! 100
i 'Ii
! !

III. Insurance Sales oRatings of sales
techniques, scale
1-10

10 i Percentage of sales
vo 1ume quota s'o1d

: I
, 100% I

I
I
I

IV. Speaking Spanish o
'U' Inventory.of languageelements In repertory

(%)
'------------------------~

(

94%! 70%: Percentage of in-
struction that a

; Span iard can fo 11ow
I

i
100%

I

( (



mance, and that is what psychological testing has helped to prevent us
from doing. And that is also why psychological test batteries have been
so half-heartedly accepted in industry.

Assessment of human performance has teetered on a dilemma: We all know
that there are great individual differences among people (the statistical
"science" of psychological testing is grounded in this assumption) -- but
we also know just as well that people are pretty much alike (or there
could be no science of humans, biological or psychological).

The Praxis systems of performance analysis emerged originally from a reso-
lution of this dilemma -- from realizing how both of the commanding, yet
seemingly contradictory, beliefs about human performance differences can
be true but not contradictory.

Here we will summarize a bit of the philosophy that has led us away from
the statistical view of human performance assessment.

The table on the opposite page summarizes the performance measures of two
hypothetical people, Mr. Quik and Mr. Sloe, on several tasks. For each
task two different kinds of performance measures are given, which we shall
call Measure A and Measure B.

Mr. Quik is an expert at all four tasks the table describes, while Mr.
Sloe is an absolute novice at each. Both measures A and B confirm Quik's
expertise, but only measure A discloses Sloe's total ineptness. However,
both measures A and B are direct, valid, and useful measures of perfor~
mance. The B measures certainly tend to substantiate our belief that
people are pretty much alike, while A measures reflect great differences
between individuals. Then why the discrepancy? To answer that, we must
known what is common to the B measures and what to the A measures, and,
how they differ.
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Well, it is simple. In all of the B measures, we obtain a score by look-
ing directly at the behavior of the person performing the task. In the
A measures, we need never to look at the behavior of the performer, but
at something else: the product of that behavior, or the effect that be-
havior has on the environment. But if the B measures are derived from
viewing performance directly, then why do they seem to deceive us about
Sloe's capability?

First of all, the B measures need not deceive us at all; rather, they can
reveal the causes of a poor showing on the A measures. Let's look at the
B measures more closely.

Mr. Sloe performed beautifully with the rifle -- he put the stock to his
shoulder, the barrel out, index finger on the trigger; he closed his left
eye, pointed the rifle in the direction of the target, sighted along the
gun-sights, and squeezed the trigger. Only in this last bit of behavior
do we see something amiss -- he fails to hold the rifle steady as he
squeezes the trigger, thus he never hits the target at all.

In performing long division, Mr. Sloe sets up the problem according to
the conventional algorithm, estimates various quotients accurately, mul-
tiplies well enough to convince us he knows the multiplication table,
correctly subtracts all manner of number combinations, borrows, carries,
properly indicates the remainder, correctly positions the integers, and
precisely identifies the decimal point. Only in setting up the problem
initially does he make a tiny mistake: He confuses dividend and divisor.
When he sees 23 f 12, he sets it up like this: 23r-rz-. So we know why
he never gets the right answer.

Similarly, in selling insurance -- as we follOW Sloe around we are im-
pressed with his poise, his arguments, and his persistence. He seems to
have only one major weakness: He fails to obtain the information needed
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to qualify the people he calls on as serious sales prospects. Now we
know why he doesn't se11 any insurance.

Mr. Sloe says he knows nothing of Spanish, but we compare his language
repertory with that of a Spaniard and we conclude differently. He does
know how to pronounce the "difficult" SpaniSh Y', and does so every time
he utters the tt's in the word "butter." Since English syntax and gram-
mar are more like Spanish than they are unlike it, his grammatical know-
ledge of Spanish is considerable even before he begins to master the
language. And common linguistic roots put him far beyond zero in his
mastery of Spanish vocabulary. Yet, the relatively little he doesn't
know is so essential to communication, he cannot have the desired effect
on a listener -- thus, his A scores are zero.

So we can say that Mr. Sloe knows a great deal (8 scores), but he has ac-

complished nothing (A scores). The B scores are direct measures of the
Behavior that goes into the task, and the A scores are measures of the
product, the effects on the world, Accomplished by the task. If we gen-
eralize from these examples, we find the resolution to our dilemma:
People are very much alike in their behavior repertories (8 measures),
but there are great individual differences in what people have accom-
plished (A measures).

By seeing that performance has two aspects, behavior and accomplishment,
we not only resolve the dilemma of individual differences, but we arrive
at some useful corollaries. One such corollary is that small deficien-
C1es 1n behavior can produce great differences in what people accomplish.
Thus, Mr. Sloe makes a quantitatively small mistake in handling a rifle
(B measures), but a miss is as good as a mile (A measures). He knows far
more Spanish than he thinks he does, but since he can't talk to anybody
it does him no good.
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A second corollary of the distinction between A and B measures is that if
we know what we are doing, education can be a highly economical enterprise.
Only one of the two measures reflects value to those who propose to improve
performance; the A measures alone can be translated into a dollar return.
Thus, we don't care how one holds the gun if he hits the target; nor do we
care how he behaves in selling if he obtains a sale and a satisfied cus-
tomer. Accomplishments alone have direct value to us. And since, in order
to get those accomplishments, we must make an investment, then behavior
changes are simply something that costs us money.

But if small changes in behavior can produce great changes in accomplish-
ment, then generally, small investments in cost can produce great returns
in value. If we view any program to mold performance as an economic
issue, we can see that to decide whether it is worthwhile to launch the
program is a function of the ratio of expected value return to the ex-
pected cost, or:

w = v
C

where W is worth, V is value return, and C is cost. If this ratio is
greater than 1, we can expect a return on our investment. Since V is a
function of the A measures, and C a function of the B measures, then worth
is essentially a reflection of the ratio of expected changes (~) in accom-
plishment (A) to the needed changes (~) in behavior (B), or:

W = I1A- ..
~B

v
C

Thus, if by introducing a new program to train telephone operators we re-
duce labor costs and billing errors by $5,000,000 annually (V), and the
cost of the program is $1,000,000 annually, then the worth of the program
is 5, meaning that $S are returned for every dollar invested. It costs us
$1,000,000 to change behavior, and the resulting changes in accomplishments
are five times as valuable.
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This brings us to a third corollary of the distinction between behavior
and accomplishment: Measurement of accomplishment should precede measure-
ment of behavior -- or, to put it another way, it is needless to measure
behavior until we have measured accomplishment. Accordingly, it is pur-
poseless to identify deficiencies in rifle-handling until we have estab-
lished that there are deficiencies in hitting the target; and we have
little reason to measure one's repertoire of Spanish until we have deter-
mined that he has a problem communicating to other Spanish-speaking
people. Or, to relate this to the preceding economic corollary, we can
say that we sensibly should look for a potential value return (A measures)
before we inquire into the cost of investments (B measures).

The sensibility of this third corollary may seem obvious when stated as
it is here, but its good sense has little currency in most present-day
performance programs. Unfortunately, most of these programs set about to
measure characteristics of the individual (his behavior, and therefore B
measures, even if they are indirect) before they make any attempt to de-
termine just how (or even whether) the individual is deficient in his
accomplishments.

Which leads us to a fourth corollary: Quantitative expressions of behav-
ior (B measures) are almost always misleading, which is to say that most
test scores are misleading. What we want as a result of measuring the be-
havioral side of performance is a list of deficiencies that are signifi-
cant because they lead to important accomplishment deficiencies.

That test scores are usually misleading can be well illustrated by the
performance of two children with an equal "amount" of arithmetical behav-
ior deficiency. Child X cannot subtract zeroes from other numbers (he
reasons, "You can't take 'nothing' away."); child Y cannot subtract from
zero (you can't take something from nothing). Yet child X gets most of
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his long division answers correct, since relat ive ly ft~W zero es Ol'L'111" it"

subtrahends in division; hut child Y has most of his answer-s Wl'Ollt!, s inc c

zeroes repeatedly appear as minuends wherever the division has a fraction
in the answer ("bring down the zero"). So child X may get a score of 90
on his test, while child Y gets only 10; yet these scores give not the
faintest clue to the problem of either child.

Among those whom we call the "disadvantaged," we should, according to our
reasoning, find that there are relatively few behavior deficiencies, but
that these few deficiencies have great effects on these people's ability
to adapt in the majority culture. Thus, we know of a negro student who
never dangled his participles, but spelled "because" BECAWSE. His mastery
of participles seems somehow quantitatively a greater achievement than his
white counterpart's mastery of the spelling of "because." Indeed, we

I

could say that the black student has mastered six-sevenths of the spelling
of this word, since he missed only one of the seven letters. After ridding
ourselves of dangled participles, the world's response to our improvement
is very small; yet, when we change the way we spell "because," we may be
transformed in the world's view from illiterates to acceptably educated
people.

So we can conclude that the value of mastering an act of behavior has little
or nothing to do with quantities we can assign behavior independently of its
effects upon the world. Indeed, the value of any bit of behavior derives
solely from the value of the accomplishments for which it is a necessary
input.

As a fifth corollary, it is frequently useful to quantify measures of ac-
complishment; and these measures should have economic correlatives. The
causes of performance failure (behavior) are various, and should be listed
for identification rather than obscured by summations. But the effects of
performance failure ultimately reflect themselves in value to someone;
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thus they are scalable, and invite us to quantify them so that we can
establish just how much value they do have.

The second part of this corollary that the measures of accomplishment
should have economic correlatives simply says that the measures of ac-
complishment are valid only if they reliably reflect value to someone, and
there is no better criterion of that value than the currency of the realm.
Thus we can show that it is valuable to learn to read by showing that
literate employees are better compensated, or that people buy books.

This means that accomplishment measures, although they are direct perfor-
mance measures (e.g., targets hit, cases won in court, number of qualified
sales prospects), must eventually be translated into economic terms if we
are to establish their true value. And this economic translation may
take some analysis.

To illustrate some of the difficulties in this analysis, we will describe
two of the several job accomplishments expected of a baseball outfielder.
One of these accomplishments is "a caught fly ball," another is "a man
thrown out at a base." The first of these performance outputs is called
a "putout"; the second, an "assist." Both putouts and assists are easily
measured and quantified, but not so easily given economic status. The
following table compares a typical season's performance of two superb out-
fielders: Willie Mays and Roberto Clemente.

PRINCIPAL ULTIMATE
ACCOMPLISHMENT R. CLEMENTE W. MAYS ECONOMIC ECONOMIC

MEASURES (1961) (1961) CORRELATIVES CRITERION
Putouts per 2.0 2.6 1. Games won Attend-
Game ance

(box
Assists 27.0 7.0 2. Fan office

thrills rece ipt s)
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We can see that Clemente has a better arm than Mays, for he is more like-
ly to throw a runner out (27 assists compared to 7). Mays, however, is
faster afoot, and is more likely to get to a fly ball for a putout (2.6
per game compared to 2.0). Then, which accomplishment reflects the greater
value of these two fielders?

"----"

/

First, it can be easily seen that Mays' fielding wins more games (the dif-
ference between 2.6 and 2.0 putouts per game is, over 150 games, 90 addi-
tional outs attributable to Mays), and Clemente's assists make him respon-
sible for 20 more outs than Mays. Thus, in the field in 1961, Mays
contributed to 70 more outs than Clement; thus, by his fielding, Mays con-
tributed more to the winning of games.

Most baseball fans, however, would experience a greater thrill in seeing a
base runner thrown out from the deep outfield than they would in seeing a
fly ball caught. We might, then, reason that Clemente provided more
thrills in the outfield than Mays.

Thus, if these two players were equal in every other respect (which they
are not) ,we would have to know how "games won" and "fan thrills" compared
in their effects on box office receipts if we had to make a choice be-
tween the two players. Since both wins and thrills are known to correlate
with attendance, further analysis would be required to determine which
brought more fans to the ball park.

<;:»

Now, to summarize this view of performance analysis. We have said that as
a first principle we need to recognize that human performance is a trans-
action of two distinguishable elements -- the behavior input to the trans-
action, and the consequences, or outcomes, accomplished by that behavior.
In analyzing and assessing performance, we frequently confuse behavior
with its outputs, sometimes measuring the one when we would more profitably
be measuring the other. We have also seen that humans differ less in their
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behavior repertoires than they do in their accomplishments -- in the ef-
fects their behavior has upon the world.

Then we drew five corollaries from this distinction between behavior and
accomplishment:

1. Small deficiencies in behavior can produce large deficiencies in ac-
complishment.

2. Education, and other programs for the management and change of perfor-
mance, can be highly economical, since a small change in beha~or (the
invested effort) can roduce lar e chan es in accomplishment (the value _ J
of the return on that investment). uJ - C-

3. In the analysis of human performance, we properly begin by identifying
the accomplishments desired of performance, and we do this before we
.look at the behavior related to those accomplishments. We can most
clearly state our performance oQj~ctiJles as accompli ments since
these can be valued; and we are better off to look at behavior as a
means, and usually one that costs something, to achieve our objectives.

4. Quantitative measures of behavior, except for some special purposes,
are misleading indices of performance deficiencies. Rather than
"adding up" to obtain test scores, we can more profitably distinguish
the separate elements of behavior that cause the deficiencies in per-
formance.

5. Since accomplishments reflect the value of performance, it often is
useful to establish dimensions by which we can quantify them. These
quantitative measures should be !ranslatable into economic terms, and
identifying the economic correlatives of accomplishment measures is a
major task in performance analysis.

The exercises that follow will give you practice in distinguishing behav-
iors from accomplishments.

11



EXERCISES

Some Fine Distinctions in Describing People

How can we formulate general rules for instructing people if they differ
as much as we think they do? It is possible to formulate general rules
only about things that have a lot in common. For the sake of a technOlogy
of instruction, it would be nice if people were very much alike. For the
.sake of people's being interesting, it would be nice if people were very
different. But, perhaps people can have enough in common to permit a
technology, yet be different enough to be interesting.

INCIDENT

Both Mr. A and Mr. 8 appear before their supervisor about an
infraction of the company's rules. The supervisor scolds
them, with a fine display of temper. Mr. A listens, says
he's sorry, and moves on; Mr. B says aloud, "Go to he ll;!'

Most of us would interpret Mr. B's actions as drastically different from
Mr. A's. Fut a careful study of behavior leads us to a different conclu-
sion: The reactions of Mr. A and Mr. 8 actually are almost identical.
Let's see how.

ThJo PrincipLes

1. People react much more alike than we usually think. We think they re-
act differently because we actually see only a small part of their be-
havior. The reactions we don't see are called covert behaviors.
(Think of "covert = covered up.") The reactions we do see, the overt

behaviors, are only a small part of what is really going on.
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2. The outcomes, or the effects of people's behavior, can be quite dif-
ferent even though the behaviors themselves are very much alike. The
reason is that covert reactions don't have as much effect on the out-
side world as overt reactions do.

When you thin~ you undepstand these principles,
wopk,the ppoblem on the next page.
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Prob Lem

The real reactions of Mr. A and Mr. B are described below. Read these
descriptions. Then WRITE the letter C before each covert reaction and the
letter 0 before each overt reaction.

SITUATION: The supervisor speaks harshly to both Mr. A and Mr. B when he
finds that they have broken a company rule.

Reactions of Mr. A

~ 1. His stomach tightens.
() 2. He clenches his teeth.
e) 3. He tenses his shoulder

muscles.
() 4. He clenches his fists.
C_ 5. His blood pressure rises.
C 6. His breath shortens.
~7. His heartbeat speeds up.
C- 8. He mutters to himself,

IIGo to he 11.II

Reactions of Mr. B

C_ 1. His stomach tightens.
() 2. He clenches his teeth.
e) 3. He tenses his shoulder

muscles.
() 4. He clenches his fists.
~ 5. His blood pressure rises.
C~6. His breath shortens.
~ 7. His heartbeat speeds up.
<=> 8. He says aloud to his

supervisor, "Go to hel!."

Mr. A: Goes back to work.

OUTCOME

Mr. B: Is fired on the spot.

Cone lusions

CHECK each statement that is a sensible conclusion according to the
descriptions given above:

14



[
[~2.

[~.

[~.

1. Mr. A's and Mr. 8's reactions were almost identical.

Both men's reactions were mostly covert.

A very small difference in behavior can make a very large differ-
ence in outcome.

The behavior we see is not always a relable guide to the behavior
that is actually taking place.

[ There is more difference in the effects people's behavior has on
the world than in the behavior itself.

15



Accomplishment VS. Behavior

Th c repertoire of reactions to st imu li (OVl'1't or co ve rt 1
that one has learned regardless of their usefulness.

Acoomp l.iehment:e: The outputs or consequences of behavior, or the effects
behavior has on the world.

EXAMPLES
Behavior Description

1. Sally knows all the steps in
shoelace tying.

Accomplishment Description

1. Sally's shoes are tied.

2. Joe knows how to measure
electrical power.

2. Joe found that this is a 1000-
watt motor.

3. Jim understands the theory of
air conditioning.

3. Jim built an air conditioner.

Which of the following are primarily statements of accomplishment (A) and
which of behavior (B)?

~l. He found that the moving costs would be $100.

Jt) 2. He can use a slide rule.

~3. She received flowers from all the boys.

13 4. He can recite the multiplication table.

£) S. He knows how to build a house cheaply.

~6. He owns a house that costs $25,000.

16



I. Which data are more useful for determining how to train a person:
statements of accomplishment (A) or statements of behavior (BJ? ~

~

II. Which data are more useful for determining training objectives:
statements of accomplishment (A) or statements of behavior (RJ?

Turn the page to check your' arlS1Jel"s.
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Answers:

1. A
1. B

II. A

2. B 3. A 4. B

18
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Below are a number of descriptions. Read each one carefully and dc,' idc

whether it is a description of a job accomplishment. Then, CHECK l/)
eac~ description that is a job accomplishment:·

DESCRIPTIONS

[~l. fully trained employees

[] 2. multiplies and adds rapidly

[~. products and sums obtained
t u-r. foundation of house laid

[ ~s. concrete mixed

[/6. costs estimated

[] 7. uses correct formulas

~. uses computer

[J 9. understands company policy

[~o. pencils purchased

Turn the page to check your answers.
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An8We1'8 :

If you understand the difference between job acaompLi8hmentB and other
descriptive statements, you checked nu.bers 1. 3. 4. 5. 8, and 10.
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"1-.'DESCRIPTIONS

~.[ ] 11. speaks confidently in

[~2.

a sales situation

[~has list of sales prospects

[ ] 13. surgical skills []18.

[~4. wounds stitched [ ] 19.

rt;0s. efficiency ratings made [\F3~o.

ten men employed

public information published

writes clearly

cooperates with others

develops a budget

Turn the page to check your answers.
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AnSI.L1e1'8 :

You should have checked numbers 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 20.

"'----/
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PRODUCTIor~ LINE ACCOMPLI SHMErHS

l. Line Started
a. Men assigned
b. Steel available
c. Support materials

available
d. Racks available
e. Piece OK'd

2. Line Running
a. Assignments followed up
b. Problems diagnosed
c. Problems corrected
d. Down t ime recorded
e. Scrap reported
f. Manpower maintained,-...,

3 . Line Status Communicated
..-/

4. Li n e Shut down

5. Men Reassigned
6. Ne n Disciplined
7. Time Cards Processed
8. Nen Instructed
9. Area Clean
10. Absenteeism Recorded
11. Overtime Assigned
12. Worker (Union) Relations

~taintained
13. Hazards ELi mi na ted

Impact Control Def. Fore. Cause
(H.M.L) (C,Me,Ne) Def.

H ~IC .; I Tl,P

H NC I

H NC I

H NC I

H MC I

~t C I I P
H C I I K,P
H ~tC I

L C
M C I .; P,FB
L C
H C
H C I I K,P,FB
H Me I .; P, T I

M C I I K,P
L C

---
M C I I K,FB,TI,I'

,----~ --
M MC I I TI ,P
L C
L C

M C I .; P

~t MC,C P

KEY: Impact (on day's production): high (H), medium (M), low (L)
Control: full control eC), mi nina l control (~!C), no control (~C)
Cause: knowledge (K), payoff (P), feedback (FB), task interfer~nce (TI)
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ANALYST:

(3)

VALUE OF OVERCOMING DEFICIENCIES

(a) (b) (e) (d) (e) (f) (g)

How Defici- Cost per Annual Potential \ Ex- Expected
ency Costs the Unit of Units No. of Value pected Value

Defici- per People ReturnOrganization ency Person Return Return (V)
lu£ 5-lD'Yo ~~ ~$IO ~to 1000 if. ~,(X)C.);000 qO% ~:l:700.000

(000 ~ $ '-,000.000 ~ ~c;,4w,QOO

CuJ.A (fWIeJIjAA. ~ ~ Io,..~ I~oto~ 1000 ~ I,ioo,ooo ~o% ~I,~'40,OOO

~ 3-S1o ~. ~.()OO,ooo ftoto ~,'1oo.()oo

). 10 of clw~ C4JIIUlt (c~~ ~.2/~1~~) ~ioo.ooo
100 '0 ~ iOO;O/X>

n, oOIry=dLii SJa. =}<k ;000#000

T~~~IM EsP, ".... ~o .io•OOO lOO~ $ gp.ooOC-'AclJ c.pt. W..,.Aa, lOCO
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JOB TITLE: ~ ~
MISSION: ~ ~ ~ ~

SYSTHl SUMMARY

METHODS
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) (6)

ACCOMPLISHMENTS DEFICIENCIES VALUE 0% CAUSE DE SOLUTIONS

DK
(MANAGEMENT )

Infor- Job Incen-
Illation Engi- tive
System neerinl Systea

I. huA~ ~V\Ot
t;. 700)000 E. I- c>'f.,

~
~~ ~".4~ooo

~,...~~$1~,OoO '1,; ~ V'h.
UAJLd; S~. ,+00,000
~~wP

!;<.~~ (IJJ=' V
a.)~4'f ~~ ~ ~<60)OOO E
~m4- ~nO/NlJ.

b.~ ~iiAtil W~UIh:t ~l,14l}OOO 1~F
119~/J'I'.

~-t~

Q.)~M r.().D.~ $.\\7000 K
~

min~
,
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TABLE

SECTION
(7) (8) (9)

DK SOLUTIONS COST WORTH
(PROGRESSION)

Skill
Indue- Tools for Theory Development Appli-
tive Learning Train,..Guid- cationinlZ ance

..

.> V

.>

.>
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SALES PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
[J Cons un.e r [] Commercial/Industrial [ ] OEM Analyst: _ Date: _

UNIT NO. ANNUAL
~ACCOMPLISHMENTS REQUIREMENTS DEFICIENCIES HOW IT HURTS VALUE UNITS LOSS CAUSE

InteZZigence
1. Prospects a. Penetration

b. Qualified

~-

----------------- ---------------- -------------------- ----------------- ---------- ------ -------- ---- ----------------
2. Customers' a. Currency

Plans
b. Relevance

---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- --------- ------ -------- ---- ----------------
3. Competition's a. Currency

Plans
b. Relevance

---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------- ------ -------- -- -- ----------------
4. Market Trends a. Currency

b. Relevance

---------------- ---------------- -------------------- ---------------- ---------- ------ -------- ---- -----------------
5. Intelligence a. Reliability

Sources
b. Breadth
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STEPS IN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Is there a problem
(worth solving)?

+
PROBLEM ANALYSIS

What are the
performance deficiencies?

~

VALUE ANALYSIS
What is the value

of correcting
the deficiencies?

l
CAUSE ANALYSIS

Is the deficiency
one of knowledge (K)

or execution (E)?

~
I 1

DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION DEFICIENCIES OF KNOWLEDGE

I
~ , Ir -~

~. ~

Job Feedback Modify
Training

Job Aids
Engineering System Consequences (Guidance)

I ~ l I I
!' I

. /
~

WORTH ANALYSIS
Is it worth correcting

. the deficiencies?
(Does the value exceed the cost?)

~

IMPLEMENT ATlON
/'
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Economic Worth

We have considered two criteria for defining and limiting instructional
objectives:

1. Does a deficiency exist?
2. If so. is it one of knowledge or of execution?

We now ~ome to the third and most difficult criterion for establishing
objectives:

3. How important is the skill?
Of everything that could be included in a course of instruction. some
things are obviously more important than others. Unfortunately. however,
judgments of importance are often made unconsciously. and often emotion-
ally. Yet any true system of establishing instructional objectives must
treat the criterion of importance objectively.

In limiting objectives on the basis of deficiencies. we were concerned
with aaquirement~ or content of a repertoire. In consi~ering importance,
however. we look at acaompZi8hment~ or the vaZue of the repertoire.

The first step toward removing importance from the realm of the subjec-
tive is to equate it with the value of a repertoire. The repertoire then
becomes important not because we say so. but because it has some measup-

abZe vaZue. Of course, there are many ways of measuring value, but the
point is that it can be measured, whether directly or indirectly.

We cannot judge the importance of an objective, however. merely in terms
of its value; we must also weigh the cost of attaining that goal. Our,
list of potential instructional objectives must be ordered on the basis
of worth: Those things that have the highest ratio of value to cost must
come first. Theoretically. we can express worth (W) as:
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hhere V .is the value of overcoming a deficiency, N is the number of people
we can instruct, and C is the cost of the instruction.

This fonnula is not new to economics; yet it is so seldom applied to man-
power problems that it deserves to be emphasized here. For reasons we
will explain later, this formula will not be used for actual calculatiolls,
and other factors wi11 also influence our determination of worth. Never-
theless, these are the major factors to be considered.

Before we examine the details of applying a more practical worth formula,
let's see what a formula can mean as a general guide for limiting instruc-
tional objectives. Here's an example:

One of the tasks with which the pathology department in a Govern-
ment age~cy is concerned is that of developing or recommending
training programs for laboratory technicians. For a number of
reasons, thi~ department has decided that it would I ike to de-
velop a course to upgrade lab technicians' skills in the use of
the microscope. One motive in this decision was to tryout
"prograrrrned instruction" as a teaching tool. An important fac-
tor is that the agency has only limited funds for contracting
the job.

It seemed that microscopy was the most important subject matter
to be taught, and several people have submitted bids to develop
a course on microscopy. Fortunately, however, the department
has fi rst appl ied the worth formula to its potential instruc-
tional objectives. As a result, it has rejected microscopy out-
right, and has chosen instead a subject that earl ier would not
have been considered at all.

A summary of the department's reasoning is reveal ing: Initially,
microscopy had the highest priority because of its obvious impor-
tance as a subject area. No single skill is more important to
pathology labs than the use of the microscope, and if one con-
siders the value of the repertoire, microscopy obviously ranks at
the top. The value that the priority formula expresses, however,
is not the full value of mastery repertoi re; it refers to the
difference between the value of mastery and the value of the
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student's initial repertoire (D = M - I), or the value of over-
coming the deficiency. Because lab technicians already know
quite a bit about the microscope, it is important to consider
the amount of value provided in augmenting their repertoires.
However simple this may sound, it is a bit of reasoning that
is often overlooked. 'We tend to judge a potential objective
as important because the ski 11 is valuable, and usually neg-
lect to discount the existing value in our students' reper-
toires. This existing value can be expressed as:

The pathologists had to evaluate, from the viewpoint of aug-
mented value, what they could gain by making a lab technician
as good with a microscope as a professional pathologist. Al-
though the difference between the two is usually considerable,
the value of the technician's existing skill is sufficiently
high so that bridging this difference provides a relatively
small additional value. Also, because the difference in actual
behavior is great -- and because the cost of training would
also be great -- the return from a large investment would be
rather small.

The confusion that is experienced when we estimate the priority of in-
structional effort can be traced to the confusion between acquirement

and accomplishment. The priority of objectives must reflect accomplish-
ment in two ways: 1) the value of the mastery repertoire and (2) the
value of the initial repertoire. It reflects acquirement through the
cost of instruction, even though the relationship between the cost of
instruction and the size of the deficiency is not a simple one.

Here's another example:

One skill that is applied with considerable inefficiency almost
~verywhere is the filing of correspondence. Relatively few
file clerks (and practically no one else) know how to alphabe-
tize correctly by standard filing conventions. To master this
skill completely, one has to learn considerable detail, and the
cost of training is greater than is apparent. Although the
value of the skill is fairly high, the initial repertoire of
almost any new high-school graduate who has not received special
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tratntng is nearly as great as that of a trained fi Ie clerk.
The errors that the untrained girl is likely to make are rela-
tively sma! I and seldom cause more than a momentary inconven-
~ence. If we put these estimates of value and cost into our
formula for worth, we find that there is a low worth in train-
ing girls in the alphabetizing convention:

W (VM-V1)N
C

(moderate - moderate) moderate
moderate

low

It should be noted, however, that unlike the file clerk example, the dif-
ference in value between initial repertoire and mastery repertoire is
usually great in comparison to the costs of training. The amount of
training required may be small and the training costs may be so small as
to make the training seem apparently valueless. Yet the actual value of
what is acquired may be very great -- a small amount of learning can make
a great di fference. w11at we must keep in mind is that the value to be
gained in developing a mastery repertoire does not depend on how complex
or costly it is. Let's consider an example:

Amoebiasis is a diseas (commonly known as amoebic dysente~y)
caused by an amoeba called Endamoeba histolytica (Eh). Al-
though this disease is rare in this country, on a worldwide
basis it is one of the most widespread and frequent diseases
to which man is subject. The treatment, though not pleasant,
is simple and adequate. Diagnosis of the disease is the prob-
lem; it involves microscopic examination of stools for the
presence of Endamoeba hystolytica. Correct diagnosis is rare,
however, because very few lab technicians know how to detect
this organism.

Many of the so-cal led lazy people in underdeveloped countries
are in fact debil itated by such diseases as amoebiasis. What
is the priority of developing a course for the correct diagnosis
of this disease? Let's apply our formula and see how it can be
useful even when we can only guess at the values that would be
involved.
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Of the seven intestinal amoebas, only Eh is pathogenic. The
problem is to distinguish it from the others. Here the value
of the untrained lab technlcian's initial repertoire (VI) is
zero: He can seldom tell whether he's looking at any
amoeba -- to say nothing of whether he's looking at the elu-
sive pathogenic one.

In order to estimate V, we must evaluate the value of the
mastery repertoire, VM. Although no one can accurately esti-
mate the value of being able to detect Eh, we can try to
establ ish some practical limits. First, we can make trial
estimates in which the cost of instructing the technician is
maximized and the value of his new skill is minimized. If
the worth formula results in a plus value with these estimates,
we can conclude that instruction would be worthwhile even under
the most unfavorable circumstances.

Let's assume that a trained technician could detect a minimum
of 200 cases of amoebiasis a year without adding to the strain
of his work. Of these 200 cases, we estimate a minimum of 100
would subject themselves to full treatment. Now our problem
is to put a minimum value on the treatment of 100 cases. Let's
take the absurdly low figure of $10 as the worth of curing a
ma~ of the disease. The value, returned each year, of training
the technician would then be:

v = (VM - VI)

= ($10 x 100 cases) - $0
= $1000

In other words, we can afford to spend as much as $1000 to
train a single technician -- even if we consider only the re-
turn received in a single year. If we estimate the actual
cost of training each technician at $100, our worth ratio is
still 10 -- i.e., the return is 10 times the investment --
quite high for any investment. If we were to train 1000 such
technicians, the annual return on an investment of $100,000
would be $1,000,000.

Remember that the worth fo~ula is meant only as a guide, not as a tool
for precise computation. Although such computation is possible, it
would most likely miss the point. The formula is subject to the same
kinds of numerical and statistical treatment as all economic concepts;
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also, we could, if we wished, introduce accounting factors such as dcp re-

ciat ion and discounted cash flow. But when the valuc-to-eost rat in of a
given instructional objective is so close that fine accounting procedures
can make a difference, other areas probably have more decisive worth for
instructional treatment.

lfuen two alternate objectives have nearly equal values, numerical differ-
ences are often not critical factors. Typically, many other factors,
such as policy consideration and staff interests, far outweigh numerical
differences.

For the most part, verbal values assigned to the formula (e.g., moderate,

high, and low) will serve our purpose. The greatest value of the formula
is that it establishes reasonable ranges. In our last example, no one
could place a firm value on treating a person with amoebiasis, but we can
say "It's got to be worth this much" or "It can't be worth more than this."
Our limit for instructional cost must fall within this range.

Instructional Cost

Because training is generally the most expensive method of instruction,
we will deal with this method as the one of most representative interest.
We can usually estimate training costs more easily than we can estimate
the value obtained from training.

Developmental costs related to training should not obscure the issue. We
should not erroneously equate the cost of developing a training program
with the cost of training. Developmental costs are almost always a small
part of the total.
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It has been shown that the deve Iopaent a l costs of training are often on ly
about 5-20\ of total costs. We can therefore choose a constant (or a
range of constants) to represent developmental costs. For example, on
the basis of our statement that developmental costs are not likely to
exceed 20% of the total costs, we can multiply the nondevelopmental 80%
of costs by a maximum constant of 1.25 to obtain the (100%) total-costs
figure.

The cost of manpower time, which virtually any accountant can evaluate,
is the primary cost of training. To send, say, a $lO-an-hour man off for
training is likely to cost $25 an hour per man, given enough men and
enough hours of training. Our formula for total cost then becomes:

where k is the constant for
a man's time in training; t
the number of trainees. A

c • k x h x t x N

developmental costs; h is the hourly cost of
is the number of hours of training; and N is

revised worth formula then becomes:
w _ VN

C
••• (VH - VI) N

kxhxt N
= VH - VI

kxhxt

Most often, this formula can be used in the following way: We can easily
assign values to k and h~ and must then deal with only two questions.
The first is, given an estimated return, V~ from training, how many hours
of training are required for C to exceed 1 (or some higher value)? The
second is, given a certain number of training hours, what must the value
of the training be if worth is greater than 1? The formula permits us
not only to estimate worth, but also to ask what limits of value and
training time we must achieve.
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It is seldom necessary te make precise computations with the formula. We
can easily sort items from a list of potential instructional objectives
into three categories:

1. Those of decided worth.
2. Those of questionable value.
3. Those that are probably not worth pursuing.

We wi 11 not make any finer analysis of the allotment of training dollars,
and will end this section with a reminder that these formulations, and
the manpower tables based on them, are guides to, not substitutes for,
common sense.

Summary

1. The ratio of the value of overcoming a deficiency to its cost (W; V~)

is a useful guide for assessing the importance, or worth, of an in-
structional objective.

2. The priority formula is meant as a guide, not as a definitive computa-
tional device. Verbal values can be used.

3. The value of overcoming a deficiency (V) is the diffe~ence between the
value of mastery and the value of the repertoire before instruction
(V ; VM - VI)'

4. There are three major components of instructiona1 costs:
a. The cost of a man spending 1 hour in training, h

b. The number of hours of training, t
c. The cost of developing a course of instruction, k

5. The cost of developing a course of instruction is usually a minor part
of the total instructional cost.

8
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Now let's see how this approach is applied. The reviews and review prob-
lem on the following pages will give you some practice.
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Review: Determining the Value of Overcoming Performance Deficiencies

Value is defined as a measure of the dollars saved or gained through any
program directed to correct manpower deficiencies.

To find value, you need to know the following factors:

FACTOR DEFINITION EXAMPLE

Value Basis: Time wasted

Unit:

Unit Value:

Number
of Units:

Number
of People:

Total Value
in Year or
Cost Limit:

Basis on which value will be esti-
mated

Value basis expressed in measurable
unit terms

1 hour

Amount each unit is worth in dollars $10 (per hour)

Number of units involved in a speci-
f ied time pe r iod

100 hOUT's/year

Number of peoplp- involved during
specified time period

50 people

Cost of deficiencies in specified
time period (Unit Value x Number of
Units x Number of People)

$50,000
($10 x 100 x 50)

10



REVIEW PROBLEM

Suppose you have been consulted on the following training problem:

1. Telephone order-takers for a large department store frequently do not
ask a customer for all the information needed to fill the customer's
order. They may fail to get such vital information as the customer's
complete address or the style or color of the item ordered. The super-
visor estimates that each of 200 order-takers loses 15 sales a week at
$25 per sale. What is the value, or cost Iimit, for overcoming this
deficiency7

Value Basis:

Unit:

Unit Value:

Nwnber of Units
(in given period):

Number of People:

Total Value:

2. Suppose each telephone order-taker loses only one $2 sale per week.
What would be the value of overcoming this deficiency7

The answers to this problem are on the next page.
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ANSWERS:
1. Value Basis:

Unit:
Unit Value:

lost sales
1 sale

Number' of Units:

Number' of People:
2. Total Value:

(15x50)=75 (per year)
200
$3,750,000$25

Review: Determining the Cost of Overcoming Performance Deficiencies

ioc t: is defined as the actual dollar cost of developing systems or mate-
rials to correct performance deficiencies.

When cost and value (the dollar results of correcting deficiencies) have
been determined, worth can be evaluated. WOr'th is defined as the ratio
of the value of correcting deficiencies to the cost of correction, thus:

C(OST) = k x h x t x N

To find COST, you need to know:
1. k, equal to the cost of developing materials, and stated as a constant.

A reasonable range for k is 5-25% of the total cost of training. A
good average to use is 10%.

2. h, equal to the hourly cost of instructing one trainee. This cost in-
eludes overhead and travel costs.

3. t, equal to the time required for instruction.
4. N, equal to the number of men to be instructed.

A worksheet for calculating cost is presented on the opposite page.
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REVIEW PROBLEM: DETERMINING COST

Use the worksheet below to determine cost in the following situation:

STEP 1:
Find k

STEP 2:
Find t

STEP 3:
Find h

STEP 4:
Find N

STEP 5:
Find
COST

An airline company wants to train its employees who handle
freight. It has been established that developmental costs for
the training course will be 12% of the total training costs.
A total of 150 men will be trained for 5 days at the company's
freight center on the West Coast. Travel expenses per man per
day will be $75, and the men will continue to earn their normal
salary of $4.50 an hour while in training.

1. Developmental cost (estimated as a
percentage of total cost) : %

2. Subtract from 100%: %

3. Express (2) decimally and convert
to rec iproca I: 1/0. =

4. Estimate number of training hours
per man: hours

5. Hourly wage: $ Ihour

6. Overhead (industrial overhead average
- is equal to hourly wage): $ Ihour

7. Travel costs per man: $

8. Travel costs per man per hour
[divide (7) by (4)] : $ Ihour

9. Add (5) + (6) + (8): s Ihour

10. Number of men to be instructed:
11. Find COST:

k . t • h . N
(3) x (4) x (9) x (10)

13



ANSWERS:

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

1. 72% 4. 40 S. $4.50 10. 150 11. $121.242
6. $4.50

<:>
2 . 88%

3. 1.1 7. $375
8. $9.37
9. $18.37

Review: Determining the Worth of Overcoming Performance Deficiencies

W01'th is defined as the ratio of value to cost in overcoming performance
deficiencies:

vW = C

In many cases, it is not practicable to estimate accurately the value of
overcoming deficiencies. It is always possible, however, to find the
break-even point· between value and cost -- where worth is equal to 1.
Computing the denominator of the formula W = f will tell you what the
minimum value must be in order to achieve a break-even point.

A review problem is presented on the next page.
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REVIEW PROBLEM: DETERMINING WORTH

A company flnds that its secretaries conslstently mishandle out-
90ln9 mail. They don't use the postage scale to see how much
postage a package actually requires. The companyls executives
estimate that this deficiency may be costing the company $500
to $2500 a month in excess postage. An instructional program
to teach correct mailing procedures would take 3 hours. There
are 300 secretaries, earning $3.25 per hour. The course could
be given on the company's premises, with no travel required.

1. What is the range for the worth of the program?

Value = $500 to $2500

k =
t =
h =
N =

Cost =
Worth = to

2. If you were this company's training director, would you invest in the
program? [ ] yes [ ] no

15



ANSWERS: "-.-/

l. (Value = $500 to $2500) 2. The choice is yours, but our
k 1 • 1 answer would be no.

:=;:

t ::;: 3 hoU/L6

h = $6.50
N ::;: 300

Cost = $6435

Worth = 0.08 to 0.38

Review Exercises

Three review exercises are presented on the following pages. Before you

do these exercises, review the worth formula:

v
W = kxhxt

where V == the value of overcoming a deficiency
k a constant used to represent the cost of developing materials
h == the hourly cost of instructing a man
t == the time required for instruction

16



EXERCISE 1: COST OF DEVELOPING TRAINING MATERIALS

The cost of developing materials -- k in the ~orth formula varies with
the complexity of the training problem and the media used. Experience
has shown that the cost of developing a training system is a relatively
small part of the total training cost, usually amounting to between 5%
and 25% of total training costs, with 25% an unusually high estimate.
The following simple procedure can be used to make a judgment:

1. Take the percentage of training cost total that
you think development will require: 10%

2. Take the complement of this figure: 90%

3. Take the reciprocal of the decimal equivalent of
the complement: k = 1/0.90 = 1.1

r----..

The value k tells us by how much we must multiply all other training
costs (except for developmental costs) in order to get the total training

i

cost. If we are to train 100 men who cost $10 per man per hour for 20
hours, our cost without development will be 100 x $10 x 20, or $20,000.
If developmental costs are estimated at 10%, the total cost will be
$20,000 x 1.1, or $22,000.

A cost problem is presented on the next page.
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Cost Problem:

We have to develop an extremely expensive training program, in-
cluding film, simulation devices, and extensive research.
Eventually, this program will be used to train 1000 men at a
cost of $20 per man per hour. If we estfmate that the training
time will be 10 hours, what will be the total cost of training?

Estimate of k = ---
h= ----
t :::I ----

TotaZ cost = $-----

19



Answe-rs:
Assuming an unusually high estimate of 25% for developmental costs:

k = 1. 33

h = $20
t = 10 hou./L6

Total cost = $266,000

20



EXERCISE 2: COST OF THE TRAINEE

The method of determining and assigning a figure to the trainee costs of
instruction -- in the worth formula -- will vary widely from one company
to another. For our purposes, however, it can be calculated as fOllows:
1. Take the hourly wage: $5.00

2. Add 100% for overhead (industrial average): $5.00

3. Es t imate the number of hours of training (t) : t = 8 hours

4. Calculate costs of travel and expenses $32 per diem
($30 per day is low, $50 is high): or $ 4 per hour

5. Add steps (1), (2), and (4) above: h = $5 + $5 + $4 $14
In this problem, the total hourly cost of instruction would be:

h x t = $14 x 8 = $112 per man

Additional cost problems are presented on the next page.
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Cost Problems:

1. What would be the total training cost if the cost of developing the
materials were calculated at 10% and there were 200 men?

2. A company wants to train 100 field representatives whose average
salary is $5 per hour. An extremely expensive training course must
be developed. For training, each man must go to the home office for
two 8-hour days, and the company pays each man $160 for all travel
expenses. What is the total cost of training?

23



Answers:
Problem 1: $24,640

Problem 2: k = 1.33, h = $20, t = 16 ho~
Total cost = $42,000
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EXERCISE 3: USING THE WORTH FORMULA

The factors in the worth formula can be calculated to varying degrees of
accuracy. Usually, however, we will use the formula in terms of only the
factors we are sure of. Remember the formula:

W = Vkxhxt

If we can't calculate V~ we can find the minimum V required to make W
equal to 1 -- the break-even point -- by computing the denominator of the
formula:

EXAMPLE
1.' Estimate the factors. v = $1000 to $10,000

k = 1.1
h = $20
t = 1

W= $1000 to $10,000
1.1 x $20 x t 1.1 x $20 x t:
$1000 to $10,000= $22t $22t

t = $1000 to $10,000
$22 $22

Anything from 45 to 454 hours of
training may be justified.

No further analysis of value is
needed, because the company knows
that the skill can be taught in~
at most~ 40 hours.

2. Set up the equations.

3. Solve for the unknown,
setting W at 1~ the
break-even point.

4. Decide whether the unkown
is in 1 ine with rea 1 ity.

A worth problem is presented on the next page.
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Worth Problem:

A company wants to send 20 men to a 3-day course on a new machin-
ing technique that is being offered by a good school. The addi-
tional skills acquired by training may add as much as $1000 to
each man's annual productivity -- but not more. The company
would have to make a travel allotment of $240 for each man. If
the men's average hourly wage is $5, what annual value per man
must the course have in order to make the expenditure worthwhi Ie?
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Ariswe r:

k 1

h = 5 + 5 + 10

t = 24

= 20 vw = 1 x $20 x 24

28

v= $480
V must be at least
$480/year/man.
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SAVORY SNACKS, INC. -- A Case Study Sect Ion A

THE PROBLEM

Dewey Johns of Savory Snacks, Inc., a company that produces potato and
corn chip products, has hired your company, Analytic, Inc., to help him
solve what appears to be a training problem. The president of Savory's
Manufacturing Division has asked Mr. Johns to develop a two-week training
course for first-line supervisors in the manufacturing operation.

Mr. Johns realizes that manufacturing performance at Savory could be im-
proved. But he doesn't want to train until he knows more about the kind
of training (if any) that might be necessary. In fact, his first request
is for you to help him convince the president not to rush into supervisory
training, and he is willing to spend a part of his budget of $225,000 for
a Performance Audit.

So far, Analytic, Inc., has gathered the following information about Sa-
vory Snacks:

• It manufactures several varieties of potato and corn chips and
sells them to such outlets as independent grocery stores, super-
markets, and restaurant food suppliers.

It operates nationally, with 2S manufacturing plants in 10 zones.
Each zone has two or three plants •

• A typical Savory plant manufactures about $16 million worth of
snacks a year, using 12 cooks, 16 packaging machine operators,
32 packers, and 40 assorted cook-helpers, utility men, shippers,
and receiving clerks. There are also IS first-line supervisors.

• First-line supervisors have been with the company an average of
12 years, and turnover among them is very low .

• Turnover is also 10\01 among cooks; but it is high for all other
personnel, and particularly packaging machine operators.

1



TYPICAL WORK FLOW OF POTATO AND CHIP MANUFACTURE
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-- A Case Study Section A / Page 3

This situation is quite typical. In fact, Analytic is usually asked to
cure a symptom, rather than the disease, because the underlying assump-
tion is that disease and symptoms are the same. But from experience Ana-
lytic knows that symptoms may reveal themselves in one area, yet the dis-
ease may actually be somewhere else entirely. For this reason, Analytic's
procedure is to set up a model and then examine actual details to deter-
mine how actual performance measures up to this model. And it follows
this procedure through three different levels, from most general to most
specific. Also at each level, it decides -- if only tentatively on
methods to use that will bring the actual performance up to the model per-
formance.

The most general level of the Performance Audit is called the policy lev~l
of inquiry. At this stage of the investigation, Analytic tries to under-
stand how the company is organized: who reports to whom, and who is re-
sponsible for what. It also tries to understand the company's work flow.
And then it tries to understand the company's economics -- its budget

To familiarize itself with the chip-manufacturing business, Analytic de-
veloped a flow chart of Savory's manufacturing plant operations. Study
the simplified versio~ of this flow chart on the opposite page.
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SAVORY SNACKS, INC. -- A Case Study EXHIBIT 1
For use with Section A, Exercise 2

MANUFACTURING ECONOMICS OF A TYPICAL SAVORY SNACKS PLANT

DESCRIPTION TOTAL CORN CHIP POTATO CHIP

Store-Door Value $16,000,000 $ 8,000,000 $ 8,000,000

Ingredient Cost s 3,600,000 $ l,ltoO,OOO $ 2,200,000

Packaging Materials Cost 2,000,000 1,050,000 950,000

Total Materials Cost 5,600,000 2,450,000 3,150,000

Total Direct Labor $ 760,000 $ 375,000 s 390,000
Manufacturing Expenses 2,200,000 1,100,000 1,100,000

( 13+%)

Cost of Manufacturing $ 8,560,000 $ 3,925,000 $ It,6!tO,000

Pounds Produced 22,400,000 12,000,000 10 ,ltoo .000

Equipment

Fryer (large) 6 4

8

2

Packaging Machines 16 8

Relevant Personnel

Machine Operators 16 8

8

8

Cooks 12

Other

Two 8-hour shifts; 5-day week; 52 weeks per year; 260 days per year.
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Page 4 / Section A SAVORY SNACKS, INC.

Exeroi ee 2

(Note: The confirmations to this exercise and the following exercises will
be found on page 15.)

Analytic, Inc. , reasoned that the economics of Savory's manufacturing
would offer the first clues as to whether Savory has a perform?nce prob-
lem. So, as a first step to getting a picture of these economics, Ana-
lytic, Inc., studied the operating budgets of typical manufacturing plants.

Exhibit 1 summarizes the manufacturing economics of a typical Savory
Snacks plant. Look over this exhibit, and then answer these questions:

1. Suppose a packaging machine operator doesn't operate a machine
correctly for 10 minutes. During this time, only empty bags
are being made and no product enters the machine. In which
category would the largest dollar loss occur?

[ ] A. ingredients
[ ] B. labor
[ ] C. wrapping paper

2. Suppose a training program made the workers so effiClent that
the direct-labor budget was reduced by 10 percent. How many
years would it take to recover the $225,000 invested 1n the
development of the trainlng if it were used in only one plant?

[ ] A. 1 year
[ ] B. 2 years
[ ] C. 3 years or more

3. Suppose a training program reduced product waste to such an
extent that the cost of ingredients was reduced by 10 percent.
How many years would it take to recover the $225,000 invested
in the development of training?

[ ] A. 1 year
[ ] B. 2 years
[ ] C. 3 years or more

5
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EXHIBIT 2SAVORY SNACKS, INC. -- A Case Study
For use Hith Section A, Exercise J

VARIATION IN PERFORMANCE OF SAME
PRODUCTION LINES UNDER DIFFERENT SUPERVISORS

I. LINE A. POTATO-CHIP PACKAGING -- PERCENTAGt OF PRODUCTION STANDARD
0- - - 0 DAY -SH 1FT SUPERV ISOR &····0 NIGHT-SHIFT SUPERVISOR

+5%
o. •.. . 1\z- , .

~o\,. ':' \
. 0·... .0 ".,., . "0'- f '-_o· o. ;' --:'..:, .

/~~ :. '0- ·-0' -~ ,
\C)' ./

,
v> -, ..- .. /.-

"
./

STD

-5%
J N oF H A s oJ J A

II. CORN FRYERS PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCT WASTE STANDARD
0----0 DAY-SHIFT SUPERVISOR o· ····0 NIGHT-SHIFT SUPERVISOR

+5%

0" •. ..•... 0, ,.0, -0..- . .r,' • ... • O. "'-, ~ •...~,• ,0' 'I" ·0· .o· .,....: f-"...-- 'D' '0'
<, -~ 0- """" ... -srD

-5%
J DF M A S o NM J J A

III. ANNUAL TURNOVER UNDER PACKAGING MACHINE OPERATOR SUPERVISORS

Number of No. of Replacements.
Supervisor Employees 1970 and 1971

A 4 7
B 4 6
c 4 5
0 4 5
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Exercise J

Remember, the president of Savory Snacks believed that training the super-
visors would solve all the manufacturing performance problems. So, the
Analytic team began by looking for data on the performance of supervisal's.
In doing this, they applied what they ca1l the concept of Potent ial. Impact:

on Production (PIP), which is one kind of measure of the program's possible
benefits to performance. The PIP is actually a measure of the difference
between the performance of the poorest and the best employees. If that
difference is large, the program's potential for improvement is great.
But if the poorest performer is only nearly as good as the very best per-
former (assuming that the very best is really good), the potential impact
on performance efficiency is qui te 10\~.

Analytic, Inc., gathered data (from both processing and packaging lines)
on such t}llngs as wrap-and-pack (paper) waste, productivity, ingredient
waste, direct labor costs, and turnover. Exhibit 2 gives three samples,
comparing the "best" and the "wo rst " supervisors. These samples illus-
trate the greatest spread in the performance of supervisors that the Ana-
lytIC team could find. Study this exhibit, and then answer these ques-
tions:

1. On packaging line A, which supervisor got the better perfor-
mance?

[ ] A. day-shift supervisor
[ ] B. night-shift supervisor

,2. The day-shift supervisor has the Slight disadvantage of hav-
ing to start up the equipment for the day, whereas the night-
shift supervisor simply takes over an operation already
started up. With this consideration in mind, do you think
the performance of the night-shift supervisor is significantly
superior to that of the day-shift supervisor?

[ ] yes [ ] no

7
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Page 6 / Section A SAVORY SNACKS, INC.

3. Each of the four packaging machine supervisors is responsible
for the annual production of about $4 mi 11 ion worth of snacks
(store value). If the best supervisor is only I percent su-
perior to the poorest, do you think you could make a strong
argument for spending $225,000 on a training program that
might -- at best -- reduce that difference by 25 percent?

[ J yes [ J no

4. Given the kinds of data that are in Exhibit 2, what should
Analytic. Inc., probably do next?
[ ] A. Analyze the supervisory performance in greater depth,

including doing a statistical study.
[ ] B. Recon@end a limited but intensive training program

for only the weaker supervisors.
[ J C. Investigate a possible program for improving the pro-

cedure for selecting supervisors.
[ ] D. Look at the PIP of other kinds of manufacturing em-

ployees.

Exercise 4

Analytic, Inc., felt that improvlng the supervisors' performance would not
1mprove production. The team then decided to look at the performance of
other employees 1n processing and packaging. They quickly discovered that
improving the performance of the unskilled ~mployees (e.g .• hand packers
and utility men) would have little impact on production rate or costs. On
the other hand. three groups of ski lled employees -- the packaging machine
operators ePMO's) and the corn and potato cooks -- could make quite a dif-
ference in production.

To find some quantitative measure of the PIP of these three jobs. the
Analytlc team first identified the critical ways in which the employees
could f ai l. Then the)' asked wh ich failures would cost money and how much.

8



SAVOkY SNACKS, INC. -- A Case Study EXHIBIT 3

For use with Section A, Exercise 4

I. AVERAGE MUFs
1. Packaging machine operator = $ 5.00
2. Potato cooks - 12.00
3. Corn cooks •• 6.00

II. FREQUENCY OF MUFs PER DAY FOR TYPICAL PERFORMERS

PERFORMANCE CLASS
PACAAGING

MACHINE OPERATORS
POTATO
COOKS

CORN
COOKS

High Performers 10 10 10

Standard Performers 40 25 30
----------------r----------------------------------------------------
Low Performers 60 30 40

r>.
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SAVORY SNACKS. INC. -- A Case Study EXHIBIT 4
For use with Section A. Exercise 5

SUMMARY PERFORMANCE DATA -- MODEL SAVORY SNACKS PLANT

I. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CHANGING INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE (ONE YEAR)

CHANGE IN POTATO CORN
PERFORMANCE LEVEL PACKAGING COOK COOK

Low to Std. $25,000 $15,000 $15.000

Std. to High 37,500 45.000 30,000

Low to High 62,500 60,000 45,000

II. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CHANGING PERFORMANCE PROFILE IN THE PLANT
A. Distribution of Performers

-- At present vs. how Savory Snacks would like it
.----./

PACKAG ING POTATO COOK CORN COOK
CLASS

Present Planned Present Planned Present Planned
High 3 12 1 3 2 6
Std. 5 4 2 1 4 2
Low 8 ° ° 2 °
TOTAL 16 16 4 4 8 8

.B. Economic Impact of Changing Distribution of Performers

PACKAGING
POTATO

COOK
CORN
COOK TOTAL

SAVINGS $537,500 $105,000 $90,000 $732,500

10



-- A Case Study Section A / Page 7

One convenient economic unit for these jobs is the cost of a Minute of
Unit Failure (MUF). For example, suppose a potato cook lets the frying
oil get too hot. For each minute that happens, $12.00 is lost in ingredi-
ents and labor. If a PMO doesn't operate the machine correctly, sometimes
losing product and bags, the average cost of this loss is $5.00 a minute.

Look at the MUF data in Exhibit :5 and answer these questions:
1. If we could change a single low-performing Pr.10into a high

performer, how many dollars would that be worth to Savory
Snacks over a period of a year (260 working days)?-----

2. Is the PIP of these direct-labor employees greater than it
is for the supervisory PIP?

[ ] yes [ ] no

Exercise 5
Using the HUF data, Analytic, Inc., made some estimates of the economic
impact of'improving the performance of skilled manufacturing personnel.
Exhibit 4 summarizes these estimates. Study this exhibit, and then answe-r
these questions:

1. The largest PIP is clearly with the P~IO's, although the PIP
of the cooks is considerable too. Let's assume that the dat.:l
for this plant are typical. Suppose Savory developed a train-
ing program for potato cooks that actually produced the
changes planned in Tab] e IIA of Exhibit 4. What vvcu ld be the
return of this program if Savory used it in all 25 plants?

2. Remember that only $225,000 is budgeted for a new t ra i m ng
program. How do you suppose Analytic, Inc., would advise
that it be allocated?
[ ] proportionately among the three skilled jobs
[ ] all set aside for a program for P~10's , since they have

much the largest PIP
[ ] all set aside for the cooks, since they have by far

the lowest turnover

11





SUMMARY QUESTIONS

1. What is a basic prerequisite to conducting a PIP analysis in an organ-
ization?

2. If Savory Snacks had not had data such as those shown in Exhibit 2
(performance by supervisor, by shift), what would you suspect might
bea major cause of poor perfomance at Savory?

13





CONFIRMATIONS

EZercise 2 (page 5)
1. C
2. D
3. A

EXercise 3 (pages 7 and 8)

1. B
2. no
3. no
4. D

EXercise 4 (pages 8 and 11)
1. $65,000 (50 x $5.00 x 260 days)
2. yes

exercise 5 (page 11)
1. $2,625,000 ($105,000 x 25)
2. all set aside for a program for PMO's, since they have much the

largest PIP

15
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PREPARING THE PERFO~~CE TABLE

The purpose of preparing the Performance Table is twofold:

1. To determine the major performance objectives (accomplishments.

2. To extract the list of possible program objectives from these
stated performance objectives.

This section will discuss the preparation of the Performance Table, column
by column.

1



1. Accomplishments

a. Summary

In column In of tht' Performance Table, specify the major accom-
plishments of the job or task, describing what tho workel h()uld
accomplish when he does his job. Emphasize ",hat he producl;s (his
outputs), rather than how he does it (his inputs, or acqu iremen t s) ,

Describe all the job outputs; the order in which you describe them
is not important.

9. Special features

In column lb, describe any unusual, nonstandard features of the
job outputs. Add specific details to give a clearer picture of
the outputs requir2d.

c. Given

Describe an)' special guides, manuals, or instructions given to
the employee to aid him in accomplishing the task. Note also
any unusual forms of data input.

Fill in a space only if what is given is something that is not
ordinarily assumed.

d. Spe cia I skills

In column ld, describe:

1. Spe ci a li zed skills required to use the equipment or mate-
rials. Do not describe the skills that will oe taken for
granted. (For exampl e, "manuscripts typed" obv iO:.lS ly im-
plies the ability to use a typewr i t er ,)

2. Specialized knowledge that substitutes for more detailed
instructions.

Ii\STRUCTI00JS

Study the completed sample opposite and fill in columns la-d of your Perfor-
mance Table.
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(1)

ACCO~IPLI51~IENTS

(a) (b) (~) Cd)

Summary Special Given Special
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2. Performance Requirements and Deficiencies

The performance deficiencies are determined by specifying certain
minimum requirements of job performance and comparing these to the
actual performance of the employees.

a. Requirements

For each task (accomplishment), determine the requirement areas
in which an employee might possibly have difficulty.

Requirements of job performance are usually measured in the
following terms:

l. the number of units of work per time
period

Rate or-
2. the time required to complete a unit

of work

Accuracy units of work completed within a specified
error range

In column 2a, qescribe the explicit mlnlmum requirements for each
accomplishment. Describe only those for which a specific
deficiency exists.

b. Deficiencies

In column 2b, opposite each mlnlmum requirement, write the
actual level of employee perfo~mance, in terms of the amount the
employee is under standard.

c. RIA
Write "R" or "A" in column 2c to indicate the requirement area
in which the employee is deficient.

INSTRUCTIO\S

Study the completed sample opposite and fill in columns 2a-c in your Perfor-
mance Table.
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(2)

PERFOR.'IANCE REQUI RDIENT S
AND DEFICIENCIES

(a) (b) (c)

Requirements Deficiencies RIA
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3. Value of OvercQming Deficiencies

a. HOt.; deficiency costs the organization

Before you can est imat e the actual value of ove rcom ing the
deficiency, you must determine the vay the deficiency costs
your organization.

Decide how each deficiency listed affects your organization.
Indicate this effect in column 3a of the Performance Table.

ESTHIATING THE POTENTIAL VALUE RETURN

Columns 3b through 3g of the Performance Table are used to estimate
how much the correction of each deficiency is worth over a period
of one year.

b. Cost per unit of deficiency

In column 3b, enter your estimate of how much each occurrence
of the deficiency costs.

c. Annual units per person

In column 3c, enter the number of times the deficiency occurs
in one year. Convert hourly, daily, or weekly figures to a
year's total, using the follo~ing table:

2,000 working hours

I year equals 250 working days

50 work ing weeks

d. Number of people

In column 3d, enter the number of employees involved.

e. Potential value return

In column 3e, enter the potential value retur:n for correcting
each deficiency, wh ich is the product of the amount in column
30 times the number in column 3c times the number in column 3d.

INSTRUCTIO\S

Study the completed sample opposite and fill in columns 3a-e in your Perfor-
na nce Table.
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(3)

VALUE OF OVERCO}'II:-.JGDEFICIE~~CIES

(a) (b) (e) (d) (e)

How Defici- Cost per Annual Potential
eney Costs the Unit of Units No. of ValueDefici- per PeopleOrganization ency Person Return
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ESTIMATING THE ACTUAL EXPECTED VALUE RETURN
Columns 3f and 3g are used to estimate the total dollar value
expected in return for correcting the performance deficiency.

f. Percen: expected return

Estimate what percentage effectiveness a program for correction
of each deficiency might have, and enter this percentage in
column 3f.

g. Expected value return (V)

Figure the expected value return (the Percentage Expected
Return, column 3f, of the Potential Value Return, column 3e),
and enter it in column 3g of the Performance Table.

INSTRUCTIONS
Study the completed sample opposite and fill in columns 3f and g in your
Performance Table.
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(£) (g)

% Ex- Expected
pected Value
Return Return

(V)
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PREPARING THE SYSTHI SU~INARY TABLE

Completing the System Summary Table fulfills two purposes: to determine
appropriate methods for overcoming performance deficiencies or obtaining
program objectives and to provide a summary statement of the results of
the performance and cost analyses.

1-3. Accomplishments, Deficiencies, and Values

Columns 1, 2, and 3 of the System Summary Table serve as a summary
of the Performance Table. Transfer into column I 'all those accom-
plishments for which important deficiencies exist. Summarize in
column 2 the deficiencies for each accomplishment, and in column 3
list the expected value return for each deficiency.

METHODS SECTION

The purpose of preparing the Hethods Section of the System Summary Table is
to determine the best methods for achieving the program objectives.

In col~mn 4 of the System Summary Table indicate whether the deficiency
is one of execution eE) or onc of skill or knowledge (K).

Execution Deficiency:
This is a deficiency in performance of an employee who knows how
to perform correctl~, but isn't doing it. Ask this question:
Could the employee meet the standard of performance if his life
depended on it? If the answer is "yes," write "E" in column 4.

Know ledge (Ski11) Deficiency:
If the employee could not meet the standard without further
training, even if his life depended on it, write "K" in column 4.

S. Cause

In column 5, write the letter that stands for the probable cause of
each execution deficiency.
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The three causes of executic~ deficiencies and the letters that
designate the~ are:

(F) Lack of Feedback: The employee doesn't kno~ ~hen he is
not up to standard.

(I) Task Interference: Other demands or distractions intvrfere
with the employee's performance of the task.

(P) Punishment: The task is so painful, grueling, threatening,
or otherwise unrewarding that the employee doesn't perform
up to standard.

6. DE Solutions (~Ianagement)

Execution deficiellcies require management action, rather than instruc-
tion or training. The three causes of execution deficiencies and the
suggested action for correcting each are shown in t hc folLowi rig table.

-
Lack of Feedback Information System designed or

improved

Task Interference Job Engineering for more effective
time and wo rk management

Punishment Incentive System to proviJc bonus
for punishing tasks

The suggested treatments of executioll deficiencies appear as headings
in co lunm s 6a-c of the Ne thcd s Section of the System Summa ry Table.
Indicate the treatment for each execution deficiency listed by placing
a check in each column (6a-c) that applies.

7. DK Solutions (Progression)

Various methods and levels of instruction Dlay be used in overcoming
deficiencies of knohledge or skill. For each deficiency of knowledge,
determine wllich functions of the teaching progression are necessary to
obtain the required ski ll or know ledge .

Ask the follohing questions for each topic (knowledge deficiency) listed
in column 7:

a. Inductive
Does the student need to be oriented to the topic? Does he need
to be motivated to master the topic--Qust his need for the topic
be demonstrated? ~lust his abi li t y to master the topic be rein-
forced? If the answer to one or n.ore of these questions is "ye s ,"
place a check in co luran 7a oppo si te the app rcpri at e t op ic .



b. Tools for Learning

Does the student need any prepar at o ry tools (voc abu l a ry, cqu ip-
ment) for learning the subject? If the answer is "yes," put a
check in column 7b.

~ .

c. Theory

Does the student need special instruction in selective l cok ing at
essential elements of the topic? I f the an swe r is "yes," put a
check in column 7c.

d. Skill Development

Does the student need to gain skill in the pe r fo rman cc of the
task? If the answer is"yes," place a chcck in column 7d under
the appropriate heading--Training or Guidance.

The criteria for determining whether training or guidance is to
be used arc shown in the fo l Iowi ng table.

1. If the task is performed frequently (e. g . ,
selling) .

Training
2. If the rate of response is high (c. g. , typing).

l. If the task is performed infr:.~'l.uen!l.x. (c. g. ,
taking an annual stoc)..: inVentory).

2. !fa high degree of accuracy is critical (e. g. ,
Guidance mixing chemical formulas).

3. If the task is complex (e. g. , asscmhlinz a
radio).

.
4. If economy is a factor.

e. Application

Does the student need to extend his knowl ed gc of the t op i c to a
larger context? If the an swe r is "yes," put .1 check in column 7e.

INSTRUCTIO:\S

Study the completed ~etlloJs Section of the s.1mple table on the next page Jnd
fill in the ~icthoJs Sc c t ion in you r Sy s t crn Summary Table.
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STEPS IN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Is there a problem
(worth solving)?

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
What are the

performance deficiencies?

VALUE ANALYSIS
What is the value

of correcting
the deficiencies?

CAUSE ANALYSIS
Is the deficiency

one of knowledge (K)
or execution (E)?

DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION

,
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Job
Engineering

Feedback
System

Modify
Consequences

I

+
WORTH ANALYSIS
Is it worth correcting

the deficiencies?
(Does the value exceed the costi)

IMPLEMENTATION

DEFICIENCIES r KNOWLEDGE

• ~

Training
Job Aids

(Guidance)
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Progression of Steps in Training an Animal

EXample: TRAINING A RAT TO PRESS A LEVER AT DIFFERENT RATES IN
RESPONSE TO A LIGHT SHINING AT DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

Step 1: Motivate and Familiarize

To motivate the rat to learn, it is de-
prived of food long enough so that it will
do something in order to get food. Next,
it is put into the experimental situation
-- a special box -- and allowed to explore
until the box becomes familiar.

W1)-II/

Step 2: Teach the Tools fop Learning

The rat must be taught how to get the food,
which will be its reinforcement for learn-
ing the task. It must also be taught how
the food mechanism works: A lever must be
presse~ to make it operate. The clicking
noise indicates that a food pellet has
dropped into the tray.

Step 3: Teach the EssentiaZs of the Task

It is now necessary to teach the animal to
press the lever only when the light is on.
This can be done by reinforcing the rat
with food only when it performs correctly.
Since it won't perform correctly at first,
however, successively closer approximations
to correct performance must be reinforced
in order to prevent the animal's becoming
discouraged and quitting. Thus, one
"shapes" the rat's behavior by gradually
increasing the demands made on it -- that
is, by reinforcing only closer approxima-
tions to the selected standard until the
rat is actually performing up to the stan-
dard.

1
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Step 4: Teaoh the Skills of Ma8tel~
The animal can now be taught how to make the
necessary discriminations: to press at a
low rate, say, at a low Intensity, and at
higher rates at higher intensities. This is
done by differential reinforcement of dif-
ferent rates, meaning that the rat is rein-
forced only when it presses a specified num-
ber of times at a particular light intensity.

Step 5: Extend the Skills to a Larger Con-
text

Once the rat can perform the task, it must
be given some experience in pe~forming be-
fore an audience.

Progression of Steps in Training a Human

The training of humans, like the training of any other organism, must also
proceed through a progression of distinct steps that:
1. Familiarize 'and motivate. 4. Teach the skills of mastery.
2. Teach the tools for learning. 5. Extend the skills to a larger
3. Teach the essentials of the task. context.

For example, in order to teach a man about gas turbines, we do not begin
immediately with a real turbine. The progression we follow is illustrated
in this chart:

Example: TEACHING A MAN HOW A GAS TURBINE WORKS
Step 1: Teaoh the Nature of the Problem

and the Coneequenoee of Mastering
It

This is how an internal oombustion engine
works: Exploding gas moves a piston that
turns a wheel -- but the violence tears up
the engine. If the energy from the heat
could be harnessed without the explosion,
perhaps a more efficient engine could be
made.

2
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Step 2: Teach Some Tools for Learmi nq

Some important words relating to gas tur-
bines are: turbine, a kind of fan; com-
pression, an increase in pressure; and
rotor, a kind of fan.

Step 3: Teach the Eeeenii a Z Elements oj'
the System

1. Heat from fuel (gas) makes fan A turn.
2. Fan B, on the same shaft as fan A, also

turns.
3. Fan B draws in air and suppl ies oxygen

to the system and compresses it.
This engine runs without combustion.

--------- ------ ...-~-. - -_ .._------- ------------------------------

(g

\ \ 1/

Step 4: Teach the Skills of Mastery

Teach the student how to troubleshoot an
actual gas gurbine -- how to spot any
trouble and how to repair it.

Step 5: Extend Knowledge to a Larqe» I~on-
text

Now the student is ready to observe gas
turbines in actual factory production.
He must learn a variety of the problems in
using gas turbines.

Comparison of the Progression of Steps in Training an Animal and a Human

On the following pages is a chart that compares the progression of steps
In training an animal and a human. Study this chart carefully, noting the
similarities and the differences in the two progressions.
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STEP

MotiuatfJ
and
Fconi l.i.ariee

RAT

Is deprived of food and explores
the setup.

2. Teach
Tools foY'
Learning

MAN

Learns the analogy and the con-
sequences of the gas turbine.

~-----

Learns how the feeder works.

COMPKE.SSION. n. (KoM-f.>f·:t;H~sl'l:lIIl
N.c.4",~""~ - Vl ....••'...-.\.- *" •• ,""l ".~I';';•••..~
~. Cl/t- .••---"t,- .;~.,(,/ir""~A'''''''' I:.I(~

""---.. .. A~i";.- •.••••.•...•.-;;.; .• -

Learns a vocabulary.

3. Teach
Essentials

Learns to respond to the stimulus
of a Iight by pressing a lever.

Learns how the turbine works.

4. Teach
Skills

Learns discriminations: Learns
to press the lever for a speci-
fied number of times at differ-
ent light intensities.

(0==

Learns how to troubleshoot
and repair the turbine.

4



5. Teacn
,jpp 1Lea don

Adapts to audience. Gets on-the-job training.

Functions of the Mathetical Progression

The progression of teaching steps -- which we call the mathetical progres-

sion -- IS designed to provide systematically all the basic steps required
for effective learning. FOllowing this progression avoids repetition and
confusion.in the teaching process and ensures that all necessary teaching
funct ions are compi et eI . It also ensures that the student is always pre-
pared for the next step in the learning experience.

The chart on the next page illustrates the relationship between the math-
ctical progression and the general progression required for effective
teaching. It also indicates the application and purpose of each step in
the mathetical progression.
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FUNCTIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF THE MATHETICAL PROGRESSION

Lnduc ti cc Motivates.
Preparatory

".'ools of Learni.nq Provides tools.
f--------.

Theory Selective looking mediates
Subject-Matter genera 1 izat ion.
Sk ill s Provides practice in cri-Skill Development tical sk ills.

--"

App lication Other Domains Extends sk ll ls to 1arger
context.

Maintains motivation.
Progress Plotter Management Manages dialogue between

teacher and s tuden t.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Study the chart and answer the questions that follow. "(Note: If you can't
answer them, you should ask them.)

1. Which function is intended to make use of the student's own frame of
reference?

[]inductive

[]theory

[]application

[]none

6



The prjmary function of the inductive is to:

[ ] motivate

[ ] maintain motivation

3. A ~~p t~!k used to motivate students would be a part of which function?

[]inductive

[]tools of learning

[]theory

[]none

4. \lJhichof these functions is used at all steps of learning?

[]tools of learning

[]skill development

[]progress plotter

Selecting the Appropriate Functions of the Mathetical Progression

It is not always necessary for a training program to include all functions
of the mathetical progression; it is only necessary to include those func-
tions that the student will need. The extent of the student's deficiency
in relation to the task determines which functions the student will need.

Before rOll can develop any training program based on the progression func-
tions, there is a series of questions you must ask about the student pop-
ulation that will help you determine the exact level of coverage for any
training course. These questions are presented in the chart on the follow-
Ing pages.

7



QU£STIONS TO ASK ABOUT

These are the questions that should be asked about a trainee population.
Asking these questions wi 11 help you determine which progression functions
must be included in a training program. If the answer to any question
about a particular progression function is yes, then that function must

1. INDUCTIVE
Orient

• Does the trainee need to become famil iar with the task?
Is he a new employee who must learn about his new job?

• Is he an old-time employee who's learning about a new function or
machine?

Motivate or' Shou Consequences

• Does he need to know why the task is important?
• Is he someone new who doesn't realize,the importance of the job?
• Is he someone who must be made to realize why his new function or

machine is valuable?

PY'ove Ability

• Must his a?il ity to master the topic be demonstrated?
• Is he a new employee who might doubt his ability to master a skill

or machine that seems difficult?
• Is he a person who hasn't worked for many years?
• Is he a person promoted to a position of greater responsibility

who needs a pep talk?

2. TOOLS FOR LEARNING
• Does the trainee need any preparatory tools for learning the subject?
• Does he need to learn any preliminary vocabulary?
• Does a new or recently promoted employee need to learn the Iingo of

his department?
• Does he need to learn any mathematical skills (including graphs),

special procedures (e.g., use of a calculator), or special skills
(e.g., use of a slide rule)?

8



THE TRAINEE POPULATION
be included in the program. Study these questions.

Note that a yes answer to pny question under a given function means the
trainee needs that progression function.

3. THEORY
• Does the trainee need to understand the essential properties of the

subject matter?
• Is he someone who might forget a subject matter unless he understood

how it works?

4. SKILL DEVELOPMENT
• Does the trainee need to gain skill in the performance of the task?

Training

• Must the trainee perform at a high rate?
• Is the task performed frequently?
• Would a guidance tool (job aid) physically interfere with the per-

formance of the task?
'.:uidcmce

• Must the trainee perform with high accuracy?
• Is rate or speed less important than accuracy?
• Is the task performed infrequently?

5. APPLICATION
• Does the trainee need to practice his newly acquired skills in a

real-life situation?
• Does he need on-the-job training?

9
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SAMPLE COURSE PLANS
Telephone Repair Clerk



1'1155 I O:l/A.CCOI'.?I.1 5H~1E:.T: LI\E r:~PIJ 01J\r\TE~;N~CE/C\BLt TP,""\. ,FL;15 .v. ) IL! 1'- ....
--------- .r.'.Major S tu-

Subaccom- Teaching dent Defi- Major
plishments Objectives clencies Strate3ies Inducti~e

Introductio t uden t hill be able I I IIntrvduct ion t o
to Plant Fa-Lo identify major plant faclliti~~
cilities andlutside plant compo- the ASC~ sectl)n
the re l a t e d ien t s and relate'
ASG~I sect io h e s e to entries in

he ASGM section.

Line and
Station
Transfers
reflected
in ASG~l
section

I I· ---
Give studenr a Introduce studt~t to
theory about line the line-and-st<1t or>
an dvs t at ion t.rans transfer p ro cc s :
fers and the b a- Show her how the
sic clerical operation i~ refJcc-
ope r at ion ted on the 1 iJ1C-1nJ-

station t:ansfer
form. Show b er
where errors art
likely to occur,
and emph as i ze ir-
po r t an cc 0 f co r rc-t
information 011 J j I1C
cards.

Given a completed
standard line and
station transfer
~heet, student will
~e able to make re-
quired changes in
the ASGr-;s cct ion of
the line cards in-
volved.

Transcrip-
tion errors
failure to
identify
errors in
the trans-
fer sheets Prov ide 6·~~.~.ir.cc

for local vari-
ances and for
corrective ;>ro-
ce dure s for in-
valid shcel~

and

Show S t udell t lli" ,r·
tance of ,\S(~\I "C, till
to test and djspat~·

Overvieh of t rc~ of
work requir • rig
changes

I --1---------- --- -~:-- I .- ...--- - .. ---
Given a cable t ran s- Tr an s c r i.p- G;ve ~tJl'?T': a
fer sheet, student tion errors, theo ry of p l ant
w i Ll be able to "lake failure to Fac i l i t ie s an d of
required ch an ge s in make re- the cable trans-
the ASG~·I section of qui red fer ,·."eC: ":"0-
the line card in- changes vide stu~- ~ith
vol~ed. a gU1d3nc~ ~cvice

i Ll us t r at i ng
var i ous c a+ le
trar- s fe r s and

Cable trans
fers re-
flected in
ASQ.! sec-
tion

In t ro duc e s~.. ' - ': . 0

th e log i c 0 f ,>. i <c
transfers arid ._~,
methods of r~_o~~_n~
cable t r-a-i s f e i s .
Stress th at z c t ua l
clerical process is
sinp l e and that
guidance ~i!l be rr:r'
vided. Re l a t e t o

12
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Theor v Praxis App 1 i c a t ion
Speci.::Jl

Too Is

~

Propat!d-eutic'

Vocabulary:

CABLE
PAIR
lliDERGROU:\D A.\D

AERlf>L CABLE
TER:'IINAL AD-

DRESS
BINDING POST
POLE
TI P f\:~D R I x G
DEDICATED PLA.\T
r.nJLTIPLE PLA.'H
CROSS CO~t~EC-

Ek:·IINAL

Identify the fo1101'1-
ing entries in the
ASGr.l section:

Fl entries
Cab l e and pair
Terminal ad-

dress or pole
number

Originating
equipment

Binding post
Binder group
Tip or ring



Beverage Controller



CONTROLLER OR! ENTATIuN
-------------I-N-D-U-CT-IVE-~----------------

I
I

BEVERAGE

·Economics of Bartending
Products

• G 1 assware
• Labor
• Budgets

Consequences of not performing
well :

Poor service which means
fewer customers, which ul-
timately means lost money.

TOOLS

Know and understand t e rris like:
• Ca1l brand
• Bar brand
• Fast rack
• Garnishment
• Par book
• Bar Guide
• Blender
• Glass washe r
• Legal terms

~----.------------- __ L

16
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THEORY APPLICATION
r---.,

Explain the State Liquor Laws
and h ow they app ly to his
bars.
Discuss the State sanitation
laws for his bars.
Schematic of a typical bar
showing:

• Front bar
• Servi ce bar
• Fas track
• Blender
• Cooler
• Taps
• Kegs
• Ice
• Gl as swa re

• Liquor

~ Identi fy liquors with var ious
call brands.
Identify liquors for differ-
ent drinks.
Discrimina~e between various
types of glassware for drinks.

I Discriminate between various
types of garnishments for
drinks.
Discriminat~ bct~een various
orders for drinks.
Respond to various legal
situations.

~

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
-T I

17



ACCO~-\PL I SHI~C:NT TOOLS
-- -.-------f---

, '

Stock t~aintai
(Orienta~ion)
Invent or;' Tak c-i

Bar Stocked

Liquor Pu rch as ed

rj

'NDUCT'VE

Unde r s t an d :

• Par Stock Bo(,'~.

k---------------- ---.----- -- .-------

Discussion of the l aws per-
taining to I nvent ory and
the records that are re-
quired.

Understand:

• Inventory book

• C-7

~------------~}I---.--.- ..

18

Understand;

• Stat e liquor fOI1i1s

• Check stub records

• State records



THEORV APPLI CATI ON

Show schematic of product
flow:

• State liquor pick-up
• Beer/wine delivery
• Storeroom
• Foodstuffs storeroom
• Front bar
• Service bar
• Room service

Explain the system of survey-
ing the remaining stock, re-
cording in the Par Book and
looking for empty bottles.
Given certain bar configura-
tions, take inventory and
complete Par-Book.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Actually do it for a
specified period of
time.

Explain the .system:
Materials ordered by
kitchen are kept in
food storage .

. C~7 filled out to re-
quisition those materials.

Given certain inventolY re-
I ports, stock bar and complete

stock report.
Requisition foodstuffs and
stock bars based on inventory
requiremc;lts.

Actually do it for a
specified period of
time.

--- --------------------r------------------~~--------------------~
Explain the liquor supply
system:

• Order ~ell in advance
• Pick-up/stamp, etc.

Sign-off/Beer and w ine
Pay for Iiquo r in cash

Actually do it for a
'specified period of
time .

19





Assistant Restaurant Manager



ASSISTA'IT RESTAURAnT t'~\NAGE:, ORIENTATION-----r-----------------.- ....._....
I NDUCTI VE

--- ._-------- -----
Economics of the Fairfield Inn
operation:

• Control abIes
• Labor
• Food
• Liquor
• Bcne f i ts

Consequences of poor performance:
• Not meeting your budget thru:

• Poor Service
• Poor Food

Dirty Dining Room

TOOLS
+---------_ ..-. -------- ._....-----_._-.

/
/

/
/
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THEORY SKILL DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION
Schematic of a typical ser-
vice kitchen showing:

• Equipment
• Work stations
• Products from each

work station
Schematic of a typical Fair-
field Inn showing:

• Equipment
• Set-up stations
• Cashier area

Exercise
Flow chart several dishes
through t he kitchen showing
the people and places in-
volved.

23



Staff Scheduled

Overtime Assigned

Staff Disciplined

• Upset employees

TOOLS
-------:

.1
I

I
I

Marriott's standard pro-
cedure for assigning over-
time.

Forecas t Budget

ACCOMPLI SHMENT --r_~~~_~CT'.".E __ . --,-1-"
Employees ;'laintained :

IConsequences of not perform- i Understand:
ing well: , • Staff Sheets

Stock ~la;ntained

~--------------------------~-----------------------

I~--------------------

Marriott's standard operat-
ing procedure for handling
discipline problems.
The consequences of not dis-
ciplining employees:

Poor service +.
• Poor business

----------------------~
Discuss the importance of a understand:, ,I

budgeting system and how de- W kl 11
partmental budgets have an • ee y payro~recap.
effect on the entire proper-
ty. .. .
Exp lain the consequences of
not performing correctly:

• The lack of support
materials causes poor
servi ce at peak periods. 1

24

Understand how to read and
.fi 1] out the emp 1oyee pe r-

formance appraisal form
#85525.



THEORY APPLI CAT ION

Explain the variables in-
volved:

• Budget
• Cri tical work areas
• Available staff

Given situation which includes
the above variables, design a
schedule for a week's period
(FFI) .

Given various situations,
identify the best way to
handle assignment of over-
time.

When confronted with various
situations where discipline
is required, choose from many
possible actions the most
logical one.

Given a sheet containing bud-
geting information, complete
several parroll recaps.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Actually schedule the
staff of a Fairfield
Inn for a one-week
period.

~ornplete the actual pay-
roll recap for a period
of time in the Fairfield
Inn.

Explain the system of antici-
pating peak periods and how
to assure the availability of
materials.
Discriminate b etwe en various
service are3 configurations
which require action andI which do not.

I

IL- ..... L- __ .,.- ....x.. _

-"/
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STEPS IN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

b there ,I problem
(worth solving)?

~

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
What are the

performance deficiencies?

~

VALUE ANALYSIS
What is the value

of correcting
the deficiencies?

~

CAUSE ANALYSIS
Is the deficiency

one of knowledge (K)
or execution (E)?

~
I I

CopyrijlhllO '972 Prdxi\ Corpor anon

DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION DEFICIENCIES OF KNOWLEDGE

I
Job

Engineering
Feedback

System

",---....-+ __ ----1/

Praxis Corporation: 47 Maple Avenue, Morristown, New Jersey 07960 Telephone (201) 539-8820

I

Job Aids
(Guidance)

Modify
Consequences Training

I I ~ I

WORTH ANALYSIS
Is it worth correcting

the deficiencies?
(Does the value exceed the costt)

IMPLEMENTATION

A-l09/3-06-083
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The Three Guidance Tools

Job performance can often be guided with more useful and effective results
than can be achjeveJ through instruction. There are three basic types of
guidance tools, which are illustrated below. The selection of each type
depends on the nature of the tasks to be accomplished.

DIRECTORY: The directory is the simplest and most
familiar form of guidance. It is designed to tell
a person how to do a job, step by step, in the
simplest manner. It can consist of a checklist,
worksheets with directions for filling them out, a
list of instructions, or even a tape recorder
strapped to the worker's belt that tells him ex-
actly what to do.

ENSAMPLE: The ensample is a more sophisti-
cated form of guidance that can be used for
any job requiring a number of judgments. The
worksheets and instructions that you have
been using during this course are examples of
the ensample.

QUERY: The query is used when the judgments
are so complicated or subtle that neither ex-
amples nor specific instructions can be given.
A sampZe query is presented in detail begin-
ning on page 3.

1



Samples: The Three Guidance Tools

DIRECTORY

RECORD all your temperatures on the temperature card.
CHECK each statement below that is true:

Aation
[]1. Temp. A is over 175°; Machine is underconcentrated; re-

Temp. B is under 45°. place it.

[]2. Temp. A is over 175°; Skip Statements 3 and 4 below.
Temp. B is over 47°.

ENSAMPLE

If you see anyone or more of the following characteristics in your
microscope, you are probably looking at Endamoeba hystoZytioa:

e
/' "

1. Small, centric Ke, even PC

Chromatoid bodies with rounded endsi 2.

Ingested red blood cells3.

Progressive motility

2



QUERY

Read this argument and decide whether It makes sense:

The more editorial content about food a magazine has, the more
likely readers are to look at food advertisements.

If it makes sense, read the editorial content data presented below for
Magazines A and B and decide which magazine the data favor.

Now for a more lengthy sample of the query.

Guidance by Query: The Paper Computer

Not all jobs are so well-defined as to be su~table for guidance by ensample
or simple directory, for which all the inputs are structured. Most mana-
gerial and professional positions demand decision-making skills that are so
difficult to define that even those who excel at the skills seldom are able
to tell you how they succeed. Formal training is typically deemed to be
inadequate to create the proficiency required, and it is usually said that
a lot of experience and a lot of courage are needed.

No one can tell the really expert high-level decision-maker precisely how
to do his job, since he alone has been able to master it. But the inabili-
ty to describe or duplicate the subtle decision-making process does not
mean that the process is perfect. The decision-makers themselves are the
first to recognize that they have many failures, often with costly results.
Because the process is intuitive, and often achieved unconsciously, the
available alternatives are evaluated most unsystematically. Some alterna-
tives are forgotten; others are given too much weight because of some
recent experience.

3



Although the inputs to decision-making cannot be readily duplicated, there
is no reason why the process cannot be made more systematic and overt.
There is in fact a form of guidance that can make this possible on many
occasions: the query.

The query is a type of guide constructed for those who know their job as
well as or better than anyone else, and who have to make unique decisions.
Since it is not feasible to instruct such people in how to do their job,
or what decisions to make, it is possible only to help them order their
thoughts by structuring the questions that they have to answer. Either
because of their experience or because of their value systems, they aro in
the best position to provide answers.

The paper computer, as the query is more familiarly known, can best be
described by an actual application, presented below. The identitie8 of
the parties involved have been changed.

Hungry Home, a national women1s magazine, has steadily lost ad-
vertising revenues. Many advertising account executives have
come to regard it as the dullest magazine in America, appealing
to the dullest audience. Account executives are, by their own
admission, greatly swayed by intangible personal attitudes, and
Hungry Home has developed an unfortunate and irrational mystique
for them. The editorial content is slanted too directly to
middle-class tastes, and the readership consists largely of
middle-class Midwestern consumers, who are seldom found among
the Long Island neighbors of advertising account executives.

The publishers of Hungry Home have asked the help of a consul-
tant in devising a more effective sales presentation to adver-
tising firms. They are convinced that if decisions about adver-
tising space were made rationally, HungPy Home would get a
larger share of available advertising revenues. Even if the
life style of its readership were dull to many advertising men,
it nevertheless would be commercially exciting to them. In
fact, readers of Hungry H~ consume more than most people,
and might even be called superconsumers. According to Neilson

4



ratings, if they went to the opera less, they were busy at home
with do-it-yourself activities and thereby consuming great quan-
tities of goods other than opera tickets.

On the other hand, readers of Hungry Home's biggest competitor,
Pretty Home, were younger, better educated, more exciting, but
made and spent less money.

Clearly, Hungry Home's sales presentation had to break through
the surface of mystique and tap the latent rational ity of the
account men.

At the same time that the account executive is influenced by mys-
tique, he prides himself on his ability to look at a problem ob-
jectively. He is, however, subjected dai ly to the superhard sell
of all the media, and the elaborate arguments have left him
glutted and incredulous. The consultant advised Hungry Home,
beginning with the premise that rational ity would bring it a
larger share of the advertising dollar, that traditional sales
techniques were not in its interests. He agreed that the maga-
zine didn't need a sales presentation at all, but rather a way of
guiding the account man through a rational argument regardless of
the ou~come. The data would inevitably favor the purchase of
space in Hung~ Home over its competitor.

Two facts had to be kept in mind: First, the account man is paid
a sizable salary to make his decisions, and any tool that purport-
ed to make decisions for him would be rejected. Second, the
account man is afraid of mechanical decision-making. Computers
are already finding their way into advertising agencies, and there
is something about them that suggests that they can do more than
process data -- that, in fact, they are able to make the decisions
that the executive is now employed to make. Any successful guid-
ance tool must therefore not tell the account man what decisions
to make, but should allow him to process data as efficiently as a
computer for his own purposes.

The following sample illustrates the type of guidance tool that was finally
developed. The example is designed to help advertising account executives
in choosing between two leading women's magazines in which to advertise a
breakfast cereal. The query enables the user to consider each pertinent
factor in the decis~on-making process -- one at a time.

5



As ~ou read through the sample, you will see the basic structure of the
query. Although the format can be changed in many ways, the query basic-
ally presents arguments, asks the subject to decide if the argument is
relevant, and then presents data and asks whether the data favor one posi-
tion or another. The subject is never told what a correct answer is,
because he is assumed to be the authority.

6
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SJ\\II'LJ: QUI:l{Y: A GUIDE TO DECIDING Wf{[R-E TO BUY l\DVE~TISJ:.JG SPACE FOR A CEREAL CALLED "TORN WHEAT"

j) Cm0 g r n phi cAr g 1Imen tOn e : Income
Re ad th1:J ar-gume-nt,arid decide if it makes sense.

liThemUi'C {neoll/.}peop Lc have, the
br'eakJaa t: ccvcal.,
-----------------------=------------------------------~

more LikeZy they are to eat Torn Wheat rather than some other

!f the argument makes sense,
read the data below.

If the argument doesn't make
sense, continue to the next pag~.

INCOlJfE DAl'A (Knee1son, Inc., 1967)
PERCENTAGE OF READERS

HAIIGE Hagazine A Magazine B--_ ..-
OVer $2~),000 1% 1%
20,000 - c'5.000 2 I 4

I
I 17,500 - J9.999 3 I 5,

15,000 - 17,1199 8 10

1::>,0 0 - 111.999 12 14

8,000 - 11.999 34 36

4,000 - 7.999 40 25
-.---

If you have read the data. check the
appropriate box below to indicate

-----------~--~~~ which magazine, if either, the data
favor:

MAGAZINE
A B NEITHER

Income
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Demographic Argument Two: Reach
Rend this argument and decide if it makes sense.

The leBD a magazine's readers watch televiaion, the more new people you will reach by advertising
in a magazine.

If the argument makes sense,
read the data below.

If the argument doesn't make
sense. continue to the next page.

'l'V REACH DATA (~eclson, Inc., 1967)
PEHCENTMf; OF READERS

nOUHfJ Magazine A Mneazine B---
6 or more 2 % 3 %

) to 6 3 4

I, to 5 4 6
3 to 4 8 II

2 to 3 20 28

1 to 2 55 43

~to
1 5 h

flout.: 3 1

Check the appropriate box below to
indicate which magazine, if either,
the data favor:

MAGAZINE
A B NEITHER

Reach

Income
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Demo~raphic Arguments: Summary

The table at the right shovs the decisions
you have made about hoy the quantitative
data favor the tvo maeazines you are con-
aiderinp,.fit Add up the columns and decide
vh ich Inltgtl.Z lne has the quanti tatIve a.dvan-
tage. Wt:1ght the roys tf you v1sh.

Noy you have made a tentative decision for
one of the magazines. based on quantitative
data. 'l'uruthe page and consider the qual i-
tative argwnents.

*Fur the cake oj' bI'etJity, this Sample Query
i.nol udeo lJOI·ktJ11~et8 only fOl> Reach and In-
come. 'l'ht;j actual Query inaludeo these two
ioorkoheet» and athere for the additional
Dcmcn] l>Clph i,c: Iirqumcri ill l.ie tied at righ t.
ltathc r Lhan Loxec to be checked, hooeve»,
Lhci«: W'':'; i-oiu: of three punched holes that
"utru-k: up" 0'1'1 the ioorkeheet:e i.n aumul at i.ue
cwc •.nulln.] [uclii on, The f1:nal raeul.t , on
tlliv cheat», conirie te oj' three col-umna of
boxcu , headed A. B, and NEITllER, one of
iahl.ch i.e checked fup eaah arqument: deemed
})y the Il(~(~OWlt I~'xeeutive to have made
8eWJe. Pen- pW'p08e:; of it Lua t ra tion, the
/it: is ill this caee aseumed to have decid-
ed that all arqument:» made sense and to
have checkeu the ahoi cee i.ndicat.ed,

)

Turnover

Contest response

Coupon response

Region

Education

Recreation habits

Eating habits

Race

Urban/rural

Culture

Reach

Income

)

A NEITHERB

Sex

./

v'"

V

V

V

V

V
.,/

V

V

V

V

V
V

7 4 3 TOTAL

Age
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Qualitative Argument One: Food Content
Rend this argument and decide if it makes sense.

The more a maqazine t e edi tor-ial: content concerns food, the more Ukety that readers !J1iU see food
adve p t i.eemcn ts .

sorro

"'-----

If the argument makes sense.
read the data below.

If the argument doesn't make
sense, continue to the next page.

F'oo
feu

-
RIAL CONTENT DATA (Kneelson, Inc., 1967)

PEHCEN'l'AGEOF REA.DERS
Mar.a~dne A Ha!~azine B

d
toured 41% 107-
er food.
tent 29 20
-food
tent 30 70

Check the appropriate box below to
indicate which magazine, if either,
the data favor:

A

MAGAZINE
B NEITHER

Food content

Oth
cen

Non
con
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Qualitative Arguments: Summary

The tR11e at the right shows the decisions
you have made about how the qua Lf tati ve
duta favor the magazines you are considering.*
J\dJ upt.he coLunm s and decide which magazine
11ft:.; the qua.l.!tat.ive udvnntug e . Weight the
1'0'.16 if you wish.
Nm/ cous Lde r both the qua lLt.u t Lve and quan -
t I t ntLvn data vh Lch you have developed. Weight
till! J;lta in any way you wish. If oath arc con-
~;lJL!n!J t ugc t hc r , which magaz Lne has the overall
odv'lIlldgL!?

On
NO\l turn the puge nnd consider the last factor.

J./.!Illi I:, UW 111~'-i:; aocumed to have
nsul.: Lh,~ oluri cc» -i~IJ':C'(JJeJ at J>iUht.

)

Recipes

Food ads

Continu!.tJ

Use of color

Coupons

Contests

Food content

A B NEITHER

.>

V

V- I

I .
V

I

V-

I/'"
I

[/

I 6 1 0

)

TOTAL
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Cost Argument

Presented below Is a range of coste for advertising ~pace (expressed as doZZars per one thousand
i-cadcro per inch of space). On the basis of quantitative and qualitative judgements, you have
tentatively decided in favor of one of the two magazines. Now decide what advertising cost you
~re wLllingoto pay for space.

SPACE COSTS

$2.50 or more
•..• $2.40'-I

$2.30

$2.20

$2.10

$2.00

$1.90

$1.80





)
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I~~~---~OSTS PER

Magazine A:

THOUSAND

$2.50

Magazine B: $2.?O

If you have tentatively picked either Magazine A or Magazine B and your
checkmark is above the top line, then either choice is acc ep tab Le in tev.ns
of your price criterion. Howeve r , Magazine B will afford you some sig-
nificant price advantages.

$2.:30

$2.50 or more

$2.40

$2.00

$1.90

$1.80

If you have tentatively picked Magazine A and your checkmark is between the
lines, you have changed your mind on the basis of cost advantage. If you
tentatively picked Magazine B and your checkmark is above the bottom line,

I : then your choice is accept-able according to your price crI terLon .
-'I! ,$2 ~_~_O -,--__ ••.

$2.]0 If you picked either Magazine A or B and your checkmark is below the bottom
line, than either choice is unacceptable according to your price criterion.

CHECK THE ~MGAZINE THAT YOU HAVE CHOSEN

Magazine A is The Pretty Home.

Magazine B is The Hungry Home.

Neither Magazine is acceptable.





The sample presented in the preceding pages illustrates only one of many
possible formats for a query. Each query reproduces a pattern of reason-
ing required to make a decision, and reasoning patterns vary considerably.
For the account executive in the sample, the pattern of reasoning had the
following steps:

1. Consider whether a variable applies. (Does this argument
make sense?)

2. Consider data and decide what they mean.

3. Weigh the cumulative values of the various arguments.

The query affects the user's decision by making the decision process open
and systematic. It requires none of the subtle judgments normally used
in decision-making. (The aaaount exeautive is never told how to do what

he ~s paid to do.)

The query need not be restricted to judgments of facts or of predictions;
it can also be used for situations in which the inputs are matters of per-
sonal value. For example, a query could be designed to help someone select
an insurance program for himself when he is faced with alternative ways of
spending his money. (What doe8 he want now versus what does he want to
put away for a later time?) The inputs would reflect his personal values
about his life style.

A summary of the three types of guidance tools is presented on the next
page.
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Summary: The Three Guidance Tools

The three guidance tools are sununarized below by examples of typical situa-
tions in which each might be used:

TOOL SITUATION

A soldier is required to assemble a rifle.

o I rectory A bank teller is required to balance his cage
at the end of the day.

A farmer is required to prepare the right
amount of the appropriate insecticide.

A bookkeeper must fill out new income tax fonns
for a small business.

Ensample
A supervisory scientist needs to write a Job
description so that his technicians will under-
stand what is required of them.

Secret operatives must read limited features of
aerial photographs.

A person must decide how much insurance he wants
to buy and what kind.

Query A company manager must decide how to reappro-
priate his annual budget.

A political boss wants to decide whom to run
for a Senate seat.
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Review: The Three Guidance Tools

Review the summary of guidance materials presented below:

Directory: For routine, step-by-step tasks; includes check-
lists, simple worksheets, and the like.

Ensample: For tasks in which exact instructions cannot be
given; must have examples so the subject can
generalize to his own situation.

Query: For situations in which the subject is the
authority; examples of how to do his job cannot
be provided easily, and complex experience or
value judgments are required.

Decide which guidance tool seems to be most appropriate in each of the
following situations, and WRITE D, E, or Q after each item:

A lab technician must prepare microscope slides. 1.

A person must decide how to get the most for his
vacation dollar. 2.

A company manager wants to decide which people to
put on which jobs. 3.

An instructor wants to write a set of instructi9nal
objectives. 4.

A secretary needs something to help her prepare a
telegram. S.

A women's club wants help in deciding which Assembly-
men they should support in the election. 6.
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1. [j 2. Q 3. Q 4. E S. E 6. Q

When Guidance Is Advantageous

Besides being generally easier to develop than training programs, guidance
has other advantages:

1. A subject who uses a guidance tool is generally less likely to make an
error. Checklists often are required and used by such people as lab-
oratory technicians and airline pilots because the consequence of an
error is so great that their tasks cannot be trusted to memory.

2. Guidance tools are especially useful for tasks that are so complex that
they are very difficult to learn.

3. Some tasks must be performed so seldom that it is uneconomical to train
anyone to do them, and in any event the learning is soon forgotten.

4. If a good guidance tool is available, personnel can sometimes be used
with less tralnlng or experience, and thus with lower salary require-
ments. For example, utility companies often use trained engineers to
calculate the electrical demands of commercial buildings. It is pos-
sible, however, to design a directory that would permit almost any
literate high-school graduate to do the job as well as (or even mope
Jccurately than) the engineer can do without the guidance tool. On the
other hand, to train high-school graduates to comprehend the job fully
and perform without a directory would require considerable and costly
instruction.

S. Guidanc~ tools can sometimes reach more people than training materials,
especially if training must occur at a centralized point that is far
from the place of work.

6. i.,.henthe task is perfonned frequently, a considerable amount of inci-
dental training occurs when guidance is used. In fact, the use of
guidance doesn't completely preclude training.
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Some Limitations of Guidance

Guidance tools can replace a great deal of training that is currently be-
ing given, but first we must overcome the superstition that skills are
useless unless they are fixed in our memories. In fact, guidance tools
are so underused in proportion to their potential that we might adopt the
motto: Wr:2n i.n doubt, use guidance. There are, however, some limitations
worth noting:

1. Sometimes guidance tools cannot be used simply because they would inter-
fere with the job to be done. Obviously, for example, a paperhanger
could not comfortably or efficiently paper a wall while holding a step-
by-step checklist telling him what to do. More usually, the limitations
of guidance become manifest on jobs requiring high rates of work. In
cOlor-coding electrical resistors, for example, electronics repairmen
are slowed down considerably if they have to refer to a chart to look
up the code for each resistor. As a rule, a trained person works faster
but makes more errors than one who is following a guide. Thus, in de-
ciding whether to guide or train, we must compare the disadvantages of
the add i t iona l cost of training wi th the advantages of the resulting
high ra;e of production.

2. Many people resent following instructions blindly. Some forms of guid-
ance require this -- particularly the directory, and to some extent the
ensample. This difficulty doesn't mean that the guide must be disre-
garded, but it usually indicates that some supportive training is needed
-- especially in the theory of the guide and what it is trying to
accomplish. People will use guides more enthusiastically and more
accurately if they have first had a simple lesson in the theory of the
task.
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Review: Guidance or Training

GUIDANCE

• When accuracy is important
• When tasks are performed infre-

quently
• When cheaper personnel can be used
• When tasks are lengthy but simpleDeficiency of

Knowledge (DK)

TRAINING
• When a high rate is required
• When tasks are performed very

frequently

Use this chart to answer the questions in the following exercise.

EXERCISE

WRITE G or T after each of the following items to indicate whether you
would use guidance or training to overcome the knowledge deficiency:

Clerks must use new procedures for the annual store
inventory. 1.

Pilot must operate new supersonic transport airplane. 2.

Citizens must complete income tax returns annually. 3.

Typist must type statistical tables and charts. 4.

Sales supervisors must use a new order form. S.
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IS REP~RTS
Using guidance materials instead of formal training is one

approach to minimizing time and cost without sacrificing results.

Guidance: T e Short Way Home
"I know you're understaffed and your budg-

et is already strained. But I've got some men
who need train ing-and fast. What can you do
for me?"

You've probably heard this statement-or
variations of it-on more than one occasion.
And given the less-than-ideal conditions of to-
day's economy, you're probably hearing it
more today than ever before.

And indeed, what can the training director
with a fixed and often limited budget do to
introduce new skills or improve performance in
his organization?

Using gu idance materials is one approach to
eliminating the need for hundreds of hours of
conventional training and thousands of training
dollars. In fact, over half the time, Praxis ana-
lysts have found that guidance is superior to
train ing for increasing worker accuracy, teach-
ing complex tasks and reaching personnel at re-
mote locations. Further, it is often possible to
hire workers with modest salary requ irements if
guidance tools are put to use.

Basically, there are three levels of guidance.
In ascending order of complexity they are: the
directory, the ensampler and the query.

The directory is the simplest and most famil-
iar form of gu idance. Designed to tell a worker
how to do a job, step by step, a directory can
be a checklist; worksheets; a list of instructions,
or even a tape recorder strapped to a worker's
belt, telling him exactly what to do.

The ensampler is a more sophisticated form
of guidance, used when a job requires judgment
rather than structured procedures. The ensam-
pier, in most cases, gives the user a number of
examples that he can refer to when making de-
cisions about the task at hand.

The query is used when judgments are so
complex or so subtle that instructions and ex-
amples will not suffice. Also, the query is help-Copyright © Praxis Corporation, 1970

ful for introducing-new techniques to people
who might be offended by more rudimentary
types of guidance.

The form that each of the guidance tools
takes is described in the case examples below.

The Directory
Clerks at a large insurance agency were con-

tinually behind schedule in entering data for
new policies on computer-coded forms. Since
recording this data was the first step in adding a
new policy holder's personal history to the
company's records, the entire organization suf-
fered from the clerical lag.

The clerks' job involved nu merous steps, but
none of these steps was especially difficult. Spe-
cifically, they were required to read a policy
application and transfer data from the applica-
tion to a form that provided for more than
2,000 bits of information. Of course, all 2,000
items did not have to be filled in for every pol-
icy. In fact, it was rare that 50 or more items
were called for. Nevertheless, the clerks had to
be familiar with all 2,000 items.

To compound theirproblems, the items on
the form were coded. For example, the space
allotted to date of birth might be called 0-17.
History of illnesses might be called 1-19. Wife's
maiden name might be called X-43. And so on.

While these codes were critical for the com-
puter's operation, they had absolutely no signif-
icance for the clerks. Therefore, they constant-
ly were referring to the three-volu me code man-
uals the company had designed to bridge the
gap between them and the computer.

The clerks' accuracy, for the most part, was
quite high. Their speed, however, left much to
be desired, since they were forever combing the
manuals to find the codes for unfamiliar items.

The company's training department was
asked to increase the clerks' form-completion
rate. And since the company believed this step



hold a directory in one hand. And a bank teller
couldn't handle many customers if he had to
refer to a guidance tool prior to each trans-
action.

In addition to physical interference, guid-
ance sometimes presents emotional and psycho-
logical roadblocks for users. Some people resent
performing a task by following a "recipe." This
doesn't mean that guidance should be dis-
counted completely. It does mean that some
supportive train ing in the theory of a task
might be needed. Once reluctant guidance users
are given some grounding in theory, they usual-
ly accept gu idance material enthusiastically. tasks are so complex that they are very hard to

How can the training director interested in learn.
using guidance materials to improve perform- Further, guidance tools are particularly ef-
ance in his organization decide whether it is fective for learning how to perform tasks that

- -applicable to a specific problem? - --- arise-infrequently. The managerwho must re-
The guidelines above will aid you in making trieve information from a computer from time

a choice between guidance and training and, to time, for instance, would find it easier to use
where guidance is appropriate, will provide a an ensampler for making requests from a com-
tool for choosing the best guidance technique. puter than he would being trained in the theory

While guidance is certainly not a cure-all for and applications of computer technology.
all performance ills, the benefits far outweigh Most important, using guidance materials
potential drawbacks. For certain types of jobs represents a terrific opportunity to cut costs. If
especially, guidance materials produce fewer er- a good guidance tool is available, fairly low
rors than training. For example, laboratory level and rather low salaried people can be hired
technicians and airline pilots cannot afford mis- to perform a task usually associated with well-
takes. A good deal of their instruction, then, is trained, high salaried workers. Util ity com-
better. left to ?uidance than to memory. panies could make extensive use of guidance

GUidance IS also valuable for people whose materials for showing high school graduates
how to calculate the power needs of commer-
cial buildings. Without guidance, trained engi-
neers have to be employed to calculate those
needs.

In short, guidance works. It saves time and
money and produces good results. For these
reasons, Praxis analysts often consider and
recommend guidance materials to clients as
alternatives to train ing. Guidance, Praxis be-

_lieves, is the short wa\1home.

GUIDANCE OR TRAINING?*

Use Guidance for:

1. Tasks that involve many simple steps.

2._Tasks that allow instructions to be read
during performance.

3. Tasks where small errors in performance
-- -can-pmdu<>e..,significant negative con-

sequences.
4. Tasks that are performed only infre-

quently.
5. Tasks where accuracy is generatly more

important than speed.
6. Tasks that are assigned small instructional

budgets.

Use Training for:

1. Tasks where speed is generally more im-
portant than accuracy.

2. !asks where reading instructions would
Interfere with performance.

3. Tasks where small errors are not usually
costly. -

*Of. ~urse, some tasks will meet criteria for both guidance and
tr~,"I~g. In these cases, the training director must weigh each
'(ftenon to choose the appropriate instructional method.

What Kind of Guidance?

Directory: For relatively simple, routine tasks
where a worker can be given step-by-step in-
structions.

Ensampler: For any job requiring judgment
where examples would aid in making those
judgments.

Query (Paper Computer): For tasks where judg-
ments are complex and sophisticated, and input
data is known only to the user.

* * * *
Praxis Calendar

September 20-25- Training Systems Workshop
October 18-23- Behavior Analysis & Instruc-

tional Design Workshop
October 25-30- Programmed Instruction

Workshop
November 15-20- Training Systems Workshop

Reprints of Praxis Reports

1-5-no charge, over 5-1 O¢ per copy

PRAXIS CORPORATION
47 West 13th Street
New York, N.Y. 10011
Telephone: (212) 691.8820 ~I



STEPS IN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT
PROBLEM IDENTIFICA liONL there a problem

(worth solving)?

~

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
What are the

performance deficiencies?

~

VALUE ANALYSIS
What is the value

of correcting
the deficiencies?

~

CAUSE ANALYSIS
Is the deficiency

one of knowledge (K)
or execution (E)?

~
I 1
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DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION DEFICIENCIES OF kNOWLEDGE

I
Job

Engineering
Feedback

System

I
I

1
Training

Job Aids
(Guidance)

Modify
Consequences

III

+
WORTH ANALYSIS
Is it worth correcting

the deficiencies?
(Does the value exceed the costt)
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Most organizations have an inappropriate mode l of training for today's
human-resource necds. ~lost training organizations were adequate \·..hen
the total organization was small and a qualified labor force was in
abundance. But in large. scrvi ce-o riented , rapidly growing organi zations
with complex jobs. and a shifting labor base, the traditional concept of
a "training department" is totally inadequate. When people are the
critical resource in an organization. then a new mode 1 for human- resource
utilization is required.

A useful framework for conceptualizing a model for the training function
is that of the systems relationship between the training function and
the organization it supposedly serves. Figure 1 illustrates the key
components of an ideal training system, consisting of the receiving sys-
tem (in this case. the jobs or organization) and the processing system
(the training function). The specific systems components are:

1. Th.e inputs into the system (students or trainees).

2. The processing system, which converts inputs into out-
puts. Depending on the system in question, the pro-
cessing system might be an instructional lesson, a
classroom, a course, or a training department.

3. The outputs of the processing system (trained, or edu-
cated, students or trainees).

4. The receiving system, which is the area or unit into
which the outputs immediately go. For the third grade
in elementary school, the receiving system is the fourth
grade; for a company apprentice program, it is the job;
The processing systeT1 and the receiving syste;n are al-
ways subsyste~s of so~~ larger system (e.g., the school,
the agency manpowe r p: o~.nni.ngsyst en) . There o;i11 usually
be a number of process ~ng syst erns cont ribut ing to the
receiving syste;n.
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5. The mission goal, or stated goal, of the receiving system.
This might be "80% of graduating class eligible for col-
lege" if the receiving system were a high school and the
processing system were the 11th-grade English class, or
"All claims honored vi th X days with Y errors" if the re-
ceiving system were the claims office of an .insurance
company and the processing system were the claims repre-
sentatives' training course.

6. The evaluation of the accomplishment of the stated mission
goal (e.g., percentage of graduating class accepted by
colleges, percentage of claims paid correctly within the
stated time). This evaluation consists of measuring the
output of the receiving system and matching that output
against the stated criteria for the mission.

7. The evaluation of the quality and quanti ty of the outputs
of the processing system (e.g., degree of mastery at the
conclusion of the 11th-grade English class or the Claims
Representative course). This evaluation requires measure-
ment of the processing system outputs and comparison of
them with the product criteria.

8. The feedback to the processing system on the outputs of
the processing system a:1G attainment of the mi ssion goal.
Based on this feedback, adjustments can be made in the
processing system itself, in the criteria for the product
of the system, or in both. For example, feedback might
indicate that even though Claims Representatives did ex-
ceptionally well in their class, claims were not paid
within standard tiDe because the representatives were de-
ficient in know le.Ige th at .ney we re thought to have ac-
quired in th~t cl~s. Based on more specific data, it
might be ne~essaly to alter the content of the course,
to raise tile -erfcrmarice st anda rds , or to do bo th ,
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The training function has these systems characteristics:

L Its outpu t is the input to another part of the system.

It does not function in isolation. It must contribute

to the larger, total system. If it does not cont r il.ut e ,

then it will cease to function. Also, any attempts to

maximize its outputs or effectiveness l'Ii11 be neu t rn I>

ized by the total systems need to optimi ze all the s.ub-

systems. (Sped f i cal l y , this is done through budg e i

allocations. )

2. It responds to data. It must correct. It must adapt or

die.

3. It is controlled by the evaluation criteria, as it adapts.

If it is evaluated on the basis of headcount and popular-

ity, all adjustments will be made accordingly. If: t is

evaluated on its perfonnance and contribution to thu or-

ganization, it will correct toward that goal.

Figure 2 (on page 4) illustrates three levels of system sophistication,

which point up the relative effectiveness of training organ:zations.

The simple input-output training systems are characterized hy those

training departments that do no evaluation and pride themse.vcs on hav-

ing unlimi ted budgets. These are the training or-gan.i zat ionn that dis-

appear in straitened economic times like these because they are unable

to show any apparent value to the organization when asked. They always

cry "foul," explaining that they were never required to justify their

existence before.

A more sophisticated system, the guided system, is still de::icient,

though some~hat better off. It evaluates its output. If ~t evaluates

according to perfonnance criteria ("Can the trainees do wha: we set out

to have them do?"), then it Day very well be an effective t:~aining or-

ganization. But if it chooses to evaluate (or g~ts lulled :.cto evaluat-
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Figure 2
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ing) according to the criteria of the amount of training activity (e.g.,
bodies trained per budget dollar) and its popularity (e.g., "Did you en-
joy the training? Do you think you w i ll find it useful?"), then it is
little better eff than the less sophisticated ballistic system. That is,
its own inte rna l evaluations do not measure what the orgun iza t ion needs.

Thus, thc only truly effective training system is one modeled after the
adaptive system model. Without the receiving system in the loop, there
is no way of assessing whether the products of this training function
(however good they might be by behavior-change standards) are of any
vaZu~ to the organization.

In sur;unary,the training department is a system for converting inputs
into outputs and -- it is to be hoped -- gathering information on the
quali ty of the output and its value to the receiving system. It is also
a subsystem, a part of the larger organizational system, and it exists
to contribute to that total organizational system.

\\ncn training is conceptualized as a system in this way, speci fic steps
for the development of training courses are suggested, such as the fol-
10\\'i ng :

1. After receiving a request to solve a problem or develop
training, identify the p rob len or training need in the
context of the receiving system.

2. Identify the recipients or potential input to the process-
ing system.

3. Ascertain the desired outcomes, thereby determining the
criteria for the processing ~nd receiving system.

4. Determine whe ther the identi fied performance deficiency
(problem) is one of knowledge (recipient in question
doesn't know hOI, to perform -- and can be corrected by
instruction) or of exccution (recipient is unwilling to
pe rforn for sore reason -- and can be correctcd by changes
in the receiving system).
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s. Design the instructional system.

6. Develop and test the instructional system.

7. Implement the instructional system.

8. Continuously evaluate and correct the instructional system,
using feedback on training results and performance in the
receiving system.

This is a simple concept, but it has powerful imp} ications for t raim r.g

functions. It requires that any training function operate on data--
data to evaluate its output and data from the receiving system on it3

requirements. This requiremcnt means, in turn, that there must be ac-
cess to data and a system for making decisions with those data.

The Need for Data and The Organization of Training

If training is to do something other than co~duct courses that run the
risk of being irrelevant to the performance systems of the pe ople that
employ them, we must understand training -- not as it is internally or-
ganized, but as it is related to the line operation of its agency.

Of the many theories about proper organization, most are either too
vague or too complex to give any clear' idea of the proper, function of a
training department. But if the training department audits its o~n per-
formance, a theory of organization is implicit. And when this theory
is analyzed, much is learned about the successes and failures of typical
training staffs.

In a sense, every organization is put together in order to audit and
correct the perform~nce of its productive capability. The line of
every organization obeys, at least to some extent, the operational
model Ll Iust rated in Figure 3. The key to this model, however, is a
performance audit of some kind.
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In short, the organizational management is set up to perform the follow-
ing three fun~tions:

1. Audit the performance of those under its supe rv ision .

2. Report that performance upward, to those in pOlVcr, with
requests and recommendations.

3. Correct the pe rformanc-. of those under supervision, sup-
plying resources and authorizations as needed,

In the simplest organization, no staff functions are required. But as
the organization extends its functions, two kinds of help are needed in
order to keep the scheme in operation:

1. A supply of resources.

2. Controls (in the sense that control is audited by feed-
back of information).

To obtain thcse, staff is appended to line. Thus, each staff organiza-
tion logically acts in both roles of supply and control, as Figure 4
shows •

To illustrate, the legal staff writes contracts (supply) and infonns
management when a law is about to be broken (control). Accounting sup-
plies fiscal data and sets controls on the flolV of cash. Engineering
may supply the products of research and exert quality controls. Every
organization works in this rather simple way, no matter how fragmented
or duplicated the staff department may be, and no matter what it is
called.

Training is the only one, universal staff that does not operate in each
role. Training may supply trained men, in format ion , and courses, but it
never exerts the control inherent in being ahle to tell managenent that
it is not fo llowi ng theulcs 3.J,d··st andards of human performance that
benefit the organization. In other ~ords, training does not provide an
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audit of manpower's perfonnance as a control function. Figure 5 shows
the usual training staff.

This does not mean, however, that perfonnance is never audited. The
problem is that it isn't audited carefully or systematically enough.
The current status of performance auditing, in fact, can be considered
as analogous to a situation in which a manager's only know ledge of his
cash flow is from the data he keeps in his head or scribbles on a scrap
of papcr. Without a system for keeping track of cash flow and evaluat-
ing hi s data, the manager might worry more about yesterday's petty cash
shortages than about a signi ficant drop in sales rcvenue s . When we ob-
serve human performance, but process the data informally, the loss in
perspective is similar.

A training department, perhaps more than any other department, is for-
ever assessing itself in order to determine what kinds of activities it
should concern itself with. A systematic performance audit could make
two differences in this assessment. First, if the audit is accepted as
a reasonable acti vi ty at all, it sur e Iy wou ld be under the domain of the
training department. Second, the findings of the audi t wou ld rcvc a l so
many important manpowe r problems (hidden up to then, yet now requi ring a
considerable effort) that they would shape much of the future direction
of t he department. Thus, questions such as "How deeply should \,'C get
involved in this or that kind of training?" would yield to such qucs-
tions as "\vith so many important things to accomplish, do we really have
time for this activity?"

At this point, we must distinguish between what we mean by a system for
auditing performance, which is to be used by training people, and the
quality control syste~ prevalent in most organi!ations. Quality control
is a statistical operation that looks at the quality of the product be-
ing produced and alerts management "hen that produc t falls bclo·...st an-
dard. But quality control is only indirectly' geared to relate that
product quality to the individual characteristics of the ne rfo rmc r . In

11



an insurance company, the statistics may show that a certain number of

checks were late, but it will not show that t he reaS011 lies in a claims

author i ze r t s failure to understand the importance of his taking a cer-

tain action or in his lack of a certain skill. It does not distinguish

between fai lures that are due to knowledge defi ciencies and those that

are due to defects in the job environment -- a l tl.ough its statistics

can often provide valuable clues.

It is our thesis that training, in order to do its job effectively, must

be in the business of auditing performance as wel l as running school-

rooms. The kind of performance audit we are talking about differs

greatly from that provided by quality appraisal, and we shall describe

the audit in some detail in the next section. This does not mean, how-

ever, that quality control has no use in training. One of the things

that has surprised us in our work is what seems to be a real chasm be-

tween the work of quality control and that of training. Quality control

apparently' gets very little direction from training as to what perfor-

mance to appraise, and training seems to be too little aware of the

findings of quality control and of the implications of those findings

for training. If training is indeed in the business of providing qual-

i ty performance, we find this chasm hard to understand.

A Performance-Auditing System

In keeping with the foregoing suggestions for an effective training "sys-

tem," it is imperative that an organization have a system for gathering

and eva l uat ing pertinent data relative to pe rfo rmance requirements and

training needs. Speci fi ca l ly , we recommend the adoption of a perfor-

mance audi t sys tern that comprises these nine steps:

1. Identifying all the job accomp l ishment s that are ex-

pected of a pos i tion or employee.

12
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2. Determining performance standards for each job accom-

plishment (or identifying existing standards for job ac-

complishments).

3. Identifying all of an employee's pe r fo rrnnn ce deficiencies.

(Although these data are gathered by observing experi-

enced employees, they are valuable in assessing the needs

of new employees.)

4. Where possible, estimating h oi.••much these deficiencies

cost the agency. This provides a basis for setting pri-

orities among those deficiencies that might be corrected.

5. Determining the causes of performance deficiencies, class-

i fying them as ei ther deficiencies of knowledge (correct-

able by training or guidance material) or deficiencies of

"execution" (i. e., fai 1ure to perform, even though the

performers knoi .••how; these deficiencies are corrected by

changes in the job environment).

6. Identi fying ins tructional objectives by applying the

training progression to deficiencies of knowledge to as-

certain precisely what instructional content is required

(orientation, preparatory terminology, theory, or ski 11

development) and in what form (training or guidance ma-

terial) and what media. This progression analysis makes

it possible to pinpoint the information required by em-

ployees and to design efficient training units.

Cri terion tes ts wi 11 be developed and validated as ,part

of this step.

7. Deve loping course plans for all performance obj ecti yes

and instructional objectives resulting from identified

defi ciencies of knowl edge ,

8. Developing course materials in accordance with the course

plans.

(text continues on page 18)
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STEPS IN THE PROCESS
I. Learn about the system and the request. 5. Determine cause of deffciencfes (lack of '

knowledge or improper execution).

6. Correct execution deficfencles.
2. Describe performance:

a. Determine mission.
"

b. Describe accompl ishments necessary for
mission.

7. Determine specific training needs.

8. Compare cost of training with value of
accomp l.jshment.3. Determine deficiencies:

a. Determine performance standards.
b. Determine deficiencies.

9. Design, develop, implement, and evaluate
training.

4. Determine value of correcting deficien-
cies.

RELATION OF THE PERFORMANCE-AUDIT STEPS TO THE TRAINING SYSTEM
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PERFORtlANCE AUDIT
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This ana.ly t i cal procedure can be used for continual surveillance of
training needs In the receiving system. It helps solve performance
problems, predict performance problems, and design relevant training
courses. Performance evaluation is a natural by-product of its applica-
tion. The system can be used by line management to diabTIose its own
p~~blms, by field training units, by centr~l staff specialists, or by
some combination of the three.

Figur' 6 illustrates graphically the steps in the recommended performance-
audit system. Figure 7 relates these general steps to the systems dia-
gram. Table A illustrates the results of one application of the pe rf'or-

mance-audi t system. Specifically, the example shows how a maj or freight
c.' pany installed the auditing technique for a single job accomplishment
expected of a first-line supervisor. By expending a small effort and in-
vesting $4,000 for printing and related production costs, the company
received a net return of more than $500,000.

Table B illustrates an audit of an operating job (customer-service rep-
resentative) in the same company. It shows how a potential of over $3
mi'lion return relies on action requiring about $14,000 in investment.
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MANPOWER-UTILIZATION PROJECT BRIEFS

This booklet presents brief descriptions of projects
conducted by Praxis for client organizations. These
descriptions are presented here as examples of the
application of the concepts presented in the Perfor-
mance Analysis Workshop.





CASE 1 TRAINING
Management Orientation

to a Change in Responsibilities

SITUATION

A cabinet-level department of the Federal Government was in the process
of implementing a massive reorganization including changing regional
boundaries and decentralization of responsibilities to a newly formed
area office level. 90% of all field management personnel were to ex-
perience changes in their responsibilities and new procedures affected
both area and regional offices.

DESIGN

Praxis designed and developed a two-day seminar to be conducted through-
out the country by Department personnel. The objective of the seminar
was to o~ient f~eld management to their new responsibilities and intro-
duce them to a number of new procedures. The seminar design consisted
primarily of small group activities requiring interpretation and under-
standing of the new responsibilities and procedures to solve simulated
but realistic problems.

RESULTS

The seminar made it possible for Department management to observe field
misunderstanding of responsibilities and procedures, and correct these
misunderstandings immediately, and subsequently to revise written pol-
icy and procedural statements to enhance understanding.
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CASE 2 JPERFORMANCE AUDIT
Increasing the Effectiveness of

First-line Supervision

SITUATION

A well-performing plant in a manufacturing division of a large, world-
wide company was interested in increasing the effectiveness of its first
line production supervision. The plant's management initially assumed
this would be done through some form of training.

PROCEDURE

Praxis asked such questions as "What is effective?" "How do you know
they are not effective now?" "How wi 11 you know when they are effective?"
To answer these questions, Praxis worked with plant management to con-
duct a performance analysis. The general steps followed were:

1. Identification of what performance was expected of the em-
ployees in question.

2. Determination of what performance was presently occurring.

3. Analysis of the discrepancy between desired and actual to
determine:
a. its relative impact on the organization.
b. its cause or causes, which were classified as ~ack

of knowledge (correctable by training or guidance
material) or failure to "execute" (i.e ., failure
to perform even though they know how; these de-
ficiencies are corrected by changes in the perfor-
mance environment).

4. Recommendations for change necessary to obtain the desired
performance.
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PRODUCT

A report which established the dimensions of effectiveness in the plant.
The recommendations for increasing the effectiveness of first line su-
p~rvision centered around increased feedback to supervisors on the ef-
fects of their performance and the more frequent use of a proposed per-
formance-oriented appraisal procedure. The only training recommenda-
tion was for the general foreman level.

RESULTS

lhe plant and Praxis are currently planning the implementation of the
recommendations on a pilot basis.



CASE 3 ANALYSIS & DESIGN
The Design of a Tre in inq Organization

SITUATION

A large, rapidly expanding Federal Government agency wished to determine

the most appropriate future course for its central training function.

Factors to be considered were its widespread field operations, the inde-

pendence necessary to its component programs or d ivi s ion s , and t he always

present potential growth required when a new Federal program was legis-

lated.

PROCE DURE

Praxis conducted an agency-wide, all-level study of the existing train-

ing needs and training system, and made predictions on its future train

ing needs.

PRODUCT

A report which outlined an appropriate training philosophy for the agen-

cy, presented a "training technology" to implement the phi losophy, pro-

posed general strategies for managing the training system (given the

philosophy and technology), and provided specific documents for improv-

ing control of operations by training management. The report also pre-

sented a five-year implementation plan, outlining a staff training and

reorganization timetable.
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RESULTS

The immediate result was top management recognition of the need to util-
;ze its central training function for effectiveness. With top manage-
ment support, the training philosophy of the agency has changed. train-
ing staff has been upgraded. and central training productivity has sig-
nificantly increased.



CASE 4 PERFORMANCE AUDIT
Increasing the Productivity

of a Manufacturing Plant

SITUATION

A plant of a large multi-divisional manufacturing concern was experienc-
ing loss of productivity, unacceptably high costs, management-union prob-
lems, and "young worker" problems such as absenteeism and turnover.
Proposed explanations by plant and division management included quality
of the work force, poor atti tude, lack of human relations, training for
first line supervision, quality of maintenance staff, etc. The focal
point of management's concern was the first line production supervisor.

PROCEDURE

Praxis conducted a performance analysis of the plant, beginning with the
first line production supervisor. The general steps followed were:

1. Identification of what performance was expected of the em-
ployees in question.

2. Determination of what performance was presently occurring.

3. Analysis of the discrepancy between desired and actual to
determine:
a. its relative impact on the organization.
b. its cause or causes, which were classified as lack of

knowledge (correctable by training or guidance materi-
al) or failure to "execute" (i.e., failure to perform
even though they know how; these deficiencies are
corrected by changes in the performance environment).

4. Recommendations for change necessary to obtain the desired
performance.
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PRODUCT

A report describing the findings of the analysis and recommending spe-
cific changes, including priorities for change. An important conclu-
sion of the analysis was that training would not be effective until a

Imber of major changes were made in the production management system.
In addition, it was shown that although many of the plant's problems
manifested themselves at the foreman level. the production foreman was
far from being a significant part of the actual causes of the problem.

"ESULTS

Using the report as a guide, plant management formed a task force to
study and implement the various changes. Over two-thirds of the recom-
mendations of the report were implemented. Subsequent to implementing
the various changes, plant productivity has increased~ costs have been
reduced to the point where the plant is profitable, and all other per-
formance indicators are at an acceptable level.



CASE 5 ANALYSIS & DESIGN
Design a Task-Anal'ysis System

for Use by Plant Personnel

SITUATION

A multi-plant pulp and paper manufacturer was opening a new plant in a
relatively non-industrialized part of North America. Although the new
plant would contain processes currently in operation in other plants,
the relative inexperience of the manpower in the area would require
considerable training. Because of the technical nature of the various
processes and limitations on time and budget, all training was to be
developed by company personnel.

PROCEDURE

Praxis w9rked with the plant start-up team to select a task force of
staff engineers and plant management which would conduct a training-
needs analysis. Praxis also designed a task-analysis system to be used
by the task force to identify critical and difficult aspects of the
operations for subsequent training.

PRODUCT

A system and procedures for conducting task- and training-needs analyses,.
including training in their use.

RESULTS

Task-force work now in progress.
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CASE 6

r=»;

PERFORMANCE AUDIT
Determining Training Priorities

S I rUATI ON

A large, multi-plant producer of snack foods was exploring the feasi-
bility of developing nationwide training programs for hourly personnel
in key manufacturing operations. Corporate management was concerned
whether such training could substantially reduce manufacturing costs.

PROCEDURE

Praxis conducted a performance analysis of all key manufacturing jobs
in a sample of the company's plants. The general steps followed were:

1. Identification of what performance was expected of the em-
ployees in question.

2. Determination of what performance was pre?ently occurring.

3. Analysis of the discrepancy between desired and actual to
determine:
a. its relative impact on the organization.
b. its cause or causes, which were classified as lack

of knowledge (correctable by training or guidance
materials) or failure to "execute" (i.e. J failure
to perform even though they know how; these defi-
~iencies are corrected by changes in the perfor-
mance environment).

4. Recommendations for change necessary to obtain the desired
performance.

Particular emphasis was placed on the impact of operator performance
de fi.ciencies on plant profi tabili ty.
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Praxis developed an economic model for a typical plant, containing all
relevant cost relationships, which made it possible to determine manu-
facturing costs while varying assumptions about operator effectiveness.

PRODUCT

A report which projected the "worth" of training various operators. i.e .•
showed the probable reduction in manufacturing costs as against the es-
timated cost of developing and conducting appropriate training.

RESUln

The organization initiated training for the operator group which most
significantly affected plant profits.



:ASE 7 TRAINING
Packaging Machine Operators

SITUATION

Snack food manufacturer wished to develop a training program for pack-
aging machine operators. Unskilled packaging machine operators represent
a significant dollar loss to companies in the industry. Snack food
packages are sold by weight and unskilled operators tend to put too
much or too little in the packages. Overweight packages represent prod-
uct being "given away"; underweight packages cannot be sold because
that would violate Federal laws. Requirements are that the training-
program must not be overly disruptive of plant operations, must not take
large amounts of supervisory time for administration, and must be flex-
ible in its administration.

DESIGN

The training program developed consists of the following items:

1. Instruction Manual for operating the packaging machine.

2. Self-instructional booklets which teach how the machine
works.

3. Trouble Analysis Guide for diagnosing and correcting ma-
chine prob lems.

4. Simulators of various packaging machines to be used in
the classroom.

The training program has these characteristics:

1. Largely self-instructional

2. Modular
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The self-instructional nature of the workbooks allows for reduced ad-

ministrative time. Flexibility in administration. is achieved through

a combination of modular workbooks and the Instruction Manual. In

emergencies, with the Instruction Manual and minimal coaching, a new

operator can be assigned to a machine and perform most basic machine

operations. The simulator reduces the amount of time a productive ma-

chine need be taken out of service and used for training.

When completely implemented, the program will be used in approximately

thirty-five plants throughout the United States and cover a trainee

population of approximately one thousand people annually.

<:>



CASE 8 TRAINING
Telephone Repair Service Clerks

SITUATION

Telephone utility desired the development of a new training course for
Repair Service clerks, the personnel who record customers' complaints
and initiate corrective action. The content of the training course was
to induce both customer contact skills (including probing caller for
specific problems with service) and office record maintenance. The
training system was to be designed such that it could be taken by an
individual Repair Clerk trainee self-instructionally, or administered
to a group of trainees by a supervisor. Further, the training packag~
was to accommodate differences in various operating procedures which
varied hetween telephone subsidiaries.

DESIGN

Praxis first conducted a performance analysis of the Repair Service
clerks' Jobs and of the repair service system to identify those per-
formance prob lems wh ich could be attributed to lack of knowledge and
those which were caused by factors in the "system" or work environment.
Following the analysis, Praxis designed~ developed, and tested an
eight-module training system to meet the prescribed performance objec-
tives within the constraints described above. The course materials take
from between four to six days to complete, and consist of programmed
workbooks, audio tapes, and job aids. The system is modularized, making
it possible for trainees to select appropriate modules, depending on
their experience and needs. Modularization also permits certain changes
in the materials on the part of local telephone companies to accommodate
variations in local procedures.
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RESULTS

The system has been validated and field tested, demonstrating that it

does meet its instructional objectives and that graduate trainees do
perform significantly better on the job than those trained the previous
way. The training system is currently being implemented nation-wide.



CASE 9 TRAINING
Management-Training Systems

SITUATION

A highly successful hotel and restaurant chain was expanding at a rate
which taxed its existing management-training system's ability to pro-
duce qualified graduates. The existing training program for newly hired
managers consisted of various classroom courses and a series of assign-
ments at various work stations in hotels and restaurants. The jobs so
assigned depended on which of six different management positions the
trainee was aiming for. This training program took between fifteen and
twenty weeks to complete, depending on the management job. A new train-
ing program was proposed which must:

1. Reduce the training time to a maximum of eight weeks.

2. Provide an accurate and fast evaluation system of
trainee performance.

3. Provide continuous feedback to the trainee on his per-
formance and overall progress.

4. Be implemented in most company "properties" across the
count ry .

S. Respond differentially to wide variation in existing
experience of trainees.

6. Require little or no administrative responsibilities
from corporate headquarters.

DESIGN

Praxis designed a "learner-controlled" management vt ram ing system.
That is, the performance objectives are commtmicated to the trainee in
the form of mastery tasks (performance tasks which test for mastery),
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he is shown the resources he might use to learn how to perfo ra the task
(progranunedmaterials. policy manuals, training or job aids. and "ex-
perts"). assigned various individuals to monitor his demonstration of
mastery. and "set free" to learn what he must in order to accomplish
the mastery tasks. Each trainee has between 30 and 40 such mastery

t asl.s , the completion of which will demonstrate he has learned what is
required of a managementtrainee. Trainees have di fferent mastery task

lists depending on the job they are training for. Experienced trainees
who know about a particular area maypass a mastery task with thirty

minutes of review of corporate policy, while a novice may spend two
days learning what is required to successfully carry out the task. The
means f~r success are with the trainee, while minor administrative duty

is performed by a counselor function at each hotel.

RESULTS

The system is currently undergoing field testing.
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GUIDESHEET: READINGS

TITLE AUTHOR(S) SUMMARY OF CONTENT VALUE TO YOU
PRAXIS REPORTS
Number Two

Praxis
Corporation

Easy-to-read presentation of
DE problems. '

Useful as a sales document
or introduction for your
"clients" and management.

FROM WHERE I SIT lOr. G. L. Geis A discussion of the perfor-
mance model and definitions
and examples of the symbols'
and paradigm: 5 - 0 - R - C.

A readable and understandable
description of the perfor-
mance model.

RETENTI ON : A
PSEUDO PROBLEM?

Dr. G. L. Geis Article pertaining to train-
ing (acquisition) versus
maintenance and how impor-
tant it is to look at the
learning environment.

Useful examples of mainten-
ance problems and their
ramifications.

AN UNEASY LOOK
AT MOTIVATION
THEORY

Dr. George S.
Odiorne

Suggests alternative ways of
describing supposed motiva-
tion problems.

Well-stated argument for
describing specific perfor-
mance deficiencies, rather
than giving them the label
motivation or other labels.

WHY EVERYTHING
IS ALL LOUSED
UP, REALLY'

Edward J. Feeney A brief description of some
of the things being done at
El!leryAir Freight .on design-
ing and implementing feed-
back systems.

Outlines the basic principles
of feedback and the applica-
tion of those principles.

FOR IMPROVED
WORK PERFORMANCE:
ACCENTUATE THE
POSITIVE

Dr. Dale M.
Brethower
Dr. Geary A..
RummIer

A discussion of reinj'orce-
ment and the impoY'tance 0;
looking at the consequences
of behaoi.or when anaLy zing
performance.

I Relates various techni4ues
that can be used to help
modify the balance of con-
sequences.
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~I\~RTS
Knowing how to train is one thing.

Knowing when not to train is another.
Do YOU seek training solutions to non-training problemsl

TRAININC: PLACEBO OR
MANACEMENT TOaLl

According to 18th century philosopher Jean
Jacques Rousseau, Man's only real needs are
food, sheller and Woman.

Had training directors existed during Rous-
seau's time, they undoubtedly would have
added "training" to the list.

Too often, training has been used as a cure-
all for personnel ills ranging from poor atten-
dance to shoddy workmanship. And, as dis-
pensers of the "Training Pill" have learned, it
is usually expensive but not always effective.

Contrary to popular belief, workers know
almost all there is to know about their jobs.
Moreover, almost all workers want to do a
good job.

Sound like an exaggeration! To find out.
let's examine a typical performance problem:

Among their regular duties, industrial engi-
neers at Statewide Electric Power Company
are required to submit monthly reports elabor-
ating on the time and money invested in each
project worked on during the month.

This data is used by management as the
basis for pricing proposals to prospective
clients.

Theoretically, the time-and-cost reports en-
able the company to make effective proposals.
In practice, however, the reports are not ef-
fective. In many cases, data is inaccurate. In
others, it is sloppily prepared and confusing.
And almost without exception, the engineers
fail to turn their reports in on time. As a result,
Statewide often submits badly-priced proposals
and fails to secure contracts. Or even worse,
the company enters into agreements that are
destined to be financial disasters.

Considering the problem to be serious, the
salesvice president suggested that the training

department look into the possibility of some
kind of training for the engineers.

The salesvice president explained the prob-
lem to the trainiru; director this way:

"Pricing proposals accurately is a critical fac-
tor in getting profitable new buviness, And
we're not able to submit good proposals be-
cause our industrial engineers aren't giving us
accurate information. Isn't there vorne kind oi
training you can give them 10 make them better
report writers?"

The training director acknowledged the im-
portance of the problem and promised to give
it top priority. His first step was to talk to the
manager of Industrial Engineering, who was re-
sponvible ior reviewing the monthly time-ann-
cost reports before they were sent to Sales

The manager was quic k to voice his dis-
pleasure with the WdY engineers submitted
reports. "I've got 19 engineers in my depart-
ment and not one of them hands in his reports
on time. By the time I get them It'S too late to
send them back for extensive correction, so I
do the best I can to patch them together to
make some senseout, ot them."

"Why do you suppose the reports are so
bad?" the training director probed.

"These guys are engineers, not writers. I
think they just don't know hnw to work up
good reports. If you could ilgure out a way to
leach them to write good ones, I'd be grateful
to you."

While both the sales "ice president and the
industrial engineering manager opted for some
sort of training to improve the engineers re-
port-writing skills, the training director was not ~"
convinced that trainlOg was iho answer. To help
him pinpoint the actual cause 0; the problem,
he contracted with a·trainmg consultant who
agreed to study the engineers' report-writing
periormance and make recommendations.
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THE CONSUUAN1"S fiNDINGS
Four d&ys liter, the consultant reported his

flndin.s. They were:

• The enaineers know aimosl all thtre is to
know about writing good reports .

• Tile engineers are never told that the reo
ports are vital for preparing good propos-
als. As far as they know, the reports are
filed away to gather dust on a shelf .

• Tile engineers do not know that their pro-
posals are usually unacceptable because
tile industrial engineering manager never
even sends them photo copies of the reo
visions he has to make.

• The engineers are required to write the
reports at their drawing boards. Afrer sev-
eral hours of writing at an angle. their
necks and arms become tired 'and stiff.

• The services of the typing pool are not
made available to the engineers; the de-
tailed reports have to be written in long-
hand.

• While they know what to write, the engi-
neers don't know how it is expected to be
written. No style manual exists to guide
their writing.

• " is less punishing to submit reports late
than it is to get them in on time. When re-
ports are submitted on time the industrial
engineering manager returns them for cor-
rection. If they are turned in late, the man-
ager corrects them himself, sparing the
engineers the tedious job of making cor-
rections.

The consultant's finding led to a complete
revision in the way report-writing was handled
at Statewide. The revisions are summarized
below:

• Inexpensive cubicles were constructed in
the engineering department for writing
reports.

• Members of the secretarial pool were as-
signed to aid the engineers.

• A report style book was developed and
distributed to the engineers. specifying
acceptable report format.

• Proposals based on reports were circu-
lated throughout the industrial engineer-
ing department. and contracts awarded to
Statewide as a result of the proposals were
also circulated.

The improvement in the sales'~epartment's
performance was powerful testimony to the
success of the new report-wrinng procedure.
Not only did the ratio of proposals written to

contncu n~8otiitl!d increl". but Stllewid,
was also consistently entering Into aar,ements
that were proflt.bi~.• • •
ClASSlmNG "IPOIMANCE
DEfICIENCIES

As the Statewide example graphically shows.
all performance deficiencies cannot be reme-
died through training. These are deiiciencies
of execution (Del rather than deficiencies of
knowledge (0.). Praxis analysts have found that
well over half of .III performance problems are
the result of execution deficiencies. The trick.
then, is being able to tell the difference be-
tween DE and OK.

The result of training programs that aim to
correct DE? Wasted time, wasted money, un-
improved performance. an alienated trainee
group-and little else.

Was led lime and money because program
development and investments in trainee time
off the job are fruitless. Also, unimproved per-
formance and an alienated trainee RTOIIr> bE'-
cause training cannot remedy De and trainees
who see no improvement in their on-the-job
performance lose faith in their company.

How can the manager with training respon-
sibilities distinguish between DE and OK so
that he can spend his dollars where they will
do the most good? And how can he remedy
DE, since training solutions are usually inap-
propriate?

"Could the man do his job well if his life
depended on it?" is the question training direc-
tors should ask themselves when trying to dis-
tinguish between De and OK. If the answer is
affirmative, the answer lies in the former.

Frequently. the training director cannot
ask the" .. if your life depended on it?" ques-
tion directly of the people whose performance
he is studying. The checklist below gives him
some tools ior getting an answer.

The causes of faulty execution generally fall
into one of three categories:

1. Poor Feedback
2. Task Interference
3. Punishment

Most of these terms are paid ardent lip
service in training circles. But they're seldom
used to {Jinroinl (as opposed to RTO{Je for) the
causes oi poor performance. And even mort'
seldom are they used in action programs.

FfEDIACK
Inadequate feedback is the most common

cause of execution deficiencies. Basical!v. it is
the failure to provide a worker with intormation
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about the results of his labor and how well or
poorly he is meeting performanre standards.

The Statewide case is typical of execution
defrciencies fostered by poor feedback. It
wasn't that the engineers didn't care about
writing good reports. They just didn't know the
reports mattered so much. They wrote the re-
ports because they had to. Further, they did not
realize that their performance was particularly

r=>; bad or that it made any difference 10 the or-
uamz auon. As far as the engineers knew, the
.eoorts served mainly as dust gatherers.

lxarnples such as the Statewide case fill the
Praxis files. They traverse business and indus-
try lmes and include jobs as diverse as sales,
. lenc al. iactorv and rn, nagement.

A feedback svstern that makes employees
aware of performance .standards and oi the
ramifications of their own periormance has to
be neither complex nor expensive. The dollar
return. on the other hand. can be enormous.
Routing new proposals and contracts to Slate-
wide s engineers did not require elaborate or
expens« I' procedures But II showed the engi-
neers how their performance affected the over-
all success oi the company.

In another case. a vice president of an in-
TernatIonal freighl company was concerned
WIth the infrequenrv oi container use hv dock-
men Contamenzrng shipments represented iI

possrble S20 ~avin~ in shipping costs ior each
. ontainer used. At one location. however, only
10 out oi a possrhh- 30 containers wero l'lCing
used on an average dav.

The 20 containers not used each dav repre-
-enred a $400 per day lost saving. '''\uhipliecl bv
260 work in,:; days Ihe company w a~ laillllg to
capitaliz e on a posvibl« 5104.000 annual sav-
T:1gthrough containenzation.

Aller observing freight handlers' penormanre
a' one location. the vice president concluded

that workers were sufficiently familiar with
the criteria tor using containers. He found,
however, that the freight handlers were un-
aware of the cost-benefits of containerization
and had no specific standards against which
to measure their performance.

The vice president's remedy was amazingly
simple. He established 95~ as the standard for
containerizing shipments. (He maintained that
no task can be done perfectly 100% of the
tirne.) He made workers aware of the standard
through their supervisors. The feedback sys-
tem centered on a chart posted conspicuously
in the freight terminal. On a typical day it read:
OUT OF A POSSIBLE 30 CONTAINERS WE
USED 25 TODAY. In this way, freight handlers
knew exactlv how well they had performed in
relation to standard.

The results? One week after the feedback
system was implemented, performance soared
from 300/,; to 86% of standard and it's been
improving ever since.

TASK INTERFERENCE
The second most frequent cause of DE is in-

terference in performing the task. Task inter-
ierence might take the form oi prevention-
lack of adequate tools. Or, it might be caused
by competing tasks such as incessant tele-
phone calls or crises. Eliminating task inter-
ference is usually a stTaightforward procedure
involving some sort oi job engineering-
changes in ph~ical facilities, work flow or
responsibilities.

In the Statewide example, the lack of a style
manual as well as the necessity of submitting
reports in longhand interfered with comple-
tion of the reporting task. These conditions
were remedied by preparing a style manual
and by offering the engineers the services of
the typing pool for the monthly reports.



PUNISHMENT
"Bite on a bullet" is the classic frontier doc-

tor's advice to pre-operative patients. In busi-
nevs JS well JS in the sagebrush. many people
are bltln~ on bullets. Whethl'r grueling. diffi-
cult. mentally or physically exhausting. some
jobs .HE' punishing.

Sometimes punishment takes subtle forms,
and management forgets or was never aware
of the punishing effects of certain jobs and the
execution deficiencies that are inherent in
them.

ReturninR to our industrial engineers. the
eMects oi turning in monthly reports on time-
the desired behavior-were punishing. If the
industrial engineering manager was not facing
d deadline, he would bounce them back for
copious (and punishingl revision. If, on the
other hand, deadline was drawing near, the
manager himself would correct the reports as
best he could.

To minimize the,r punishment. the engi-
neers slowly learned to turn in their reports
consistently late. In this wav they didn't have
to face the task of re-working .In already odious
report.

When a training manager finri, that an execu-
tion deficiency is caused by punishment. what
action can he take? i'\ short-term, but not ter-
rably pleasant remedy is to make the results
of a worker's performance deficiency more
punishing than performing the task. Engineers
who turn in reports late. for example. could
be required to re-work them on their own
time even though the original versions have
already been submitted to upper management.

A preferable alternative to combatting pun-
ishment with punishment is to put a premium
on performing punishing tasks well. Turning in
reports on time could become critical iactors
In performance review. merit increase'. pro-
motions and the like. For such premiums to be
effective. of course. workers must be made
aware of their existence.

Another alternative is to remove the punish.
109 '(Irruonstances altogether. This was done at
Statewide by giving engineers the standard"
facilities and typing support necessary to sun-
mit acceptable reports the first time.

Whatever alternative is chosen. training can-
not decrease performance problems caused by
punishment. nor can it decrease any deficien-
cies of execution. It's not that training isn't an
effective tool to provide learning. it's simply
that workers with deficiencies of execution do
not need and cannot be helped by learning.

The table above will aid the manager with
training responsibilities in identifying defi-

ciencies of execution. The Statewide example
suggests a number of remedies 10 such de-
ficiencies.

Praxis has found that one of the most com-
mon errors training directors make is conclud-
ing that training is the solution to most
performance problems. To offset this. Praxis
recommend s that all training analyses include
the identification of D. and DE. learning to
identify non-training problems and developing
skill in applying non-training solutions to them
can only strengthen the training director's role
in his company.

Because of this, a DE-OKanalysis is included
in all Praxis contract work. In many instances,
Praxis has been called on by cilents 10 develop
training programs and has. instead, recom-
mended and helped implement non-training
solutions that were not only effective, but also
less expensive than the most modest training
program.

At Praxis Behavior Analysis Workshops-
held in major cities in the U.S. and at client
locations-participants are taught to use DE-D.
analyses in their investigations of performance
problems. While other important aspects of
the training function such as Performance De-
scriptions, Economic Analysis and Training
Strategies are also stressed, we maintain that
the effective training manager is the one who
uses training to remedy knowledge deficiencies
.nd seeks other solutions for non-training
problems.

••• ••• •••

PRAXIS CALENDAR

May 10-15 - TraininR Systems Workshop
May 10-15- Visit our booth at the ASTD

Training Equipment and Services
Exposition. Anaheim Convention
Center. Anaheim. California

June 7·12 - Programmed learning Workshop
June 21-26 - Behavior Analysis & Instructional

Design Workshop
July 12-1i" - Traoning Systems Workshop
(Seeaccompanying brochure for additional
Workshop dates and detailed course
descraptions. ,

REPRINTS OF PRAXIS REPORTS
1-5-no charge. over 5-10r per COPy

PRAXIS CORPORA liON
47 West 13lh 51lftt
New York, N.Y. 10011
Telephone: 12121691-8.820

_ ••:I
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Management Imtilut"'s 8,,·
havior Analy,is Worbhop.
Amonll the organization.
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rural Research S••rvu:e, U.S.
DC',,!. 01 Agncuhure : Ampri·
can Telephone & Telegraph
Co.: Cha,e Manhattan Bank.
Fir" Na!ionJi Cuv Bank; tn-
terns! Revenu(> Servin'; Pan
American Airways; Upjohn
Corporation. and We,tE'rn
ilecuu: Co. Praxis Workshops
ere held ,n nldjm dtip\
throughout the countrl' an"
on clil'nt pr{lmi-.;ps.

Cop •.•.'i"ht t Prni\ Corporanon. 1970



Retention-A Pseudo

Psychologists who study human learn-
ing are of tr-n called UPOII to say SOl11l'-

thing useful to groups of people who are
involved ill the practical control of be-
ha\~iol'-P(,ol"(' in education for training,
for example, Under such stress the psy-
«holog ist may re f'iex ly respond by de-
scrib ing' his own research; he may cite
more basic principles or findings which
ill' hope., will have some application; he
may apply to a real life situation not
what he knows, but his methods of find-
ing out what he knows. Or. lastly, hav-
ing' read somewhere that, while an anal-
ogy ma y not be the truth, it is often as
r lose as we can get to the truth, he may
draw all analog y for his audience. per-
hap, pal t ly f'ir t it ious like the one to he
('lahorated here.

Since my training was primarily in
i'xperinlt'nt:ll animal learning. were I
("re.'d to ~tlIdy the 1>1oblern of retention,
I might in.rnedintely turn toward the
.i nim a] laboratory. On the way there]
m ig h t de~ig-lI an experiment in the classic
mould of retention stud iE'S.Thus, a period
of training would be concluded by a pro-
(iri(,!Ic')' test. Following this, there would
be an extended period of time concluded
hy a ret est . The scores on the retest
.<Ihtradt'd f rorn the scores on the original
I,rofiei('n,'y test would allow me, in quan-
tifiable terms, to state how much had
I'.'l'n io,t as a function of time-s-how
much had been fo rgntteu.

Arriving at the door of the laboratory,
.vit h an experimental design and grant
I'lOposal in hand, I would face a series
.J ex perimental chambers. Theile small
infra-human classrooms continue to be
known as "Skinner boxes" despite 01'.
B. F, Skinner's protestations (e.g., Cum-
ulative Record, p. 427).

The animal, let us say a white rat,
placed in the box, faces a working area
which consists of a movable lever that it
,an readily depress, a light over the
lever which can be turned on and off,
and a dipper directly under the level'
which rests in a water-filled reservoir
and can be raised to present a drop of.
water to the thirsty rat whenever the
experimenter sees fit to do so.

For purposes of this fictitious reten-
tion study, let us assume that five or six
rats are employed, each in its own work-
ing box. The procedure is simple enough:
if the rat pushes down on the lever when
the light is turned on, it receives a drop
of water; if it presses in the dark, it is
not "reinforced" with a drop of water.
Light-on and light-off periods are alter-
nated frequently. Under Much conditions,
fictitious or real animals within a few

'J hh 1I;:1VI'!" is hu!'locu Iu .Jurt UlkJtI one tJ.·.
1I,·,'rld ill lh,' SS!'l 'le'I'linKs, Sprlnu, 1005.

by G. L. Geis
Center for Research on Learning and

TeachinJl;, University of M;chij.tan

one-hour training sessions exhibit dis-
criminative behavior: they will press the
lever down quite often wnen the light
is on, and almost never in the dark.

The first seg-ment of OUI' retention ex-
periment is completed when we test our
animals and find that all of them art'
performing at a high degree of pro-
ficiency; i.e., they are responding quickly
and frequently when the light is turned
on, and responding almost not at all
when the light is off, Since this is 'I
fictitious expe r vnent , we might assume
that it is amply funded from government
sources and so we may leave the labora-
tory in the hands of our assistant for
the period of time represented by Stag e
Two in the experimental design. Our as-
sistant is instructed to keep things a s
they are until we return for the final
segment of the experiment, namely. the
retest, at which time we will observe
any changes in strengths of bar-pressing
due to forgetting .

A month 01' so later (which time has
probably been taken up with conferences
and meetings on the topic of retentfon
and forgetting), we return to the labora-
tory for the crucial retest. The assistant
is instructed to place each of the animals
in its work cage, the lights are turned
on and we patiently wait for what we
expect to be a cacophonic surge of bar
pressing. Braced for the din, we are
somewhat puzzled by the utter silence
of the laboratory. Not one of the rats is
pressing or has even approached the bar
in its cage. Forgetting has been com-
plete.

We turn to a colleague who happens
to be interested in physiology, and he
confidently explains that the animals
have apparently suffered brain damage;
their association areas have been af-
fected, either through accident or SU1'g-
ery, and memory traces have, of course,
been lost. Unfortunately, this "explana-
tion" is no sooner emitted than our as-
sistant tells us that not only have there
been no accidentllt involving damage to
the rats, but no medical students have
had access to the laboratory with an
opportunity to practice surgery on the
animals. The animals are intact and
healthy.

Turning to another colleague, who
spends his time studying learning, we
receive a second "explanation." He in-
forms us that the training procedures
are not adequate: the time for training
should have been extended. He suggests
also that the training environment is not
as attracive as it might be. Be proposes
that we use the latest techniques in train-
ing-including audio-visual aids. He even
goes so far as to 8UKA'est that we install

ProhlelDll'

cl osed-ci nuit lelc'\ i\,i"t) ill t lic ('ag-e~
which would n llow tl~ to project th •.
image of <Ill cx po rt ha r Pt'I':-;:;,,1''Jl1 th.·
screen just abnve each I'Jt's bar t hu
inspiring t hr- animal I" improve and sri
tin~ an e xa mplr which it ca n imitan-.

Our <I%j,\altt al('lill ('asl~, a shadow
on his rr-rna rk s. Sht, in rorm-, us that the
animals h:l'" l.een i,t tilt.. tra"ting sit ua
t io n during t.hr- in t e rveni ru; timr he tween
t est and rct ost.. WI' ,'tare unhelieving at
her and ash how thai c.une to pass. SIll'
rr-p lies that she was told tl) continue
what was he iru; done. After \\'1' had left
he r, she puvz lr-rl at t h« po"ihlt- amhtgtt
itv of that rr-ma r],.« did WP me an l'\al
~I;f' should continue till' l;'ainilt;.\· prl/c'e
dun's or that the nn imu lx ~h()uld 1)('

placed back in tho living ('ages': SIH'
read as much as she could of t h» litera-
t ure on retention and was puzzled fu r-
t he r at the repeated oc'cu t'l'el1<'" <If th.·
:,taternen "forgetting as :t f uru-tio n of
time." Surely, she mused, p~~'('hol()gists
did not assume that fOt'g<'ltlng was
caused by the passage of 1 ime. This
seems as outlandish as ussu mi ng that
rust on an iron bar is caused hy the t im--
that the bar is left in a damp environ-
ment. If pure time were to he tested as
the varia hie then it Icllowerl that the
animals should he prevented from doing-
anything or from having- anything hap-
pen to them in the interveumg lime, Sh~
explored the possibility of putting th»
animals into an hypnotic sleep 01' drop-
ping them into liquid oxygen 1'01 instant
freezing and rejected these as well as
other possibilities as unfeasible. ShE'
concluded that the animals would be 00-
ing something during the month we wen;
away from the laboratory and that the
most sensible thing to have them do was
to continue what they had been d(ling
during the so-called training period. She
justified this to us first on the basis of
this logical exumination and also on u
more practical basis. She contended that
since we were interested in the real life
problem of retention it would be wise f'or
the animals to be placed, after training
in an environment that approximated
the real life, work, or performance situa-
tion, making the analogy between a med-
ical student finally being placed in the
role of a doctor or a sales clerk, having
finished a course of instruction, now
standing behind a counter in a store.
What she had done, then, was continue
the original training procedure during
the intervening month.

It is then inexplicable to us that the
animals are not performing at high pro-
ficiency. We Pl1!SS our assistant further
for details. We ask her to be SUl1! that
nothing happened in that intervening
month to the animals which would have



affect"d their performance Actiu ; '"
umateu r clinical pSI'cholo~ists we probe
further and ask: Was it true that nothing
unexpected had happened to the rut in
hox one'!

Sh( pauses and ref lects. Then she
mo ve s slowlv toward st at ion # 1. She
dips her fin!!:'er down in the water reser-
voir and, horror-struck. reports that it is
empty. She recounts that fo r the past
several nays she had meant to fill the
water reservoir for box # 1 but appar-
ently had not done so. A simple explana·
tlon for the deteriorated performance
on the retest is now obvious. The animals
had undergone extinction. Bar pressing
in the dark produced no water but neither
did pressing in the light. The behavior
of bar pressing was not forgotten so
much as erased,

Having achieved closure, we begin to
leave the laboratory, but our assistant
draws us back and says that that explan-
ation would serve for the first rat but
none of the others; she shows us that
each of the other four reservoirs is fill en
to the brim and assures us that they had
been all during the experiment. We once
again take up our rat-by-rat examina-
tion. Did anything- unforeseen happen
during the month to rat #2, we ask?
At first, she contends that nothing had,
then she thinks for a moment and muses
aloud: There was equipment trouhle with
',e second box. Some strands from the
-ire leading to the bulh in the cage had

become detached from the soldered joint
and had dropped down through the bot-
tom of the metal cage. Perhaps, she sug-
gests, when she turned on the light the
animal was shocked through his feet. We
encourage her to elaborate. Yes, she
notes, when the light came on in the last
few days of the experiment she had no-
ticed that the animal seemed especially
lively. She, being an astute observer of
human behavior as well as a student in
psychology, had assumed that this was
due to euphoria which the rat felt when
he was in the presence of the conditions
under which he was reinforced. Not
euphoria, we suggest, but pain. The ani-
mal had been subjected to strong aver-
sive stimulation in the presence of the
light which had previously been a signal
for water delivery. Rat #2, then, was
not bar pressing. because he had been
punished and, incidentally, not pressing
for a different reason than rat #1.

Having successfully diagnosed the
problems of the first two rats, we now
suggest that something similar must
have happened to rat ·#3. We peer into
the cage and see that this rat is suffer-
ing from a more serious disorder, He is
standing on his hind legs and waving
about in the cage, as if under the in-
fluenee of a drug or, perhaps, about to
have a vision. How dull it must be, our
assistant begins, day after day to have
nothing to do but press the bar. Am I to
be criticized, she asks, for trying to chal-
lenge the animal? For trying to bring
into its life something more exciting?
It turna out that what she had done was

to drop II ~11\DII 1lI ••tal dUlln throug h :t

h"lt' .n '~10' top of the ragl' to ullow tht'
anir .« some vario ty : he could either
uress 'IH bar or pull the chain. We agreerl
that the chain pull was indeed, (I more
cha lleng ing response and more difficult
for the I'St to emit Instead of me rol y
lurching toward the side of the rag,'
where the bar was he had to rear up,
support itself on its hind leg-so and pull
down a small ami elusive bit of chain.
She agrees and announces proudly that
in order to be fair she reinforced chain
pulling with several drops of water. Rat
#3, then, had developed an incompatible
response. He could not press the bar and
pull the chain at the same time, and since
chain pulling paid off with more rein-
forcement than bar pressing, he began
to pull the chain exclusively during his
work sessions. Now could one blame him
when the chain had been removed from
his cage for, if not hallucinating its
presence perhaps, "wishing it were there"
with all his might? This rat's bar press-
ing behavior was diminished not through
extinction or punishment but because an
incompatible response had heen devel-
oped.

And what of rat #4? Why, we ask,
would a thirsty rat not work to gpt 11

drop of water' He had not been extin-
guished; he had not been punished; he
had not had an incompatible response
conditioned. Our assistant looks away
and murmurs "Thirsty . . ." She then
disappears into the room where the rats
live when they are not in the experi-
mental chambers. She looks sheepish
when she returns. The water bottle was
still on his living cage she reports. Rat
#4 had not been deprived of water be-
fore this experimental session. Loosely
speaking, the water which we were of-
fering him for bar pressing had no value.
He was quite different than the pre-
vious three rats. He lacked motivation.

The fifth rat is still to be accoun ted
for. We turn to the laboratory assistant
and indicate that she should turn the
cage light on now. She replies that the
light is on. We beg to differ,' but she
interrupts to inform us that the light
switch is in the on poeitton. We point out
that another definition of a light being
on is that the filament in the bulb 'is
aglow. There is no glow in this bulb.
We ask her to accept our definition as
one that seems more appropriate to the
rat as well as to us. She suggests that,
perhaps, t.he bulb has burned out. We
check and find that, indeed, it has. Rat
#5 was behaving, or better, not behav-
ing, in much the same way as the first
four rats examined, but for a unique
reason. The stimulus situation that was
present during training-the situation
in which the animal was reinforced-
was absent during this test, Indeed. the
situation in which the animal now found
himself, namely darkness, WIll the occa-
sion for the extinction rather than the
conditioning procedure.

Five different proeedUNS: 1. Extinc-
tion, 2. Punishment, 3. Incompatible re-
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'\'1>111111'1{. I A ""II11~" '" ,,,,,11\ IIlIu" , 111'.1
:, :\ ,·":1111:" ill ,t'"lllill ,·,,"diti,,"~, I.·t!
to the "Ilme Iwhaviorul ,·IIP'('ClU,·lIrll.

:-:,'\'('ral "h"t'I'\·l\tioll~ llil{hl h•.. n1l1.1,'
at this point. When \\,' fil'~t ,)hs('r\'cc1
the ret ost result- 1\'(. re~p,,"d.·rl to :III of
tho a nimn ls ' '",,,:\\ io i nl d"fi"II'IW't',; with
4J ~illg!t· t.nm f"q,.{{'tti'~1!. TIIP URe of a
sin!{i<: u-rm a ut.unn t ic.i tl v d"'ler'nillPd the
course «f our o"·n later heh avio r: WI'

searched f'o r .1 unitary cause. We looked
for a sing'le uperat io n which produced the
hehavio r def'irit we ohs •..rved. A~ it turned
out, althoug-h the uui nia ls looked alike
Io rm.vl lv. t hey had alTi\'"cl at the behavior
(or lack of it) they exhibited through
Quite different I'II11t",;.Word s like "reten
tion" and "f(Jrgt'lt.ing-," art' descriptive
rather than explanatory. There is a
danger that, having »mitted the word.
we assume that we have explained the
cause of the behavior being observed.
Furthermore, these words describe sit-
uations which have formal correspon-
dence hut which may have not any func-
tional similarities; that is, a series of
unique hi-f ories, :'1I<:h a., these animals
had, lIl:'Y result in similar appearing be-
havior.

Once we had so mislabeled the sit-
uation, we made a second error. We
turned to a friend, you will recall, who
suggested that our t ra inirvg procedures
were defective in some way. Looking
back O\'Cl' the experimental design, it is
obvious that we could have doubled .
tripled, or quadrupled the training period
(the period before the first test) and
still have had no effect on the final re-
sults. That. is true because the final
results depended 011 what happened after
training. Had we invested, as so many
people in education and training do, in
a major retraining effort, devising ma-
terials, providing teachers, classroom s

and the like, we would have produced
exactly the same behavioral deficits at
the end of the experiment as those de-
scribed above. The problem, in short, did
not lie in training'. We were faced in each

. case with the problem of performance
rather than acquisition, of maintenance
of the behavior already established
rather than of teaching new behavior.

We are /lOW ready to move from the
laboratory to an examination of real-life
human examples. Suppose we had trained
a group of military personnel as radar
operators. The operator's job is to sit in
front of a radar screen, observe it, and
report any blips that appear on the
screen. After extensive training, we find
that our operators are quite proficient
at signal detection. We then place them
out in the field and discover, to our hor-
ror, that the accuracy of their detection
drops markedly. We might conclude that
they should have been trained differently
or for a longer period of time. But.
applying the model described above in-
stead, we .lool{ at the maintenance sit-
uation. The response of looking at the
screen or observing is analogous to the
response of bar pressing. But what is the
reinforcement." Let us assume that the



rein fo rcement is "et!inl( somethiuu ""
the screen. Then it would follow thut
observing, 01' looking at the screen. could
he controlled hy the frequency or appear-
ance of changes on the scope face. Sup-
pose we found that such changes were
frequent during' training, indeed, the
prrljt'ramming in of numerous blips was
the natural wav to train accurate oh·
~I'I" at ion. And ~uppnlle that we find fur-
t hr-r that in the real situation blips in-
f requr-nt ly occur. Then we might expect
(hat observirur, or paying attention to
the screen. would he at a high level rlur
ing training but would deteriorate and
reach a low lev 1'1 during .t he time that
this observer is on the joh. Not coinci-
dentally. re-earch has been rlone on the
situation verv similar to this one and the
results support the analysis made here.~
Ge ne ru lly speaking, as the number of
sigllals to be detected is decreased by
t he ••xp ••rirnenter to a very low magni-
t ud •• or -us <ig na ls are withheld for a
1,,111(" period of time, oh-erving behavior
drops t,) a corrcspondinulv low rate, De-
t evt ion dues S(,I'\'(, as 8 reinforcement
(or observing in such a situation. And,
importantly for this discussion. it is the
immediate situation that exerts the im-
pOItant control over the behavior of tho
nj"cl'\'el·. In short, it would he mislead-
ing fOlr us to conclude that the observer
who shows a deficiency (i.e., who 001"

not catch Home of the infrequent signals
that a re s e nt ] hag not learned how to
observe. Instead the condit ions for main-
t a ini ng vigilance are not present. Hol-
land. who conducted the research referred
to he re, ~\igg-estg that a possible solution
(UI this maintenance problem would he
"to p ro vide a high rate of realistic art i-
fit'lal <ig na ls on a s-hedule which woul.l

provide the dellin~d observing rate.' (II.
21>3) In other words, the maintenance
problem mi~ht be solved by feeding in
blips which headquarters, but not the ob-
server, knew to he dummy signals: as a
result, the frequency of the 8ignals a nd
the accuracy of detection would rise ac-
cordingly. Without some such artificial
maintenance schedule, the observer mar
well undergo extinction much as did Rat
# J in our f'ictitious experiment described
earlier. '

ThE' effect of punishment after train-
inlf on behavior that has reached a high
level of efficiency during training is il-
lustrated by the following anecdote, A
Puerto Rican student in New York City
who had learned perfect Spanish as a
child recounted that he discovered when
mixing with the heterogeneous Spanish-
speaking Puerto Ricans in New York
that such speech was considered affected
and effeminate hy his peers. His Spanish
pronunciation deteriorated from Castilian
purity to an earthy New Yorkese. Had
one merely noted the deteriorated Span-
ish he WIIS speaking one might conclude
that the student hail "forgotten" how to
speak good Spanish. That he had not is
clearly iJ1ustrated by the fact that he
could describe, both in English and in
Spanish, what had happened to his orig-
inal speech. Responses that had been
well conditioned were now being punished
ann consequently suppressed. Teaching a
construction worker to wear a safety
helmet will not be successful if fellow
workers sneer at this precaution, Teach-
in~ a clerk tf) go through the correct
procedure" of filling out sales slips will
similarly be wasted if the older clerks,
the experienced personnel, mock such
perfection.

Tf the environment responds the same
way regardless of which of several ac-
t ions lire taken, then we may predict
that the employee 01' the student will
take that action which produces the most
reinforcement for him, 01', at least, pro-
duces the least amount aversive stimula-
tion. While we may teach an elaborate
method of doing something, he may
quickly discover on his own 01' from in-
formation pas-er] on by fellow workers
that there is a less effortful or more
pleasant way of getting the job done.
These incompatible responses are the
ones that will be emitted. Again, it does
not mean that the trainee or student has
forgotten the other behavior but merely
that, being more sensitive to the pres-
sures and contingencies of the real world
than his instructor, he adjusts to the en-
vironment appropriately, We all have
discovered many shortcuts in, for ex-
ample, arithmetic. Some teachers allow
011' even encourage students to go through
these shorter routes. Others insist on the
more formal, longer, more effortful and
more aversive procedures, An exarnina-
tion of how people really carry out a
procedure on the job is often revealing,

~, Holland •• J. G., "Huruan Vlgllanee," Chaplet'
17 111 "~II.n<e: a .ympo.lam, (eds, 0.
IIl1ekn~I' and ,I. J. \fer.ru!h) McGraw Hili
Book Cu" N. Y .. 111I1.1,
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It may he ul'~l'ttinK to t ht rtl.:ld t ruiu«
and educator, hilt I,(J a mllrt' fI"xihle ,I.·
signer of instruction ""icit IIh~p)'\'ati"Il'
and data may lead hrrn tn tJl'in~ hi~ ill
st ruction in line with th is more effiri"llt
means ot problem anlving , If he dOlI'S no!
an incompatible res pon se that is ('a"i!'I'
will probably win out in titl' )'('al <rt ua ..
tion.

An interesting malllt"nall"" I',,"hll'nl
combining thes •• thn'!' poi nt« 1)111,\"1.1'
found in handwrit.injr. Thouuh most of \I'
have learned to write ill a hi~hly ICl!ihl"
and attractive script, our writ ing is often
nearly illeg ihle. When I'l'es~f'd we can
still write in that script that \\'1' orig in-
ally learned but the mu intenance system
combines punishment (good writing" i"
more effortful than scrawl ing ] , e xt inr-
tion (when we write to someone e lso thr-
reinforcement, if there is any, is 1I0t
forthcoming for a long while;' when 1\'"

write to ourselves, WI' a re ahl" to ren.l
our deteriorated scrawl) and mcumpat
ible responses (the oasier, scratehy hie rn-
glyphics are rcadabl« to us, at lr-a st '"
we write them).

The difference between th •• stimulus
situation present during teaching :tnd
that present at the time the beha vio r i~
supposed to he performed is often eno r-
mous. Imagine teaching someone to sa v
"Veullez me passer Ie s•.I?" ill the ]l1'(,S'
ence of the statement "~ay: pleasf' pa~'
the salt in French." And then ""X~Cctlll~
him to say it in thr- p rescuce of a pi"',,
of meat in front of him and a ~illtce1(al
at the end of the table. Th •. so ,('all,,"
problem of transfer of t ra in in g i~ }'O"

duced often to the sim ila ri t y III' di"-
similarity of the training and the PPI-
f'ormance environments. Tu till' ex t ent
that the performance envi ronmcnt is UII·
like that present during training, tit •.
behavior trained may well not appeal"
The simple cases would include those ill
which the machine 01' t hr- customer Sllll-
ply does not look like o r ad likr- the OIIC
to which the student was exposed dur-ing
training, The more complicated inst auce-.
might include those in which alternate
repertoires are under the control of dif·
fering stimulus situat ions.

Take the example of the "itiid wh»
"knows" what ')((l()d heh:t\ ior is: not 01111,'
can he tell vou wha t ~()un behu vio r is
hut also he c'all beha vr- well ill tl:l' l"'e'·
ence of his parents, WitCll hi, petm is-
sivc g randrnot her come- fill' ,I holiday
visit, the child's behavior d.,It·riol'ate"
markedlv. He throws t e mpr-r t ant rums.
his vocabulary and perhaps HPn his
articulation changes. Where, his parent-
muse, is the wel l-behavr-d litt l» h,,~' WI'

used to know!'Wp all k no w th!' :In"Wel'-
he will return as soon 3" Grandma lea ve-.
This is a r-ompl icated instance in which
there are at least two wnole repertoire"
of behavior each one under the control
of a particular audience, They remain
under the control of that audience he·
cause of the maintenance ('ontillg-erlt'i.·s:
Grandma reinforce", "cut ••" obstreperous
behavior while the parents 111111i,hit and
reinforce other behaviors,



In man), instance» combinations of
eont rols are at work. In a recent dis-
rUllllion 80mI' dentists asked for help
in de\'eloping programmed instructional
material which would teach children to
hrush their teeth more regularly. We
contended that most children know how
to brush their tee th, that the techniques
01 brushing are probably adequately
taught with present methods 01 instruc-
tion. What we suspected was that the
dentists had observed not that children
no not know how to brush their teeth,
but more accurately, that they do not
brush their teeth. The advertising agen-
cies handling tooth paste accounts appar-
ently agree. One tooth paste advertise-
ment starts with a picture of the child
finishing a meal, then racing toward the
door: the mother looks up at the camera
in despair: "I know that they should
brush after every meal but ... ": she
finishes hy describing some attractive
activity in which the child is about to
engage and which takes precedence over
brushing. The problem is one of main-
tenance--the maintenance of brushing
behavior in a world of other activity
which is so much more attractive to the
child. A different tooth paste advertise-
ment suggests further complexities. This
one starts with the child himself say-
ing that he knows he should brush his
teeth more often but that the tooth paste
tastes awful. If behavior is at first main-
tained through the use of compound
aversive controls, when those controls are
withdrawn the situation must in itself
be reinforcing or else the behavior will
not be maintained. Thus, as long as the
mother stands by and threatens the child
he will continue to brush his teeth even
though the tooth paste does taste bad.
But once the mother leaves the situation
the behavior can be maintained only by
the consequences of the act itself. Hence,
the tooth paste being advertised is said
to taste so good that the child will brush
his teeth just to come in contact with
this delicious substance. It is almost un-
necessary to point out that teaching the
child some facts about tooth decay would
prove to be a waste of time. All that we
know about the control of behavior would
indicate that telling a child that in five
years he may have a toothache because

. he does not. brush his teeth now will have
no effect whatsoever on his brushing
behavior. Most of us are quite familiar
with the weight of scientific evidence
which suggests cigarette smoking is
harmful and yet that evidence alone has
probably never caused anyone to give
up smoking. Instead, some specific moni-
toring or maintenance system has to be
set up in order to produce a behavioral
change such as betting II friend that you
will not smoke.

More examples could be cited to make
the ease that, with human beings as with
the experimental rats, many instances
of decrements of behavior which at first
might be designated as cases of forget-
ting turn out to be problems not of
trainln&, but of maintenance. What III

real (r,"Jettifll{? One answer would re-
in' .,' .," all that hall been din \'er~·
~tr:-n .y. The evldenee from plI)'chothel'-
spy, (rom Freud to the prellCnt day, in-
dkatel! that very little if anything i~.
indeed. torgotten. Instead If the stimulu«
Rituationl! present at the time of the
occurrence of an event during training
are reinstated. the event or the bit of
behavior is satisfa('torily recalled. We all
know this. I ask myself: where rlid I
leave the car leeys? Then I go through
a routine which puts me as closely a~
possible in the same stimulus situation
as I WIUI in when the car keys were last
seen. And, almoot invariably. I find them.
It is not at all unusual to be unable to
recall the namea of all one's classmates.
And yet, at a class reunion, those names
come back when the faces and the old
campus environment are impingin&, upon
us.

Forgetting, then, may not be what it
seems, It is primarily a response of an
observer to a deficiency in someone's
behavior. Such a response may lead the
observer astray. Firat, he may assume
that he is doing something more than
describing a situation - he may even
think that he has begun to explain it.
Secondly. he may assume that all cases
of behavioral deficiency which he de-
scribes in the same way. i.e., by naming
them "cases of forgetting," arise from
a common source, and he may attempt
to remedy them in a single way. The
third error is that, having named the
deficiencies as Cases of forgetting, he
may examine the training procedures
and attempt to change them in order to
insure better retention when, in truth,
the problems are often those of main-
tenance.

Problems like those of retention and
transfer of training can only be satis-
factorily dealt with when the training
and teaching personnel work in coopera-
tion with the performance environment.
It is utterly useless to spend time train-
ing behavior when the trainee is about
to enter an environment which is hostile,
in one way or another, to the behavior
being trained, Repeatedly. in education
and in training (and recently with great
emphasis in programmed instruction)
the plea has been made that the design-
er of instructional material or training
look at the real world in order to define
the long range objectives of his training
procedures. The sUlLgestion here, that the
trainer or educator put himself in close
contact with the real life environment,
is an extension of that proposal. People
involved in the design of instruction
should take into consideration all a.peets
of the performance environment: the
kind. of relnforeerll that will be avail-
able, meditators of rein{cm:ers in the
real world enviroment, ate. Further, the
traditional diriaion between tniniq and
on-the-job performance, or more ,ener-
aUy acquisition and performaDC8, must be
obliterated both theoretically and in
forms of formal divisioDi of penonnel
and flmctiOlUL We alrady are beIbmin&'
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to have eXllmplt'lI IIf whllt lIfIemil I.tl h.,
the optimal lIituation in which the train-
iRJ pl'OCe<!urellKI'OW lip lIimult.n'OUIII~'
with the de/lllfn of the Joh anr! the IIn-
\'h'Onment in which the joh ill to be eXII-
outed. To the extent that we are able
to do thla, the problem of fOl"l'ettinr be-
comes an academic problem. It will, of
course, remain an academic problem a!l
long aa the formal education sYlltem 1"-
mains out of touch with the real world
into which it!l students move.

·-e
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WHY EVERYTHING IS
ALL LOUSED UP. REALLY

(AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT)

The reason, says Ed Feeney of Emery Air
Freight, mostly Is that people do not do that
which they are perfectly capable of doing. And
it's not for lack of motivation that they fail to
do things right. It's because they nev"r find out
when you are doing right. Or, they are
'nterfered with. Or, they are actually punished
for dol••• the right thlngl Just to prove he
knows what he's talking about, he Instituted a

$600,000 savings for Emery In one day.

DUGAN LAlaD

If you want to find out about training at Emery Air
Freight, don't try to make an appointment with the
Training Director. Get some time with the Vice Presi-
dent of System Performance. They are the same person
• . . and his very title gives you a good indication of
how Emery values training: the man at the top rates
V.P. status, and the interest is in performance not
training packages.

Once you establish such a conference. you'll find
yourself talking with Ed Feeney. a pleasant, energetic
man whose convictions about the use of training may
appear to be as unconventional as his title. Among the
more surprising statements (surprising to some old-line
trainer types, that is) are these descriptions by Feeney
of the ideal training system:

, It recognizes that most performance prob-
lems are execution problems: lack of feedback,
task interference or punishment-s-and rarely moti-
vation.

If no measurement can be developed, the pro"
grtlm is not undertaken.

Measurement is based preferably on dollars of
cost reduction or sales increase.

Programs are tested both on the job and in
classroom before publication; they are revised UII-

til they meet standards.

It does not assume that lack of knowledge 011

the part of a new employee necessarily represents
a major cost deficiency. Rather. it accepts the fact
that new employees learn how to do most jobs
very quickly. Therefore it concentrates only 011

major payoff areas of what they are not periorming
after some time on the job. (/n sharp contrast to
the organization that believes new employees muvt
be formally taught everything.)

As an initial place for study, the ideal training
system works back ••..ard from company profits to
choose areas contributing most to profit. ,

Just this last conviction, when applied to Emery's
System Performance Department, explains the
approach used in one key payoff area: the use of con-
tainers to reduce transportation costs. As an air freight
forwarder, Emery's transportation payments to the air-
lines account for about half of its total costs. Not an
inappropriate area for a System Performance group to
examine as a means to improve profits through im-
proved performance!

At a meeting held with several Executive Office ex-
perts in routing shipments, a list of desired on-the-job
accomplishments was drafted. A major element in this
draft was measurable standards. But System Perform-
ance didn't simply accept the opinion of the subject
matter expert about on-the-job performance. Nor did it
accept his opinion about the cause of deficiencies . . .
or the cost of those deficiencies . . . or the cost of
solutions for these alleged on-the-job deficiencies.
Rather, System Performance went to the field 'offices
and measured actual performance against the stan-
dards.
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Key element in tile cost saving suggestion was the use of
containers. One is shown here In the process of loadmg.
Note tile feed hack sheet.

One of the performance areas studied was Emery's
use of large shipping containers to move smaller ship-
ments. Because containers reduce ground time for jet
aircraft and cut the handling costs of the airline, they
mean a savings for users of Emery's service.

"At Emery there wu« considerable evidence to sug-
gest a high performance level in the field's use of con-
tainers." says Feeney. "The use of containers was ris-
ing' rapidly as reported by system figures. Emery had
pioneered the use of containers--and was reponed as
the world's largest user of 'Dvsized' containers." Man-
agement at all levels had emphasized it in regional
meetings. Because of the containers' size, they were
clearly in evidence at all but the smallest offices.

At the first field office they visited, System Perform-
ance measurements sl,qwed eight possible routes where
containers might have been used. Only one was
actually used.

Why was the performance so low? A common con-
clusion by the more traditional training man in many
companies would be that employees didn't understand
the costs ... or that they had a poor attitude. A
traditional response would be to design a training pro-
gram on cost savings obtained by using containers. It
could be a complex program; as Feeney points out,
"Airline tariffs arc not always easy tu understand-and
virtually none of the dock men understood them. Nor
did too many of the supervisors."

At Emery, the System Performance people have a
different view of analyzing what causes on-the-job defi-

"-../
ciencies. "Was this a knowledge problem?" they ask.
"Could the dockmen load the containers if their lives
depended on it?" Yes. They had used one container the
day before. If they could load one, ;1 was possible
(from a knowledge standpoint) to load eight.

This, then, was an execution problem: they had the
knowledge, but they didn't execute it properly. System
Performance, under Feeney, has found that the biggest
cause of execution problems is the absence of feed-
back. Was lack of feedback the cause here?

When dockrnen were asked how they thought they
were doing in relation to the standard, they said they
were doing 90 percent of standard. So did the super-
visor! . . . and the Service Manager! . . . and the
Manager! And the Regional Service Manager and the
Executive Office Service Representative!

Visits to other offices provided data to show that
performance was at 45 percent of standard. Similar
problems with lack of feedback and lack of rewards
were universal.

A secondary cause was a "lack of rewards" for per-
formance. Loading a container was. in fact, punishing:
it took time to load the container in the evening when
the biggest influx of shipments occurred . . . the exact
same time when the schedule of flight departures pro·
vided little time for dock handling. And when a con-
tainer was actually used, and savings did indeed occur,
nobody said, "I'm glad you took the time to use a
container and help save money." This use of praise and
recognition for good performance, called positive rein-
forcement, has a powerful effect on behavior.

A minor cause of performance problems was the
lack of knowledge about the minimum weight at whicb
container savings began. Feeney's group then proposed
a simple three-step solution:

The worker measures his own performance in
relation to a goal as the work progresses, passes the
report along daily to the supervisor, weekly to the
manager . . . then on a consolidated basis for all
workers to the Regional Service Manager and to
the Executive Office. .

Praise and give recognition to any improvement.
however slight. This begins at the Executive Office
and goes down, tier by tier, to the worker.

Design a simple poster to show the economical
minimum weights for using containers. (Astute
observers will note that this poster substitutes for
the traditional training program. An astute Feeney
estimates that it cost a total of $50!)

Would you care to take a guess about how long it
took performance to go from 45 percent of standard up
to 95 percent of standard?

''-..../
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If you said "One Day" you are eatitlcd to immediate
feedback, reinforcing you for beina 100 percent cor-
rect, To quote Feeney: "In almost all cases, perform-
lallCC shot up immediately. In a typical case, Jack Tyn-
dall's Philadelphia Office used containers 28 times out
of 60 the week before this plan was Implemented. That
amounts to 46 percent. The weelc following implemen-
tation, the office hit J 00 percent-60 times out of WI"

Has this been sustained? "Yes," says Feeney.
"Month after month ::::',a national basis at office after
office. At a few offices, performance would drop tem-
porarily, but would recover." If you ask Ed whether
the drops indicate that feedback and reinforcement are
not always effective, he'll say that the drop is not a
failure in effectiveness, but rather a result of suspend-
ing feedback and reinforcement. Such suspension pro-
duces patterns which now show up quickly at the Re-
gionalOffice.

Ed Feeney is not monomaniacal about reinforce-
ment: he keeps his eye on Profit-and-Loss too. In the
Case of Container Usage, he cites a $600,000 payoff in
the net cost reduction-$600,OOO which goes directly
to profits. What's more, he contrasts that with the cost
statement for setting up the program:

D••I••• M ,rI.t ••M" ••• ,.
p••,••• eeI '''d , ••t.r.,.,..
T,.•• , .M ••••ry I•••••••• let •••

TOTAL

• 100.00
50.00
0.00

01.000.00
-ti.•So.oo

In addition, containers reduce shortages, damages
and pilferage for the customer. Because of cost reduc-
tions, rates need not rise as much as one might expect
in an age of inflation. One more thing: an experie-nced
training man will quickly spot one fascinating detail: in
that cost estimate, about 97 percent of the expendi-
ture is to activity for the training staff-an activity
involving interface with field offices. This should appeal
mightily to those training administrators who
accurately moan, "But. I never find out what happens
to our programs when they hit the field'"

Can you rely on workers to measure their own per-
formance and do it honestly? Says Ed Feeney: "You
can if they are never criticized for performance and are
always praised and rewarded . . . something Emery
teaches managers and supervisors to do in an eight-
hour programed instruction course on Positive Rein-
forcement." Several months after implementing the
Container Use campaign, the Accounting Department
began to provide a data-processing report on dollar
savings and numbers of containers. It matched the
workers' measurement as to number of containers.
Hence Feeney trusts the integrity of the "self-Dieasuro- .
ment" feature

"This Container US8se case isn't unique," Feeney
adds. "There are other programs by the System Per-
formance sroup with as much or more measured pny·
off." Barry Hanson, Manager or Services. and his hand
of Reiional Service, Managers are now energetically
maintaining these programs through feedback and
positive reinforcement.

As you have gathered, whenever you converse with
Feeney, you want to be prepared for lots ot talk about
feedback, reinforcement and measurement. He recently
described an Emery management meeting by saying
those three topics constituted the theme of the day. He
quotes one vice president: "There were skeptics a year
ago; there are none today."

Of the three topics, Feeney sees reinforcement ;}~
management's way of fife, Feedback becomes a major
fact of corporate systems in his scheme of things. He
will quickly sketch out a matrix showing the de~i~-
able-perhaps the ultimate-condition on the one
hand . . . and the regrettably typical condition at the
right hand side:

DI.IUILI CONDlT'ON

'r.vlll.. ••••••••.••••c. feeiI-
•••• t. the .ork.,. •••••,..V,",, __ • ., •••11t.p •• -
ec••tlv•••
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When the feedback system becomes operative, as it
should be the very minute the learning processes begin.
Reinforcement Theory is a major part of the manager's
response. Words like "Great!" are followed by a spe-
cific reference (hopefully a quantitative reference) to
what the worker did right . . . and this reinforcement
is followed, in turn, by a goals-oriented question. The
question may aim toward the rest of the behavioral
objectives, or toward the invariable application of the
behavior he has just applied once: Feeney philoso-
phizes: "I see feedback and reinforcement as basic
organizational activities, operating at different levels
with different behaviors designated for reinforcement at
each level."

And so it is that measurement must enter the pic-
ture. Again, Feeney sketches his desirable world . . .
and then contrasts it with the all-too-typical training
operation:

MlASURIMENT

DESIRAILLE CONDITION TYPICAL CONDITION

Mealure",.,,' it made on 011
progra... a.... I. ••••••• on
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••••nt.
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Next Feeney discusses System Analysis, which he re-
gards as integral to the behavioral performance func-
tion of any organization: (You may call it Training-or
maybe System Performance.) In his dichotomy be-
tween the ideal and the typical worlds, the list would
read:

SYITIMS ANALYSIS

DIlIRUU CONDITION TYPICAL CONDITION

• •• In. with • • :·at.ment of
.cco •••pll.hm.nts o~ the lab
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.mall prob ••••••.

And that last one casts some bright light on why
they call Ed Feeney Vice President of System Perform-
ance rather than Vice President of Training. After all
. . . you can't very well call a man a training man if he
would rather not train on some subjects (those with
small payoffs )-if he would rather not train on them
even when management of his firm asks him to do '0.
What kind of training man is it who, instead of thank-
ing management for it's support. insists on challenging
their erroneous bias and on field testing to make sure
their belief is valid? One other thing which Feeney be.
Iieves about System Analysis: In that Desirable Con-
dition column, add this fundamental entry:

"Insists on observing performance 011 the job.
Does not fully believe subject matter expert's de-
scription of the problem, his knowledge of the
problem, its cause-s-or eyen his verbal description
of what he does."

Would you want to call a man a Training Director if he
urges the behavioral conditioner not to ". . ; fully be-
lieve the subject matter description of the problem, or
the knowledge required to do a given job!"

In a bad world, says Ed Feeney, training works on
relatively small problems. If System Performance is
healthy, then this training effort is -applied when the
man in charge contrasts an estimated Cost-of-Solution
against the Cost-of-the-Performance-Deficiency .••
and tben chooses to work only on the areas with the
biggest dollar payoff! -

Dr. Laird Writes the popular column "Notes From A
Training Director," which appears in this. magazine
each month. In addition he has written numerous
books and only recently has established a consulting
service.
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SOME ISSUES IN MATHETIUS
I. SAYING WHAT A SUBJECT MATTER IS'

Thomas F. Gilbert

Praxeonomy Institute, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

When I first described mathetics in 1960,
I spoke of it as "the technology of education."
Unfortunately, in doing so, I was making the
same mistake that everyone else who is in-
terested in educational technology seems to
make. I was confusing education with train-
ing, the whole with the part. Mathetics as it
was then described was in fact a system for
developing training materials. And it was
(and still is) the most efficient system for
developing specific skills, such as sending
and receiving International Morse Code, di-
agnosing specific diseases, or interpreting a
legal contract. But it was not then "the tech-
nology of education."

Of course I was proud of having developed
a successful method of applying reinforce-
ment theory to human skill training. But the
pity of the pride was that it blinded me from
seeing that the really interesting things to be
done in education lay beyond the small step
I had taken. That's the drawback in getting
reinforced for taking small steps: one fails
to look up and get a clear view of where he
ought to be going.

A genuine mathetics, a comprehensive
technology of education, must be much more
than a competent means of developing a spe-
cific skill. Included in the system must be the
means for doing all those things that have
long baffled educators - such things as de-
fining history, determining the importance
of an item in a curriculum, assessing the
achievement of a student, integrating the so-
cial sciences, developing a theory, selecting
media, and designing experiences beyond the
classroom. And a technology must be able to

IParts of this paper are taken from "The Sensible Teach-
ing of Social Science." Occasional Papers by Thomas
F. Gilbert. 1963. Pern.isston to reprint, granted hv Prax-
conornv Institute. Inc.. 276 Riverside Drive. New York.
New York 10023.
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accomplish these things systematically. This
means that these matters cannot be left to
opinion. Yet they can be done by technicians.
and all those working through the technology
should arrive at much the same solutions.
That is how you know you have a technology.

Education' includes elements of equal im-
portance: subject matters, students, and
instruction.' A technology that ignores the
systematic development of anyone of these
hardly deserves to be called a mathetics. In
this series of treatises, excerpted from the
Occasional Papers, I plan to consider the ma-
jor issues that confront mathetics, and to
develop some of the theory essential for re-
solving them. The emphasis in the series will
be on theory, and the reader will have to go
to the Occasional Papers themselves for the
many specific techniques that constitute the
technology.

The foremost unresolved issue in educa-
tion is subject matter. We don't seem to have
any idea of how to define one. Usually we
speak of a subject matter as a "body of
knowledge" or a "branch of learning," almost
as if we were speaking of· some animal or
plant. Unfortunately; such definitions don't
help us much. When we decide that we want
to teach history, our first problem is to say
what history is. A number of options are
open to us, and what we do to our children

<, .in school largely depends upon the choice
we make.

We could, for example, define history as
the written record of past events, With such
a definition in mind, we might well set out
to teach our children to be archivists.

Or, we could define history as what his-
torians do. Thus, we would teach our chil-
dren to be raconteurs, (or perhaps propagan-
dists), essayists, and library researchers.



Or we could define history as what those
who make history do. Then we would teach
our children to be warriors, politicians, phi-
losophers, and playwrights.

We might even define history as a source
of predictive power: sets of experiences that
win permit us to deduce the variables thut
determine events in the future; and that will
make it easier, not only to account for cur-
rent social developments, but to forecast the
direction they will take, and to visualize
how the course of events could be altered.

So we can see that there are at least four
different approaches we could take in defin-
ing the subject matter history. Some sort of
system is required to make the choice, OT to
determine w here the emphasis will lie. What
is needed, really, is a kind of pedagogical
epistemology - a theory of knowledge as it
relates to the requirements of an education.

Any such theory of knowledge will have
to decide whether it will embody subject
matter with an existence independent of hu-
man experience and conduct. If it rejects this
embodiment, as I will here, it must abandon
the definition of history as a fixed "body of
knowledge. II This would lead us to define
subject matter as 1:1 system of human behav-
ior. And next we will have to decide whose
behavior represents mastery of history which
we would like to model our children after.
Whom do we select as our model master: the
archivists, the raconteurs, the history-rnak-
ers, or the predictors'!

To decide who our model master is, we
must first understand that the model need
not be vested in one man - our model, our
ultimate master, is an abstraction created
from the behavior ,.f many. Nevertheless,
we must decide what kind of a person that
ultimate master is. So, identifying all the pos-
sible ultimate masters whose behavior would
define a subject matter is the first step in
mathetics. The second is deciding which ul-
timate master we will take as our educational
model.

We already have a prototype Ior Making
such decisions about the nature and scope (If
a subject matter. To illustrate. when I am
asked by an industry to develop an instruc-
tional system, the Iirst thing I must do is
find out what model of mastery management

has in mind. If they want me to train men
to be mast=rs of steam engines, I must know
what kind of master. Is their ultimate objec-
tive a master of selling, building, maintain-
ing, or servicing steam engines' What I am
really discnvering is what behavior the
management values. And I must get very
specific. For example, if management asks
me to train their men to work with blue-
prints, I must discover whether the mastery
they have in mind is reading them (for
building or servicing something from a
blueprint) or drawing them (for looking at
something that has been built and producing
a blueprint of it). And 1 continue through
such value decisions to get even more spe-
cific. The process is quite simple, but never-
theluss essential, because everything I do
later in instruction will depend upon how
well I perform this initial task.

There is no n-ason why we shouldn't pro-
ceed simiiarlv in defining a subject matter
such as history After all, there is no reason
why public school education can't be put on
a business-like basis. Takmg a clue from the
industrial prototype, we would begin decid-
ing what our ultimate objective of mastery
is hy determining what it is that those in
charge value. For the most part, it is the
public that is presumabry in charge, and it
is the public who is paying fl" the instruc-
lion. Nuw let's apply this thinking to select-
ing a mastery objective for history.

Our first two models, the archivist and the
raconteul'-- the master of keeping the writ-
ten record 01 the past and the master of
relating stories t.b~ records tell - represent
valuable vocations, hut cert ainly not voca-
tions that the public would wish all of its
children to follow III fact, only a fe:Wpeople
are needed to serve the public in these voca-
tions. Therefore, we should be able to reject
these mastery models for a public school edu-
cation right off, though we might want to
adopt them for graduate history departments
in those vocational schools that we call uni-
versities. .

l-ul , alas, when we look at our public
;;;t;liuul curriculum in history, we realize that
these two models must have been adopted
already. There is little evidence that the
public school curriculum in history has much
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relation to teaching people either to make
history or to make predictions about the
course of current events. Instead, we seem to
be trying, however feebly. to train our chil-
dren in vocations (archivists and raconteurs)
for which few jobs exist. Our model for
selecting a mastery objective must discour-
age us from this.

Our third possible ultimate master - he
who makes history - is difficult to adopt.
not because the public doesn't value those
who make history, but because, again, only
few seem to be meant for this role. And, also,
the role itself is so diffuse and so often sur-
prising that it would be difficult to define it
systematically as a subject matter. When we
look for what is common to those who make
history, we may emerge with a list of char-
acteristics such as perseverance, creativity,
boldness, ambition, and the like. The public
might like to set up programs to develop
more of these characteristics in its children.
However, that might be doubtful, since those
who make history also tend to be trouble-
makers, and a public school system that in-
creased the number of troublemakers could
be frowned upon.

The fourth ultimate master - he who has
a source of predictive power, and can use it
to make predictions about the course of
events - would seem to fit more closely to
what, in my experience, the public seems to
value. And what could people value more
than a child who, through his study of his-
tory, could view the confusing events of our
time and both make sense of them and tell
us where they are likely to lead, a child who
could sweep aside the irrelevancies and put
his finger on the essential variables that are
making things work as they are? If we could
brush away the cobwebs from o~ archaic
view of history. we might find that that, in-
deed, is what the public really values.

But how did our history curriculum get
like it is? If we want the answer to that ques-
tion, we must look at who is actually respon-
sible for creating that, curriculum. First,
there are the archivists and raconteurs them-
selves, the professional historians, who write
the books the schools use, and whose displays
of virtuosity in learned matters so intimidat-
ed us, the public. when we were in school
that we were graduated too timid to question
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their authority. Nearly every layman knows
secretly that the curriculum is somehow
wrong. but he feels too dumb to question it.
And he is dumb about history, laql,ply be-
cause those who are responsible for Ow cur-
r iculurn made it so confusing and irrelevant
that he could hardly help being dumb about
it.

But the real skeleton in the cloakroom, he
who more than all the others determines the
nature of our public school curriculum, is the
textbook publisher. It is he in whose employ
the archivists write their histories. It is he
who benefits financially from the sale of
books that are easy to write. And it is so
much simpler to employ a college history
professor to write those books than it would
be to take responsibility for developing a
system that would work for our children.
And it is so easy for the publisher to avoid
all semblance of responsibility. He has only
to say, "We publish what they ask for - we
just manufacture books ourselves." But the
teaching materials he publishes are what
really determine the curriculum. That is
what is available nationally; that is what has
the stamp of university approval. Find a pub-
lisher bold enough to break from the tradi-
tion if you can - and remember, only he
can break from the tradition. The individual
teacher can do nothing except, perhaps, be-
come a different kind of author - one who
creates a system for teaching history as a
source of predictive power. But even if the
teacher knew how to do that (and she has
no special training in creating teaching ma-
terials), or had the time to do it at the end
of a busy schedule, then let her try to find a
publisher who would join her in the break
from tradition. It can't be done - at least
not now. A docile public, an estab lished tra-
dition, and freedom from pubtic accountabil-
ity all support the vested interest of the text-
book publisher.

In brief, those who ultimately define a sub-
ject matter today are the publishers of text-
books and the college dons in their employ.
But probably they don't know any better
themselves. If there is to be an educational
technology, it must be able to do this job.

To illustrate how ruathetics operates to
define a subject matter, I have chosen some-
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thing even broader than history -, some-
thing called the public school SOC1~, Icience
curriculum. I have purposely chosen this
subject matter because it is widely consid-
ered the most diffuse, the most controversial,
and the most difficult to define. If education
is to have a technology, it ought to be used
where it is most needed.

THE ULTIMATE MASTER 0.' SOCIAL SCIENCE
- AND A PRETTY GOOD STUDENT

We begin our definition by finding a model
- that hypothetical ultimate master of social
science.

Who could be a greater master than one
who could create a social world, produce its
essential variables, and arrange them in cas-
ual relationships so that he could produce
any effects he desired. He would be one who
could, on call, create a civil war, an indus-
trial revolution, an agrarian culture, or any
other social condition we might ask of him.
Since such a man, however hypothetical he
must be, would be the ultimate master, let's
begin by making his behavior. the model for
our objectives.

First, we see that it is impossible to create
a student who would match that model -
that is, short of creating a god. But perhaps
we can approximate it. If our student is un-
able to manipulate all the variables of the
world, perhaps we can get him to at least
observe them, explain how they operate and
make predictions about the courses they will
take Let's look at one such student.

Solly was a borderline student in math and
science, but at eleven he seemed precocious-
ly shrewd about social affairs. When I told
him the story about the Cargo Cult, I was
surprised tha t lie nad not studied this par-
ticular case in school, because before I fin-
ished the story he was able to tell us the
outcome - and with such assurance that I
seemed not to have stimulated his curiosity
at all.

The story of the Cargo Cult is, of course,
one of the classics of social science. In World
War II the Air Force parachuted supplies to
the marines stationed on one end of a South
Seas island. This island was otherwise in-
habited by a very primitive tribe that sur-

vived by hunting, fishing, and collecting
fruits and vegetables from the jungle. When
the parachute drops began, they often missed
their target by some miles; and the natives,
who had never even seen an airplane before,
suddenly found great quantities of manna
falling from the heavens.

But it is the strange aftermath of this story
that interests most adults. In a rhetorical sort
of way, I asked Solly what he thought hap-
pened to how the people went about making
their living. But his answer made me think
that he had been there.

What actually happened was that the na-
tives developed a strange, ritualistic pattern
of behavior. They destroyed their hunting
tools, buried their fishing equipment, began
to engage in a series of periodic dances, and
displayed many other odd responses. The
entire pattern of their lives was changed, and
the totemism was so severe that it literally
threatened their survival.

This is just about what Solly predicted
must happen. He said that the tribe no doubt
came tv behave in many inappropriate ways,
named most of them (used the word to-
temism), and said that probably the only cure
for this tribe was a total reeducation.

Solly's insights into social affairs were not
restricted to anthropology. He seemed equal-
ly able to think out, make predictions, and
give reasons for his insights in diverse areas
of political science, sociology, and geography.

For example, I also heard Solly tell his
father, after they had just moved to a new
neighborhood, that he was foolish to send
him to the corner store on Sunday because
prices were certain to be higher there. When
I asked how he knew, since he had never
been to that store, Solly explained about the
relationship between wages and prices: he
said that a store in which the proprietor was
his own labor on Sunday was bound to
charge higher prices than one that hired the
cheapest available labor d u r i n g ordinary
hours.

On the other hand, Solly's knowledge
of social sciences seemed peculiarly one-sided
to me. I discovered that he didn't know
the date Columbus discovered America, he
couldn't name the first twelve presidents,
and he didn't know that furniture was the
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second most important industry in his state.
However, he was able to tell me where 1
could find that information if I was really
interested. (As he put it, "If we had a reason
to know that ... ")

Unfortunately, Solly is a hypothetical
eleven-year old - not a real one. Real stu-
dents in their social studies are presented
with an enormous array of seemingly unre-
lated facts and concepts that clearly over-
whelm them. What they learn is only
haphazardly related to the new experiences
that they encounter each day; and if they
are able to make generalizations to these
new experiences, it is rare indeed. Few col-
lege graduates could predict what happened
to the Cargo Cult tribe, for example. They
learn, instead, that the world of social stud-
ies is a stream of dead historical crises, a
fixed geography, and neatly structured poli-
tical orders. Mostly they forget even these
things as they have less and less relevance
to their lives; and what is left over, by virtue
of frequent recital. are a few of the many
word associations they had to learn: The la-
bor movement?-Samuel Gompers.

It is instructive to analyze the mental
processes by which Solly might have arrived
at his rather amazing predictions about the
Cargo Cult had he been a real student. It
was much the same process he used to pre-
dict that the prices at the corner store would
be higher.

Step One:
He heard a story rich in the details of all
manner of events interacting in all kinds
of ways:

Step Two:
He asked himself, "What are the big
variables operating here?" - big vari-
ables as opposed to constants or things
changing in a minor way.

Step Three:
He isolated two variables: 1) a change
in the resources of the tribe, and 2) the
instrumentalities of seeking a living.

Step Four:
He restated the question in a more ab-
stract form: "How do accidental resource
contingencies affect the instrumentali-
ties for seeking a Jiving?"

Step Five:
He searched his repertory for any laws,
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rules, or other experiences that would
give an answer to his restated question.

Step Six:
On the basis of the laws, rules, or ex-
periences he had learned. he made a
prediction: "Accidental resource contin-
gencies are the conditions for establish-
ing superstitious behavior. Superstition
in primitive tribal culture reveals itself
in the form of complex totemisms; and
it takes a thorough education to break
those habits, although they are easily
established. "

We can imagine that Solly, were he real,
had learned this line of thought so well that
he could do it rapidly and instinctively, just
as some children learn to play baseball. (The
process is different, but hardly more com-
plex.) Solly might also have learned that
alternative strategies were available if that
one hadn't worked. and one of those involved
knowing how to get information about the
laws, rules, or experiences that govern the
relationship between variables if he hadn't
known specifically what these laws, rules,
or experiences were.

Solly's education would have been much
better than ours was, and he would have
come about it much more easily.

I propose that this kind of education in
social sciences can be given; and what I will
do in this treatise is to set down the require-
ments of that educational system and a strat-
egy for meeting them.
REQUIREMENTS OF THE SUBJECT MATTER
There are three classes of requirements

for the teaching program. First, we must
have a system for organizing the social sci-
ences themselves if we are to avoid disburs-
ing to the student a random collection of
facts and principles. Second, we require a
systematic way of determining what we
want the student to do with the social
sciences - we can't teach him everything,
and so we need to know how to be selective.
Finally, we need a strategy for presenting
the social sciences to him - one that tells us
what kinds of materials to develop, what
kinds of learning activities he should engage
in, and in what sequences he should proceed.
Another look at these three requirements,
and we see that they represent the three
major events of a learning situation: 1) a
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subject matter, 2) a student, and ;)~ a teach-
ing system. In this paper, I shall t »nsider
the first tW{J of these.

Although integrating the social sciences is
considered by many as among the more noble
academic pursuits, progress has been so slow
that it is generally conceded the effort has
barely begun. Well, I don't take that position.
I believe that an integration can be made
easily and rapidly enough if there is any
reason for making it. And the only reason
that could concern us here is an educational
one.

There is a reason for treating the social
sciences as one subject-matter system, be-
sides the fact that many progressive school
systems treat them as such for curriculum
purposes. In some ways, the different disci-
plines have similar subject matters. When
tornadoes destroy the corn in Kansas, the
geographer, the sociologist, the political sci-
entist, and the economist can find reasons to
be interested, each from his own viewpoint.
Any event of social interest can interest all
the disciplines, and may have implications
for each. As a result. some similarities exist
in the methods of the social disciplines as
well as in the events they focus upon. Since
the social-science student in the elementary
schools is not prepared to become a specialist,
he would be subject to two unhappy conse-
quences if he should study the disciplines
separately. First, he would face a great deal
of unnecessary repetition. But, more impor-
tant. he would forever be seeing events from
a selected viewpoint. He is not interested in
the specialized meaning that a social event
has to a specialist; he is interested in what
meaning it has for him. Yet he might be
forced to view an event that has economic
significance to him only in the pigeonhole,
say, of the anthropologist,

But, not only are there reasons for inte-
grating the social sciences for educational
purposes - at least in the public schools -
there are also reasons for preserving their
separate integrities. Because there are differ-
ences in the methods and principles of the
disciplines, just the process of categorizing
these principles and methods can help the
"~udent understand them. Then if he can say
that an event has economic interest for him,
he can look into the pigeonhole of economics

for the appropriate Way of interpreting that
event. The division of sciences into disci-
plines is just the first step in ordering the
data of the sciences.

So, what we need is an organizing principle
that:

1) Integrates the social sciences into one
system; and

2) Preserves their separate integrities.
Once we know what our requirements are,

it should be relatively simple to achieve
them.

BASIC MODEL FOR THE SUBJECT MAtTER

To satisfy the requirements, we need a
method. And to arrive at that method, we
must find a plausible model for getting us
there. This model should be a parsimonious
way of showing the similarities and differ-
ences between the social sciences with re-
spect to their major variables. But that may
be too great a restriction. After all, the disci-
plines sometimes divide themselves on less
than basic propositions - for political rea-
sons, or on the whims of a leading academi-
cian. So, we might reword the specifications
for the model by saying that it should be a
parsimonious way of putting the distinguish-
able major variables of social events into a
single system.

That means we want to look for the sim-
plest kind of world that incorporates all the
major social variables. Experimental psy-
chology has given us one.

The Skinner box is a device that some ani-
mal psychologists use to study general prin-
ciples of behavior. As a laboratory tool, it is
invaluable. As a social-science model, it
meets all our requirements.

rlllJRL 1. .l. "'''UVler Box

Figure 1 represents a simple Skinner
box. Look at its basic features. It has an ex-
perimental space that can vary from hot to
cold, dry to wet, or dark to light, just as our
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larger world does. It has a stimulus system
that can inform those in the box what did
happen, what will happen, or what must
happen. It has one or more animals of any
convenient variety - sheep, men, pigeons, or
fish. It has a response system - something
the animals can use as an instrument, either
to push and pull, to talk through, to kick, or to
strike each other with. It has a reinforcement
sytem: a system of consequences, which can
be anything we wish to make it - food.
poison. music, or what have you. And, finally,
it has a control system that we can set up
to make everything else work as we want it
to, whether randomly or systematically. It
can control the stimulus system to inform
or misinform; and the reinforcement system
to be bountiful or miserly, to require com-
petition to make it work, or to supply rein-
forcements accidentally. You name it.

You say that color is an important variable
in the social sciences? Well, we can color the
animals, the space, the food, the light - all
of which shows that color is not so basic a
variable as those that represent the simplest
box. These seven variables are basic to this
little world: time, space, subjects, a system
stimulus, a response system, a reinforcement
system, and a control system. And, of course,
each of them can have many variables of its
own.

The Skinner box is very useful in the psy-
chology laboratory, and for two reasons. First,
it is a good representation of the larger, more
complex world. Second, it allows us to study
the relationships between the variables - by
holding constant those we are not interested
in for a particular investigation, and by sys-
tematically varying the ones we are interest-
ed in. The basic laws of learning, perception,
sensation, social aggressiveness, and motiva-

tion can be nicely demonstrated here, and
even discovered. It is a great scientific box
because it does allow the scientist to varv the
basic variables. .

The major way that the social world of
free men differs from the Skinner box is
that it is more complex. But there is 00('

other difference between the Skinner box
and the larger world besides complexity. The
scientist who looks at the larger world isn't
able to control matters to any significant
degree - he doesn't wire the control-board
relays himself; he must be content to observe
them to see how they are already wired. Yet
this difference doesn't negate the Skinner
box as a usful model for him; on the con-
trary. it makes the Skinner box all the more
important as a reference model.

The laboratory psychologist can indulge
himself in a luxury not possible for the
social scientist. He can study any or all of
these variables as he will, his version of the
world being so simple that he can neatly
keep track of things. In the larger world of
the social sciences, however, the complexi-
ties are so great that the labor has to be
divided. Consequently, some social scientists
agree to keep an eye on the stimulus systems,
some on the animals, some on the control
systems, some on the experimental space,
and so on. Each comes to specialize in one
variable, learning how to measure its changes
and relate these changes to the other vari-
ables. This specialization in the major vari-
ables becomes the basis for the social-science
disciplines - or at least it can and ought
to be.

THE ORGANIZING SYSTEM

The following table represents the major
variables of the Skinner box and how we
generalize them to the social sciences.

SKINNER-BOX SOCIAL-SCIENCE SOCIAL-SCIENCE ABBREVI-
VARIABLES VARIABLES DISCIPLINES ATIONS

Experimental space General environment Geography Ge
Control system Governing systems Political science PS
Reinforcers Resources Economics R
Animals Men Sociology M
Response systems Instrumentalities Cultural I

Stimulus systems
anthropology

Communication Social psychology S

Time
systems

History History H(\
NSPI JOURNAL. Vol. VIII, No.2
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Obviously, every social-science discipline
is concerned with each social-science vari-
able. The basis for the correlation in the
table is that each discipline tends to focus on
some variables more than on others. Such
focal variables (or dependent variables, if
you will) tend to define, however imperfect-
Iy, the concern of the separate disciplines.
That the correlation is imperfect reflects less
on the organiza tiona] system described here
than it does on the elegance of the disciplines
themselves. The present attempt at integra-
tion is a systematic effort at definition: The
disciplines grew up like big-city housing,
and their separtions are as often depend-
ent upon professional politics as on logical
considerations. Indeed. it is surprising that
the correlation is as close as it is.

If we view these variables separately as
causa l and focal v ariables, we can better see
the relatively close correlation of the disci-
plines to the variables in the Skinner box.
For example, any event that illustrates a
causal R variable (resources) affecting a
focal I variable (instrumentalities) is likely
tu be of the greatest concern to anthropolo-
,gists, whereas any event that reflects how a
causal I variable affects a focal R variable is
likely to be discussed by economists.

EXAMPLE ONE: R ~ I
(Cultural Anthropology)

GENERAL QUESTION
How WOllld the accidental acquisition of
l'alued resources affect the work habits
of a group of people?

SPECIFIC QUESTION
In World War II, marines stationed on a
South Seas island had supplies dropped
to them by parachute. Some of these
supplies accidentally fell into the jun-
gle, where a very primitive tribe of
people lived. How did this unexplained
"manna from hetnien" affect the re-
source-seeking habits of these people?
ANSWER: They stopped hunting and

began praying, dancing, and display-
ing other signs of totemism - called
the "Cargo Cult."

Causal Variable: A change in the tribe's
resources.

Focal Variable A change in the instru-
mentalities of the tribe's labor.

EXAMPLE TWO: 1-- R (Economics)

GENERAL QUESTION
How would new intrurnetitai itic:s of pro-
duction ajff'ct the resources which a
group of people could make fll'uilable to
itself?

SPECIFIC QUESTION
Before Eli Whitney IHocnted the cotton
gin in 1793, it took one person a full day
to handpick seeds [t cm. a pound of cot-
ton fin ..-r. Witl, the use (f thts new ma-
chine. that same person could clean 50
pounds oJ lint per day. How did the de-
l'elopment and use of the corro» gin af-
fect the resources of the South?
ANSWER: The use of the cotton gin

helped make cotton the chief crop of
the southern United States.

Causal Variable: New instrumentality
of production.

Focal Variable: Additional resources
made available tu people.

Naturally, each discipline is interested in
all the major variables; it gets its unique
characteristics from the way it asks its ques-
tions. And hy the way it asks its questions,
we mean which variables it focuses upon as
dependent. SInce a discipline is seldom in-
terested in any class of variables in isolation,
it must try to study the correlations between
the variables: like the physical sciences, it
seeks cause and effect relationships. A sam-
ple list of other very general questions was
analyzed here into the components of causal
and focal variables (cause and effect) to
demonstrate how these questions are related
to the classical disciplines.

One variable in our list - history ~ needs
different treatment. Because history does not
by itself represent a e:lass of causes or ef-
fects, we will eliminate it from the immediate
discussion. Later it will become clear how we
treat historical development.
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CAUSAL FOCAL
VARI- VARI-

GENERAL QUESTION ABLE ABLE DISCIPLINE

1. How to different governmental
systems affect land development? PS Ge Geography

2 How do land development require-
ments affect Governmental systems? Ge PS

I
Poliucn! Scie-nce

3. How does income shape social
classes? R M Sociolouv

4. How does income get distributed
-among different social classes? M R Economics

Since the correlations between the major
variables represent the principal questions
and concerns of the social sciences, the entire
class of these questions can be generated by
a simple matrix in which we plot the causal
varia bles against the focal variables (ex-
cluding history). Let's see how this matrix
works. (See Figure 2.) The cell for the first
column and the fifth row represents the
I -+ Ge class of questions: How do varia-
tions in instrumentalities affect the general
environment? A more specific question in
this class might be this: How do certain agri-
cultural methods affect the salinity of the
land? Contrariwise, the cell for the fifth col-
umn and the first row represents the Ge ---+ I
class of questions: How do variations in the
general environment affect the instrumen-
talities which men use? Or a more specific
question is this: How do the agricultural
methods men use depend upon the geography
of the land they cultivate? And similarly for
other classes of questions.

Foe A L V A R I A B L £ S

Ge PS R SH

Ge

PS
""

'" R

""
>

H

""
on
:J

""
U S

Ge-Ge Ge-PS Ge-R Ge-H Ge-I Ge-S

PS-Ge P,-PS PS-R PS-II PS-I PS-S

R-Go R-PS R-R R-M R-I R-S

II-Ge H-PS H-R II-II H-I II-S

I-Ge I-PS I-R I-II I-I 1-5

S-Ge S-PS 5-R 5-H S-1 s-s

FIGURE 2. The Social-Science General-Question Matrix
Because the matrix has thirty-six cells, it
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gives us thirty-six general questions. But,
more important. it gives us a w<JYof sys-
tematically generating, classifying, and or-
dering these questions. Of course, this matrix
is intended only as a system for mt'diating a
simpler and more integral view of the social
studies - not only for the students, but also
for the teachers who must organize those dis-
ciplines so they can be presented more ef-
fectively than the myriad. miniscule facts
which comprise the usual social-science cur-
ricula. It is not intended to have independ-
ent value for the social sciences themselves.

Most of the questions generated here are
no doubt too general - social scientists work
at more palpable levels. However, we can
carry the matrix method one or more steps
further. so that each cell in the general ma-
trix can be made into a matrix of its OWI1.

For example, the R -4 I cell is this gener-
al question: How do reSOUIcc variables af-
fect the instrumentalities men u . '~But both
the resource and instrumentality variables
can be subdivided into a number of other
variables. Thus, one way to look at a resource
variable is how it is scheduled: men's rewards
can come to them accidentally. in direct ra-
tio to the work they do. or at regular inter-
vals. which are only partially contingent
upon the work they do. The accidental sched-
ule we call e "windfall;" a piece-rate wage
is one kind of a ratio schedule; and a regular
pay scale is an example of an interval sched-
ule. Actually. many more schedules than
these interest the research -scient ist in the
animal laboratory. but these three are about
as far as the study of social science has taken
us. Any further breakdown would lead to
questions that interest only the specialist and
not the general student.
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Similarly, the instrumentality variable can
be further subdivided - perhaps into instru-
mentalities of labor or love. How it is best
subdivided is yet to be determined, and is
not critical to this discussion In any case, the
subvar iables of each cell can be arranged
into a new matrix, as they were in this ex-
ample.

Ila lIb lIe ..... etc.

RIa a-a a-b a-c

RIb b-a b+b b-c

R1c c-a c-b c-c

etc.

FIGURE 3. Specific-Question Matrix Cell R~I
If the RI variable in Figure 3 is schedules

of resources, and RIa is an accidental sched-
ule and 1

1a
represents instrumentalities of

labor, then cell a-a represents this rather
specific question: How do accidental occur-
rences of resources affect the way men work
for a living?

Clearly, each of these variables can be
further subdivided as long as one wishes to
subdivide, and millions of questions of minis-
cule specificity may be generated. But the
subdivision must stop somewhere. If we
didn't stop, we would be back nearly where
we started, except that we would at least
have a pigeonhole for all those questions.
Even this by itself would be something of a
plus. Social-science data now exist for the
student largely as a great, unassorted box
of vaguely related facts, some of which he
guesses he must memorize in order to pass a
test.

But the matrix means far more than handy
pigeonholes. By the very act of subdividing,
we are establishing some sort of hierarchy of
generality.

'Obviously, the social sciences are con-
cerned with questions that represent correla-
tions between more than two variables. They
are concerned with interactions and "multi-
ple causation." The question matrix, rather

than suppressing these more complex rela-
tionships, makes it easier to generate and
order them. A three-dimensional matrix -
or even a higher-dimensional model - is
possible. We have actually played with these.
However, the interactive variables usually
suggest themselves when the question re-
lating two variables is asked, and we have
not yet found that any considerable power
is added by making the model more complex.

SUMMARY

1) The Skinner box is a model for de-
riving the fundamental variables of
the social scienoes.

2) The fundamental variables of the
Skinner box are:
a) Stimulus systems;
b) Response mechanisms;
c) Control systems;
d) Animals;
e) Reinforcement; and
f) General environment

3) Generalization of these variables to the
social world gives these social-science
variables;
a) Information systems;
b) Instrumentalities;
c) Government systems;
d) Men;
e) Resources; and
f) Geography.

4) Each of these social-science variables
roughly defines the domain of a social-
science discipline.

5) The basic variables can be regarded as
a matrix of correlations, or causal rela-
tionships.

6) Each causal relationship in the matrix
represents a broad general topic' in the
social sciences.

7) From each subvariable of a system, a
more specific matrix can be used to
generate more specific topics in the
social sciences.

.'-.....--J

REQUIREMENTS FOR STUDENTS OBJECTIVES

If we listed everything that could go into
a social-science curriculum, we would have
a very long list indeed. Obviously, the first
requirement of a system for establishing the
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objectives which we must set for the student
is to limit that list by deleting some material
from it. The second requirement then is to
establish the criteria by which ..:ve can'sens-
ibly and systematically delimit this list of
possible objectives.

Before we can establish these cri teria for
delimiting a list, we must first understand
what kind of list we are working with
besides the general category of social science.
For example, a typical item in a social-science
curriculum looks something like this:

IVa. The War of Roses
It has to be hard to decide whether or not

to leave this item in the list, because we don't
really know what the item says. What about
the War of Roses? Do we want the student to

Give the dates?
Describe the action?
Name the generals?
Trace the causes?
Draw parallels to other wars?
None of these, some of these or all of

these? '
Obviously, the items of any meaningful

list must describe two things:
1) The subject matter.
2) What we want the student to do with

this subject matter.
The third ana final requirement of an ob-

jective system remains. A system that de-
scribes what the student should do ought to
discriminate between what that student
should do when he completes his training
and what he should do in order to get
that training. These two behaviors can be
quite different - two distinctive aspects of
achievement which are usually confused in
education. We call them accomplishment and
acquirement. This illustration should clarify
their differences.

A student is told to solve a problem like
this:

29 -;- 12 = ?

Notice here what he does wrong:

0.41
29/12.00

116
40
29
l1=R

NSP, JOURNAL. Vol. VIII. No.2

What has he achieved in long division?
Well, there are two ways of answering that
question.

ACCOMPLISHMENT

He has accomplished nothing. because his
answer is wrong.

ACQtTlREMENT
He has learned practically all the-re is t()

be known about long divi~lOn except one
thing: where to put the divisur and the divi-
dend.

Accomplishmen t may be defi ned ;1~ the
valued products of 'learning --- the valuable
things the student can do when he is thr ouu):

learning. Acquirement refers to the sk i lls i)p

develops during learning.
This distinction is crucial for a number of

reasons, only one of which we need to dis-
cuss here. There is more than one way to gd
the right answer in long division. We (';111

have the student memorize the answers. U~(~

the normal algorithm, use the abacus, and so
on. Ultimately the society that sets the ()I)-

jectives for a student doesn't care how he
gets the right answers so long as he gl:tS

them: we are interested only in his accom-
plishments. The teacher who must get him
there is interested in the acqui rements as
well; but these acquirements are the objec-
tives of the teaching system, and are not the
ultimate objectives of the student.

Consider another example. A vocational
school wants its students to "understand elec-
trical wiring diagrams." We can take this to
mean one of two things:
1) Given an electrical circui t, the student

can draw a diagram of it.
2) Given a diagram of an electrical circuit,

the student can wire areal circuit.
When we ask what the student should

ultimately be able to accomplish, we find
that the answer is 2. Further analysis shows
that if the student learns 1, he will be able
to do 2; and that it is cheaper and easier to
teach him 1 than it is to teach him 2. So, we
have two objectives here: •.

What we want the student to accomplish
(2).

What -we want the teacher to teach (1) -
acquirement.

It should be obvious that we cannot talk
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about teaching objectives (acquirements)
before we decide on student objectives (ac-
complishments) .

It should be equally obvious that education
has been confusing these two aims. And any
system for establishing educational objec-
tives that doesn't clearly and systematically
make this difference must be dubbed as dan-
gerous amateurism.

SUMMARY

1) The system for establishing student objec-
tives must ultimately select items of
achievement from a very long list of po-
tential objectives.

2) The items on the list of objectives must
describe two things: (a) the subject mat-
ter itself, and (b) what we want the stu-
dent to do with that subject matter.

3) Looking at the subject matter, we must
establish reasonable criteria for making
the selection.

4) Looking at what the student must do, we
must talk in terms of his accomplish-
ments rather than his acquirements.

ESTABLISHING SUBJECT-MATTER
OBJECTIVES

The question matrix can serve as more
than a framework for ordering the data of
social science; it has within it the possi-
bilities for reducing the number of questions
in social science and ordering them accord-
ing to their relative importance.

Reducing the number of questions is only
a matter of eliminating some of the cells, and
we must do this before we can consider their
relative importance. First, then, we must es-
tablish criteria for eliminating questions.

It would seem that there are three bases
for deciding whether a question is worth a
student's consideration.

First: Does the question have "generaliza-
tion power?" To the extent that what the
student learns about one set of relationships
generalizes to other relationships, a question
has high priority. Conversely, a question that
is answered by other questions has a low pri-
ority - so low that it can be eliminated alto-

. gether.
Second: Is the question important? How-

ever obvious this criterion may be, often it
either gets ignored or is left to whim. We
want to eliminate unimportant questions; but

we ought to have a way tf' do that -- a way
that is understandable and overt.

Third: Does the student know how to deal
with the question? If he has no def iciencies
with- respect tu it, we can eliminate it. A
typical complaint of social-science students
is that they spend a lot of time in their classes
discussing the obvious. At least part of this
reaction is based on a failure to let student
deficiencies shape the curriculum.

We shall consider each of these criteria in
turn, but only to show how it is to be applied.
We will not have the specific judgments nec-
essary to reduce the social-science curricu-
lum here. Rather, we will state what ground
rules seem necessary.

GENERALIZATION POWER

First, generalization power, which can best
be explained by an illustration. It is well-
established that accidental reinforcement (a
resource variable) creates superstitious be-
havior. In our example of the Cargo Cult, the
tribal methods of seeking a living were
changed dramatically by the accidental cargo
drops. Although this event itself and the
correlation it represents (R--., I) are found
in one subcell of our matrix, the answers
and the principles pertaining to them are not
different from those for other subcells, At
this level of analysis, we can safely say that
accidental contingencies will have similar ef-
fects on any number of instrumentalities: the
way people make love, talk to each other,
spend money, hunt, fish, and pray are all
subject to the superstitious effect of acciden-
tal reinforcement. The Cargo Cult and the
principles it illustrates are also equally rep-
resentative of other cells in the matrix. In
Figure 2, for example, we may decide that
cells a-a, a-b, and a-c are identical for our
purposes. If so, we can eliminate a prolifera-
tion of questions.

So, we can reduce the cells of our matrix
by the analysis of generalization power. The
details of how this is done are somewhat
more sophisticated than we've indicated here.
But essentially the procedure consists of two
approaches. First, we look for principles that
generalize across several cells, and which are
not too abstract to prevent the student from
making the generalization. Second, we look
for examples representing smaller cells that
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serve best to illustrate the principles which
apply to other cells. Thus, two sets of rules
determine our reduction procedure:
1) Find a principle that generalizes over

more than one cell. On the one hand, it
must not be so general that it invites
harmful overgeneralizations. On the other,
it must not be so abstract that it doesn't
tell us something important about how to
predict or control the events which the
cells represent.

2) Within the generalized group of cells, find
a cell representing an example that best
meets two criteria: a) Contains elements
familiar to the student. (For example, an
example of superstition in baseball might
handicap some students.) b) Contains ele-
ments that fit as many of the other cells
in the group as possible (simply to aid the
generalization) .

IMPORTANCE
Next, the matter of importance, which at

first may appear so subjective that there is
no reasonable way to apply the criterion. But
a second look should dispel this notion.

As a start, we can eliminate a number of
cells in the matrix simply because they rep-
resent questions that are absurd. Take this
question from the M ~ Ge class: "How does
class structure affect weather cycles?" Geog-
raphers might ask such a question many
years hence, but not now. Some questions in
our matrix are - at least for the present -
unanswerable, or otherwise irrelevant, so
that no committee of social scientists could
be required to make this judgment.

Then there is a second class of questions
that are not currently in vogue and would be
widely agreed to be unimportant (at this
time), although they are not necessarily ab-
surd, unanswerable, or uninteresting to at
least some social scientists. An example is a
question 'from the Ge ~ M class: "How do
weather cycles affect the development of
social class structure?" At least one distin-
guished social scientist puts much store by
this question, and it may eventually evolve
as the single most important question in the
social sciences. Nevertheless, few would in-
sist that it be included in the curriculum now.
And we can actually eliminate a number of
cells because they are sufficiently unimpor-
tant at this time that no one would include
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them in the curriculum.
Perhaps no further ranking of questions

will ever be required, and we can assume
that any correlation of social-science vari-
ables is as important as any other so long as
each represents the same generaliza tion
power, the same level of student deficiency,
and is commonly observed to be a real event
happening in the world. However, if we have
eliminated and ordered questions on the basis
of these considerations, yet are still faced
with the problem of ranking questions for
importance, then we can decide whether to
consult

Social-science committees;
Teachers;
Parents;
Students; or
Some or all of these.

STUDENT DEFICIENCY

There are only two ways to determine
whether a student is deficient in handling
certain questions: by estimating or measur-
ing. Since nothing about our model invites
the use of either one procedure or the other,
we have to look to another factor.

This factor is simply economic: What is the
return in information relative to the effort
spent to get that information? The answer
can be fairly simple. We can make an esti-
mate having reasonably high probability that
almost all students at any level - at least
from the first grade through the sixth-could
not handle many of the questions our matrix
represents with any degree of sophistication.
In fact, the probabilities which nearly any
teacher is willing to attach to these estimates
is so high that the more costly procedure of
determining whether or not to include the
question in the curriculum by testing the
students can actually be eliminated. Con-
versely, teachers can estimate with confi-
dence that students are not deficient in many
issues. Here, again, no testing is needed.

This leaves the gray area in between - the
issues that teachers don't know whether stu-
dents can handle. And only here can we say
that measurement might be justified.

Up to this point in our analysis, we have
talked about a student's ability to "handle"
a question, or to "cope" with it. But we need
to be more specific about what behavior we
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want from a student before we can decide
what measurement strategies, if any, are re-
quired. However, we can say now that we
can eliminate some cells of our matrix on
the basis of experienced estimates of student
deficiencies, but that we need more informa-
tion before we can decide upon others.

THE FINAL MATRIX OF STUDENT
OBJECTIVES

When we apply these three criteria (gen-
eralization power, importance, and student
deficiency) to our matrix, it becomes con-
siderably more manageable that it was orig-
inally. If each of the six major variables
(time is not included) had ten subcells, the
total number of cells would be 3,600- a siz-
able number of issues for any social-science
curriculum to manage, even without consid-
ering the interactions of multiple variables.
By applying our criteria, the 3,600-cell (hy-
pothetical) matrix might look something
like this:

FOCAL VARIABLES

Ge PS H sR

ID 0
o • 0" '[S I

.s 0, CO HI

0 D

FIGUI\L 4. A l typo thc t ica I Cur r i cu Ium ~I:lp

(Shaded areas: not included.
Each aeparate white area:
ona topic,)

In the resultant matrix in Figure 4, the
3,600 cells were reduced to 201. That means
201 issues for a six-year curriculum, or ap-
proximately one issue a week, if one is so
inclined as to count. This count is before the
issues are rated according to their relative
importance.

The size of the areas does not represent
importance, but simply the number of ques-

tions a single set of generalizing principles
represents. A small cell may be more impor-
tant than a large one, for example. The sha-
ded areas represent questions eliminated,
either because they have no importance by
current standards, or because the students
already .understand them. But, of course, the
map is only a mechanical representation of
how the system would work, and it has no
real relationship to the shape of the actual
map that would result from analysis.

~UMMARY

1) There are three criteria for selectively re-
ducing the list of potential subject-matter
objectives:
a) Generalization power;
b) Importance; and
c) Student deficiency.

2) The criterion of generalization power is
satisfied by an analysis of the way that
fundamental principles apply to the so-
cial-science matrix.

3) The "importance" criterion is likely to be
satisfied by eliminating all topics that
represent either "impossible" or unlikely
relationships between variables.

4) Student deficiencies can either be meas-
ured or estimated. Economic considera-
tions determine the choice of method.

5) Application of the three criteria produces
a curriculum map, in which the number of
topics finally established as our objectives
is greatly reduced.

ESTABLISHING ACCOMPLISHMENT
OBJECTIVES

Here we are concerned with what we want
the student to do with a subject matter, and
the possibilities are considerable. If we
taught him to, he could

Memorize it;
Remember it;
Outline it;
Name it;
Classify it;
Count it;
Hate it;
Read it;
Generalize about it;
Be mistaken about it;
Predict from it;

And so on. Since this list can be made very
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long, we need some basis for selecting from
it. Our requirement here is that we must be
concerned with accomplishments and not
acquirements - with valued products of
learning rather than what one must do to
learn. Applying this requirement, we could
go through our list and make decisions about
each item. For example, "memorize it" refers
to a behavior common in learning; but the
act of memorizing has little independent val-
us. On the other hand, "remember it" can
have little independent value, and we can
often reach this aim without having the
student memorize, in the usual sense of that
word (repeated recitation).

But the process of going through the list
this way is a little tiresome and also slightly
vague - a little out of context. When we
say that "remember it" is an accomplish-
ment, we certainly can't mean remember all
of it, and we don't have a clue as to what part
of it should be remembered. Obviously, an-
other approach is needed so we can bring the
student processes back into context with the
subject matter.

Indeed, we do have a model to work from.
The process that our student Solly went
through in the "Introduction," when he pre-
dicted the outcome of the Cargo Cult, can
serve us. One important accomplishment of
Solly's education was that it taught him to
handle new and unfamiliar events - to ana-
lyze them, apply relevant information to
them. and make a prediction about them.
This is precisely the accomplishment we
want, since the events of the social world are
always changing, never repeating themselves
in exactly the same way. There is nothing
that Solly can do about the War of Roses
now, so it's a question of what the War of
Roses can do for Solly.

Let's restate. but in another form, the proc-
ess that Sollv went through when he predict-
ed the outcome of the Cargo Cult:
1) He observed and comprehended an event.

To do this kind of thing - depending upon
how the event manifests itself - one must
be able to read, listen, look closely, sometimes
read a graph, interpret numerical data, and
so on.
2) He isolated the important variables.

To do this, one must have a system, a
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theory. that mediates this behavior. Solly
had learned how to usr- t hr- social-science
question matrix. which enabled him to look
through the irrelevant de-tails selectively and
to identify the important aspects of the event.
3) He classified the important variables.

To do this, one must have a classification
system, such as the one represen tcd by the
social-science question matrix, and also a
li ttle specialized vocabulary.
4) He ordered those variables into a possible

cause and effect relationship.
To do this, one must discriminate cause and

effect relationships from spurious ones, and
also identify which of several possible rela-
tionships is relevant to the problem at hand.
5) He looked for the information that would

help him make a prediction
To do this, one might have to do one or

more of several things: remember lawful
principles; remember analogous experie nces
from which to generalize; make those gen-
eralizations; discern over gener alizn tiuns: per-
form calculations and deductions: and 5,. on.
One may also need to look for inf ormat ion
about forgotten principles and experiences
that apply. This means it is neccssarv to
know how and where to make that sr-arch.
6} He made a pr cd ict ion about the l ike lv

consequences of the event.
To do this, one must b« able to make prob-

ability statements, evaluate the magnitude
of the probabi lities. and identify what other
variables could operate to change the pre-
dicted consequences.

If our model is a good one, we CilJ1 set SIX

general processes as the accomplishment oh-
jectives:
I) Observing events;
2) Isolating variables;
3} Classifying variables;
4) Ordering causal relationships.
5) Seeking and selecting information. and
6) Making predictions.

And under each of these, many other more
minor - but nevertheless important - ac-
complishments are subsumed.

So the circle is complete. What we aim for
Solly to accomplish fits the definition of the
subject matter our "uitimate master" sup-
plied us. The only difference is that our ulti-
mate master supplies the controls; builds a
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real social world, while Solly observes and
predicts.

One thing is missing from our account of
the social-science subject matter, and that is
history. We didn't consider it before because
it doesn't really represent a class of variables
in the same sense that economics does. His-
tory doesn't cause anything, nor is it caused
by anything, in the proper sense of that
word. It can be viewed as two things, each of
great importance to the social-science curri-
culum.

First, it is an ordered store of experiences
--- an account of past social events. As such,
its supplies a wealth of events which the stu-
dent can use to learn and practice the proc-
esses we want him to accomplish. This use
of history, as a bank of experiences, is really
an acquirement objective rather than an ac-
complishment objective; and we can draw
on that bank for learning material. Remem-
bering anyone of those experiences in that
bank can hardly be of independent value.

There isn't a single event in history that any
of us couldn't ::.ffod to forget.

Second, history can be viewed as a method
-- it can be defined as "what the historian
does." Indeed, history probably represents
the method that is common 1.0 all social sci-
ences: searching, orde-ring, interpreting, and
communicating the scattered archives of
mankind. The sooner we stop viewing history
the discipline as a col lectirm of facts Ior a
student to learn, and see it instead as a meth-
od that he must accomplish to sorn« level of
proficiency, the sooner historians, students,
teachers, and parents will he happy about the
social-science curriculum. History as a meth-
od is the sum of the six val lied accomplish-
merits we have listed above, plus one more.
'!'he seventh accomplishment which history
represents is the clearly written communica-
tion of its findings, ar.d we could only wish
that other social scientists were able to count
this among their accomplishments.
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Traditionally, the training departments of business organ i znt ions have
been storage compartments for overhead projectors, film strips and O1;)r-

ginal personnel. In large part, this explains why Training has fai led
to fill the performance needs of American b~3iness and, in fact, has
been little more than a drain on corporate coffers.

Seldom does Training have the ear of top management. And even more sel-
dom does Training seek top management's attention by discussing its
plans in terms of profit, efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Instead,
human relations courses, exercises in delegation, films on supervisory
skills, programmed instruction and sales seminars are ends in them-
sel ves. The archetypical training man is a "bag of tricks" kind of
fellow, forever debating the merits of filmstrip over slide-sound, class-
room over on-the-job, blue pencil over red pencil for correcting trainee
exercises.

The chicken-egg question of whe the r Training has Iived up to top manage-
ment's perception of it or whe the r Training's poor showing has convinced
top management that it does not merit participation in board-level dis-
cussion is moot. Mo re important is the simple fact that manpowe r ,
business' most valuable asset, is not being trained to perform at op-
timum efficiency for maximum profit.

TRAINING AT Er~ERY

In 1968, Emery Air Freight Corporation's training effort was better
than most: There was very little.

With the exception of isolated bits of formal instruction, Emery had,
since its beginning in 1946. been teaching its er.:ployeesthe tasks in-
volved in moving freight by air with the over-the-shoulder technique.
Novice dockmen wo rke d closely lYith their supervisors and experienced
men. ~e~ salesmen traveled ~ith old-ti~ers until they felt fluent
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enough to make calls on their own. Manager-s learned to run their de-

partments through the hard everyday business of s che du l ing work and

h an d l in~~ peop l e .

Despite a lack of formal training, Emery had not fared badly. With

sales in excess of $100 million annually. Emery is the largest freight

fo rwar de r in the world. Emery presently employs more than 2.200 people.

with offices and production facilities in major cities in the United

States and receiving areas throughout the wor Id , with the exception of

South America.

Every company, howeve r , has performance deficiencies. Emery perhaps

more so, because it is solely dependent on people. The company has no

product whose effectiveness can be field tested before being put on

line. Results cannot be anticipated wltil a service is actually put

into operation. The only way of insuring good service. then, is by

fulfilling employees' performance needs.

One of Emery's few ventures into formal instruction was the catalyst

for creating the Systems Performance Department -- a team of five, re-

sults-oriented manager-analysts who, after two years, have created cost

savings and profits of $2 million for the company.

A pro gr arnme d instruction course in effective selling skills called

C'<.i3q To Action was offered to Emery's 200-man sales force. Rather than

measuring the course by traditional training criteria (trainees ·run

through the course, performance on a post-course qui z , empl oye e attitudes

toward the course), the company decided to measure effectiveness by

growth of gross sales over the next year.·

The results here encour-ag irig , In 1968, the full year fo l l owing the

course, Emery's sales rose to the $79.8 million mark fron $62.4 rri l l ion

In 1967 an ac conp l ishment more than casL3.11)" attributable to Guide
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~. Looking at training as a profit function may, to the manager performing
any other function, be a very straightfo~vard and by no means revolu-
tionary way of determining value. For the most part, however, training's
effectiveness has been measured by a variety of techniques, excepting
dollars and cents. The success of most training efforts is judged by
the number of trainees run through a course, the number of courses run,
the results of post-course examinations, the attitudes of trainees
toward a course or, at best, some ephemeral examination of on-the-job
performance.

The dollars and cents success of the sales training course indicated
that training oould be evaluated in terms of profit and cost saving at
Emery. And just as important, it indicated that Systems Performance
could contribute to the company's profitability in exactly the same way
as other departments do.

FINDING A TECHNOLOGY

Finding a technology that was consistent w ith Emery's aims was diffi-
cult.

The choice seemed to be between simulation or sensitivity training,
lecture or group wo rk , human relations or. the art of firm discipline.
Training, we felt, could only solve performance problems that we re ,
indeed, solvable with training. Most of the conventional techniques
for improving performance, however, indicated a specific approach to
solving the problems without ever identifying them to our satisfaction.

What Emery finally decided on was an approach that promoted none of the
popular (or unpopular) training techniques. Systems Per~rmance adopted
a technology for examining the causes rather than treating the S~!>:ptor:3

of poor performance and that aimed at finding perf orman ce deficiencies
that, if corrected, could have a substantial impact on profits .

./
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Based on the behav io ral sciences and dollars and cents. the te chno logy

is as much a system f'o r ana lyz ing performance problems as it is a tech-
nique for correcting them, Developed by Praxis Corporation -- a ~ew
York City-based company speciali zing in techniques to Improve manpOIoJer
performance, the technology employs the following methods and concepts:

1. Most workers know almost all there is to know about
their jobs through listening, trial and error and by
using innate problem-solving skills. And just as i m-
portant, almost all workers want to do a good job.
But because of faults in the way jobs are designed or
in the way those jobs ~re perceived by workers, per-
formance is often less than satisfactory.

2. Performance deficiencies caused by poor job design
cannot be remedied by training, just as a sightless
man cannot be taught to see. Praxis Corporation
call s these performance deficiencies Dej'i ci.enoi.eeof

Execution (DE)' Defioiencies of Knowledge (OK) re-
flect a lack of information on the part of employees
and can be corrected by one or another form of in-
struction. It is important to discriminate between
these two types of deficiencies and to correct DE by
some other means than training.

3. Praxis has found that more than half of all perfor-
mance deficiencies in business, industry and government
today are the result o~ DE. No amount of training can
correct themo In fact, the result of training programs
that aim to correct DE is almost always wasted time,
wasted money, un imp roved performance and an alienated
trainee groupo

4. Deficiencies of execution are usually caused by one of
three things:

a. Poor feedback ~orkers don't know how well or
poorly they are doing in relation to an acceptable "
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standard. And if they do know , it's usually a
considerable ar.ount of time after the fact.

b. Rewards, particularly the non-monetary type such
as a sense of accomplishment, praise and recog-
nition are absent from the job situation and, in
some instances, workers are in fact punished for
a good performance.

c. Jobs are designed in \Vays that prevent the pri-
mary task from being completed -- either because
competing tasks hinder performance or because
the physical environment does not promote proper
performance.

5. On-site observation is the only real measurement of
performance -- even when statistics exist.

6. Decisions for solving performance problems should be
made on the basis of the dollar payoff that perfor-
mance improvement can produce. That is. managers
considering performance irrprovemcnt programs should
subtract from the cost of a deficiency the cost of
implementing the improvement program, and then rank
the net payoff in descending order of dollar return.
Solutions promising the greatest payoff should be,
attended to first.

While ranking performance deficiencies in order of dollar payoff may not
appear to be either a radical or innovative approach to solving problems,
this approach has been disregarded, for the most part, in the area of
human performance.

Classically, managers analyzing human performance in their organizations
tend to react to "squeaky "heel" problems first. Highly visible and an-
noying problems that mayor may not produce high dollar re turns recei ve
attention before less visibl e , but potent ially profi tab le ones.
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Figure 1. PERfORMANCE TABLE

JOB CATEGORY: DOCKMEN, ALL OFFICES IN U.S.A.

ACCOMPLISHMENT
I

STANDARDS DEFICIENCY ANNUAL COST OF
DEFICIENCY

OUTGOING SHIPMENT:
1. Truck unloaded

!
I

NBR packages and total
weight/minute (depending
on local equipment)

5% below standard

Annual
Cost Comments

$32,000,8000 hrs x
$4/hour

2. Shipments accepted Accept only those
permitted in tariff

20 were accepted which
led to claims

$ 3,100 Total cost
of claims
paid

3. Paperwork signed

v ----- -.........__..- ._-.-~--
14. Containers used

IS. Shipments loaded on
truck

I j

$ r. 500 C 1(>rica I
time to
correct,
if needed
info can
some t imes
be obtained
from other
documents

~~-------....... ~---------------~~--- -\.-- -- ---./""----~
500 lbs or more (if 55% of time not using $650.000 HIgher pay-
flight can carry con- containers ments to
tainer) (only 6% of a1.1 I ai rl i ne s
consignments)

Signature. time and date
and location listed

5% signature not shown
6% time not shown
3% no date
6% no location

Ito mee l dead" I
1ine are ava i 1 .I
70% of time. I
Costs based I
on est. of I
lost sales -i

(

In time to meet dock dead-
line prior to fl ight de-
parture

(

3% of time miss dead-
line

$ 50,000· Other i:ts

()



Similarly, managers often fail to consider the cost of a performance
improvement program, thus risking the possibility of designing a solu-
tion that costs more to implement than the savings it will produce.

And finally, managers tend to give less importance to problems involv-
ing seldom-performed tasks, even though they may have a major impact
on profits.

WHAT WAS DONE

To avoid managers' tendency to analyze problems superficially and with-
out regard to other problems. Systems Performance developed a Performance
Table (see Figure 1) as an aid for systematically analyzing problems.
The containerization example used in Figure 1 for illustration shows
how collecting pre-analysis data is invaluable for developing profit-
able solutions.

Using the container example as typical. we found, in our analysis of
many jobs at Emery, that there existed no accurate or usable job descrip-
tion that spelled out what accomplishments we re expected from workers.
Further, no standards' existed for many tasks and, where standards existed,
workers did not know about them.

For many performance deficiencies. the degree of deficiency was not
known. And most important, there was no hard data about what the de-
ficiency was costing Emery -- in terms of labor, lost sales and w ast ed
materials.

Also. the Performance Table shows how the containeri zation task ac-
counted for a tremendous amount of money at the company.

When Emery uses a large container to carry many small parcels, airlines
experience reduced terminal handling costs, less ground t ime for wa it in g
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Knowledge
Minimum-weight
questions.

Execution
1. Feedback

2. Praise and
recognition

3. Task
interference

Other Costs

Total Costs

Figure 2. COST OF THE SOLUTIONS

$ 100

$ 100
(for forms)

o

a. °
b. o

c. 0

$4,800

$5,000

8

COMMENTS

To print up signs was far
less expensive than training:
300 people X 4 hrs. @ $4 per
hour = $4,800 + $3,000 print-
ing = $7.800 total develop-
ment and training cost on a
local basis.

Simply had managers order
containers more frequently.
Did nothing about cramped
dock space un t lI in the nor-
mal process a new terminal
was built. which was already
planned.

Travel costs in introducing
program plus salary costs of
Systems Performance analyst.



jets and f'ewe r losses from damage and pilferage. Accordingly, the ai r-
lines offer incentives in the form of reduced rates to shippers and
freight fOl~arders for using containers.

At first glance, Emery was taking good advantage of the incentives the
airlines offered. Emery 'vas the most frequent user of containers -- in
fact, the company had pioneered their use. All of the company's termi-
nals showed an increasingly sharp rise in container use. And because
containers are large and highly visible, their frequent use at terminals
was just about taken for granted.

\fuen Systems Performance visited several field offices and applied the
Performance Table's concepts to containerization, we found that con-
tainers were being used for only 45% of the shipments that could have
been containerized. The cost of the deficiency in terms of understated
revenue was computed from samples all over the country and found to be
$650,000.

While, as Figure 2 shows, Systems Performance found other deficiencies,
improving none of the others promised as large a gross payoff.

Step One of the performance improvement program was thus completed --
we found the deficiency and measured its cost.

Next, we set out to determine the actual cause of poor performance,
develop a wo rk able solution, assay the solution I s cost and find the
net payoff.

THE CAUSE

Rather than int ervi.ewing managers at test locations, Systems Performance
analysts observed '....orkers' actual per~ormai1ces. Too often, management
interprets a pe rforrnan ce .,?robleHlas "They really don't care," "They're
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too busy w i th other things. II "\~e need a training program." or "i~e need

a financial incentive (or contest)."

Instead, our aralysts observed dockmen loading freight and asked them:

"Could you use containers if your lives depended on it?" lH thout ex-

ception. the an swer was "Yes, they're already using them some of the

time." True J it was found that not all of the dockmen were completely

familiar with the rate structure that entered into the containerization

process. But, we found, this was more a lack of a good reference tool

than a knowledge deficiency.

The problem, then, was in the area of execution (DE) -- lack of feedback,

absence of reward and recognition, or task interference. We decided to

look for feedback problems -- the most common cause of execution de-

ficiencies.

~e first asked dockmen if they knew that using containers was part of

the job. They did.

Second, we asked them if they knew when to use containers. In general,

they did, a l though some of them were uncertain about minimum weight re-

quirements -- a requirement that varies according to the type of container

used and its route.

Third. we asked them how they thought they were doing in relation to a

standard or goal. On the average, the dockmen belIeved they were per-

forming at a rate of about 9000 of standard, whi Le, in fact, their rate

was 45°6 of s t andard , Supervisors believed the 90g" figure to be accura;te.

So did manage r s . And regional service managers. And executives. Feed-

back, then -_. the information about performance in relation to a stan-

dard -- ~as obviously lacking.

Next , we investigated the possibility of the absence of rewar ds . h'e

asked oursel ve s : "Is the balance of consequences for dockmen, supe rv i so r s ,
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managers, and regional service managers sufficiently favorable to pro-
mote container usage?"

The Balance of Consequences theory is simply this: Workers wi 11 do Ivhat"-
ever they perceive to be in their best short-term and long-term interests
(see~Figure 3, page 12). In-depth interviews showed that the rewards, in
terms of recognition and accomplishment. were small. While enough favor-
able factors existed in the containerization task to sustain some good
performance. there were not nearly enough. Lack of reward, then, was also
a problem.

Finally. we found that task interference accounted for poor performance,
in small part at least.

We found that:

Offices would sometimes run out of containers because
the inventory was not checked regularly.

At one locatiJn, at lenst, dock space was insufficient
to permit easy movement of containers.

Supervisors would often assign dockmcn competing, lower-
level tasks. thus preventing the use of containers.

In summary, then. we found there was a very small knowledge deficiency
about minimum height requirements that could be quickly and easily solved
by using a job aid (in this case a poster) in lieu of trainjng (see
Figure 4, page 13).

There we re execution deficiencies. Feedback was lacking, Reward and
recognition for containeri:ation ~ere absent all the way up the orga~i:a-
tional ladder. Task interference was caused 10% of the time by a poor
container inventory. cr&~ped space and conflicting job assign~ents.
\\bile task interference was a minor cause of the pe rformance def icien cv ,

it did, nonetheless, contribute to it.
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Figure 3. BALANCE OF CONSEQUENCES

Pavorable Unfavorable

1. Avoids criticism from above when
containers not used.

1. Takes extra time at the peak
of the evening rush to use
containers.

2. Destination office would some-
times request the use of con-
tainers bec~use of earlier re-
covery from the airlines.

2. Containers take space on dock.

3. Airlines would allow later ar-
rival of containerized freight
before fJ ight departure.

3. Requires special truck and dock
equipment to move.

4. No one praises them for using
containers or rewards them in
any fashion for using con~ainers.
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Figure 4. MINIMUM/MAXIMUM WEIGHT IN CONTAINER

ffi
etermine type

cant. avai Iab Ie
by looking at
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4. FT " " " " 12~500 lbe .
5. !~ " " " " 1J,000 Lbt: .
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~ __~Is there enough weight to meet .~
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THE SOLUTION

Before explaining how Emery de signe'd a feedback system to solve the bulk
of the performance deficiency, a bit of explanation about the mechanics
of feedback seems in order.

Feedback systems are based on the following concepts:

Workers are capable of correcting much of their own
performance.

Workers (and manager-s) often fail to correct their
mill performance because they don't really know when
they're not performing well and don't know where
they stand in r~lation to a goal.

Wi thout measured feedback, workers and their mana-
gers usual ly believe that their performance is
better than it really is.

Using these concept~ as our base, Systems Performance designed a feed-
back system that had the following characteristics:

1. Immediate infrrmation as the work progresses. If a

worker knows whe re he stands in relation to a goal
while he is performing a task -- as opposed to delay-
ing feedback unt i I the end of a day J week or month
he is more Li ke Iy vt o correct his performance.

2. Measurable. Information should be fed back in quanti-
fied terms.

3. In relation to a goal. Data should be related to a
standard.

4. Expreeeed poe it~:vely. Workers should be told what
they are doing ~ell, not what they are doing badly.
Being reminded of good performance is, in itself,
reIVarding and stimulates a Horker to perform even

14



better. (Unless this is d?ne, workers will interpret
feedback as punishment.)

s. Gathered by the worker. Performance should be mea-
sured by the worker, not his mana&.:r. When information
gathering techniques are simple enough to become part
of a worker's regular routine, they help to produce
immediate feedback and eliminate the possibility of
punishing with feedback.

6. Peimanenb, A feedback system must be permanently in-
stalled, not turned on and off. When feedback improves
performance, there is a natural temptation to discon-
tinue it. When this is done, performance drops off
immediately.

7. Tota~ performance. Unless there is a substantial cost
for gathering data, feedback should be used for every
performance, every day. If data is sampled instead of
used in total, a wo rker wi ll improve his performance
only "hen he knows his performance is being measured.

8. AU levels of management. Nanage rs at all levels
should receive feedback information initiated by the
worker. This information can be consolidated for
higher levels of management on a delayed basis. This
will help them in making policy and budgetary decisions
and will give managers data to positively reinforce
managers at the next lower level.

9. Gathered as the work progres3es. In most cases it
takes less time to gather data for feedback as the wo rk
progresses than it does to gather data at the end of
the day or at the end of a batch of work.

10. Easy to record, A simple tick mark (I) is of ten
sufficient to record ~ transaction.

15



Figure 5~ CONTAINER CONTROL
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11. Basel ine measurement. A worker should measure his pre-
feedback performance so that he will feel rewar ded by
seeing an improvement. Since, when no feedback system
exists, workers believe that they are performing better
than they really are, they are likely to see the system
as worthless unless they are aware of their pre-system
performance.

12. Direct feedback to the worker making the errol'. When
errors can be caught only by another wo rker , be sure
that feedback on the total performance is sent back to
the worker who made the rni stake.

A feedback system for measuring container use by Emery's dockmen was
designed based on the principles outlined above.

As they worked, dockmen simply kept score of their performance (see
Figure 5) and each day gave the completed scores to their supervisors
and service managers. Executive staff received reports weekly:

After three months, Systems Performance developed a computer report that
gave the total number .of containers used and the dollars saved through
containerization. The report, which wo rkers were unaware of, verified
the accuracy of the workers' measurement. This is due, we feel, to the
basic honesty of people and to the positive reinforcement techniques
that we used.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT

In an eight-hour programmed instruction course held just prior to install-
ing the feedback system, managers at all levels we re taught to rewar-d

good performance with praise, recognition and other non-monetary·re~ards.

Based on the positive reinforcement: concepts developed by Prof(;ssor B. F.
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Sk 1nncr , noted behavioral psychologi st of Harvard Univel'S it y , tile course

L1IJght managc r s to avoid criticizing worke r s and reward all ;,erf()rm:ll1ce

i rnp rovcr-cu t , howeve r 5 light. Thus, performance was sh ape d to reach a

meas ur ab Le goal.

If, for example, a dockman reported his performance at only 2~oii of stan-

dard, his supervisor wcul d tell him: "You're measuring your own perfor-

mance and reporting it, even though you're short of the goal. lbat's

good because you kno\V exactly \Vhere you stand and you're being honest

with yourself. What do you think needs to be done to raise performance

to 95"6 of standard?"

Combj ned w i th the feedback system and some basic actions that improved

container availability (task interference) keeping containers in

ample supply, arranging loading areas so that containers could be used

more easily -- and positive reinforcement, performance by do ckmen

th roughout the count ry jumped from an average 45% to 95% of standard.

Surprisingly, this improvement \Vas effected in 70% of the offices in

jus t one day. Nore important, performance has continued at this high

level for more than a year.

Deduct ing all expenses 'fo r activating the program, improved performance

in containerization has produced $650,000 in profit for the company.

The one-time cost for Systems Performance's staff travel, allocated

s a l ary , lodging, expenses and poster materials was $5,000.

In addition to the considerable payoff, we learned some important things

fro[;] the program.

In no ease whe r e feedback and posi ti ve r'e in fo r cenent; are used has per-

fo rrnan ce slipped. In a few cases, due to turnover, illness, vacations

anc.I other proble~s, an office has temporarily suspended feedback and

positive reinforcement. In all of these ins t ance s performance has

dropped - - .i mmedi at e l y , And when the techniques were r es umed perfor-

nl.1!1ce improved -- immediately.
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Almost without exception, workers' reactions have been favorable. Typi-
cally, one unionized employee said, "I used to go home in the evening
and wonder what I had accomplished. Now I can look on the scoreboard
and know what I am accomplishing. It makes me feel good."

MORE THAN CONTAINERS

The container example is representative rather than atypical of Emery's
performance improvement programs. Small investments, large payoffs and
quick results relying on feedback and reinforcement have characterized
the majority of Systems Performance's efforts.

At least 40 different performance areas have been identified and improved
through feedback and positive reinforcement. In all instances, our ap-
proach has become to first examine the potential dollar payoff of solv-
int a performance problem. Starting with the greatest payoff-problem
first, we have visited sample locations, observed and interviewed line
workers and their supervisors, determined the deficiency and its class-
ification and implemented an improvement program.

Specifically, a dimensional we ight program (also for do ckmen) and a
program to reduce transportation expense by improving routers' perfor-
mance, have shown equal or greater profi t payoff, using a similar ap-
proach of deficiency analysis and similar solutions.

Interestingly, \liehave found that when improving worker performance is
almost entirely wi thin a wo rke r+s control, feedback and reinforcement
produce excellent results. When control has to be shared wi th superiors
or with outside forces, improvement occurs, but less rapidly.

As in the container example, payoff in profit is direct. In other cases,
it is indirect and can only be estimated. For instance, the success of
a p rogram for improving cust oraer service by p rorap t telephone answ ering
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can only be estimated. Here. payof'f was measured by the probab i lit y of
lost sales, based on the company's average sales.

By estimating these savings realistically a~d measuring direct savings
precisely, we figure that performance improvement programs have accounted
for $2 million in profits for Emery over the last two years.

WHY AND HOW

Training. we believe, is just one of the tools available to management
for improving human performance. Too often, and w ith poor res ults ,
performance problems are equated with training problems. Training be-
comes an end in itsel f rather than a special way of achieving savings
and profit. One task confronting training, then, is to begin enlarging
its own role as an analyst and problem-solver, rather than simply serving
as a response mechanism to management's call for training programs.

Convincing top management that training ought to be vi.ewed in terms of
profit and cost effectiveness or, on the other hand, convincing training
personnel that they ought to operate that way, is no simple task.

At Emery we prepared a proposal to top management outlining our plans for
Performance Systems. We maintained that, traditionally, companies have
tried to improve performance \vith a training program alone and failed
because:

There was no analysis of on-the-job performance and
no ranking of performance deficiencies on a basis of
economic priority.

Training was often the recommended and implemented
solution for problems that couldn't be solved by
training.

\i'hen training ""'CIS used as a proper solution to poor
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pe r fo rmance , it was almost a lways the classroom

variety. Because the stimuli in the cla5sroom are

different from those in the work environment, train-

ees failed to make appropriate ann desirable responses

on the job.

wnile these problems are common to most businesses, we emphasized that

most of them were attributable to a monolithic training effort. Trainers

were being asked to respond to poorly defined problems with training

remedies, instead of analyzing performance deficiencies, determining the

value of correcting them and then taking appropriate remedial action.

We .st at ed strongly that we d id not view ourselves as trainers, but rather

as pe r fo rmancc improvers. Instead of responding to problems perceived by

rnan agemcnt , we resolved to perceive and seek solutions to problems our-

se 1ve s . And just as important, we expressed a will ingness, if not a

demand, to be judged on the dollar results of our efforts, not on the

number of bodies we ran through training programs.

It is important to note that Performance Systems is not anti-training.

In fact, he see training as a most valuable approach to overcoming

kno~ledge deficiencies. We have done very little training to date,

however, because the greatest dollar payoff.has been in areas that re-

quire no formal training.

Management at Emery bought our performance model, not simply because of

the effectiveness of our arguments or because of their total belief in

Performance Systems' success. They did believe, howeve r , that training

in the past had been little more than a financial drain on companies arid

were open to suggestions that could turn a profit.

Anyone responsible for managing people -- a line manager, staff manager

or a training professional -- has an opportunity to use this model for

identifying and analyzing payoff areas and for deve l op in g app rcp r i at e
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solutions, often at low cost. Installed correctly. these techniques
will produce results -- both in terms of immediate dollar return and
continuing high performance.
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Edward J. Feeney: Mr. Feeney is Vice President, Systems Performance,
Emery Air Freight Corporation -- the world's largest air frcight
forwarder.

After graduating from Northwestern University with a bachelor's
degree in Business Administration, Mr. Feeney joined Emery wherc,
until the formation of Systems Performance, he worked in sales and
marketing.

He is the author of Positive Reinfo'1'cement~ an in-house programmed
instruction text, and the co-author of Guide to Action, an in-house
multi-media programmed instruction course on selling techniques.
Mr. Feeney is a member of the Training Research Forum at Harrison
House and has addressed numerous management groups on the subject
of payoff from improved human performance.
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PRAXIS Reprint Infonnation

Additional copies of the following materials are available to Workshop
graduates:

Publication
Nwrzber Title Price

002 PRAXEONOMY: A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH
TO IDENTIFYING TRAINING NEEDS No charge

740/2
740/3

PRAXIS REPORTS
t~LlmberTwo
Number Three

No charge
No charge

702 STEPS IN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT
(French-fold wall chart) $1.00

. 099/1 PRAX!S Paper Computer Series:
No. 1 / ANALYZING THE BALANCE
OF CONSEQUENCES $1.50

098 REQUEST FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
TRAINING $1.00

Order Form

Please mail the indicated number of copies of the following PRAXIS publi-
cations to the address shown below:

002--- _----,.702
__ 740/2

__ 740/3

__ 099/1

098--
[ ] Payment is enclosed. [ ] Bill my company.

Name: ~-------- Title: _

Company: _ Address: _

Phone: ~ _ _________________ Zip: _

Z-991/1-97-112
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PRAXIS Mailing List Information

As a participant in the Workshop. you will automatically be placed on the
Praxis mailing list to receive future PRAXIS REPORTS, PRAXIS Paper Com-
puters, and promotion.

If there are others in your organization who you feel would find our mail-
ings useful, please print their names and addresses below:

Name:
Title: _
Address: _

_______________ Zip: --'-_ _ Zip : _

/~ Phone: _

Name: _

Title: . _
Address: _

Zip: _ Zip: -
Phone: _

Z-962/1-20-112





Special PRAXIS Workshop Arrangements

In-House Workshops

In-House Workshops are Performance Analysis Workshops and Behavior Analy-
sis & Instructional Design Workshops conducted on the sponsor organiza-
tion I S premises exclusive ly for that organization's staff.

In-House Workshops benefit companies that wish to train thei r entire
staff. Training an entire staff increases the probability that the con-
tent of the Workshops will be implemented more speedily and effectively,
since each participant knows about and supports the skills required for
his fellow participants.

Besides the increased effectiveness of an In-House Workshop, additional
benefits of conducting a training course on company premises are conven-
ience and generally lower costs. If your company wishes to train ten or
more people, In-House Workshops are less expensive than sending those
same ten people to an open-enrollment Workshop and paying the requisite
travel and maintenance costs.

Praxis Corporation has conducted In-House Workshops for the following
organizations:

Ford Motor Company
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Internal Revenue Service
New York Police Academy
So ci.al Security Administration
Public ServlceCommission of Canada
Mutual of New York
Connecticut General
Department of Agriculture
Al umi.num Company of Canada, Ltd.
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Conadian Department of the Exterior

If desiredD the basic three-day Workshop is extended to four or five days
to meet the needs of your company.



licens in9 of the PERFORMANCEANALYSI S WORKSHOP

An organization may purchase the rights to use the Performance Analysis
Workshop on a continuous basis for a flat fee, plus a per-participant
materials charge. The initial fee includes training of two adminis-
trators and an initial inventory of materials.

Regional Workshops

In addition to the regularly scheduled Performance Analysis Workshops
held in New York City (open ertrollment), Praxis has introduced the work-
shop on a regional basis by conducting it at different locations across
the country. Regional Workshops are now being offered in Washington, D.C.,
Chicago, and San Francisco.

For more information on these special Workshop arrangements, contact:
Richard RUJIIIller

PRAXIS CORPORATION
47 Maple Avenue

Morristown, New Jersey 07960
Telephone(201) 539-8820

Z-963/1-20-083



PERFORMANCE, INC. Section 0 / Page 1

There were no apparent major deficiencies in assembling displays or main-
taining shelf space.

It is difficult to set objective priorities for correcting deficient ac-
complishments without knowing the impact of the various deficiencies on
company performance. Performance, Inc., assesses how each deficiency
"hurts" the organization and attempts to put a dollar figure on the "hurt."
This frequently makes it possible to:

1. Set objective priorities for the areas requiring action.

2. Convince management that a particular area merits attention.

Performance, Inc , , has summarized the potential returns for this project
on the extended Performance Analysis Worksheet, on pages 2 and 3.

These values are based on an annual vol ume of Region 5 of $12 ,000 ,000 and-- _ ..
are merely "ball park" figures, which are sufficient for this form of
analysis. The data and estimates come from talking with corporate and
regional management.

Task 4

1. Based on the values provided, which deficient accomplish-
ment has the highest potential return?

[ ] A

2. Would you now give this deficient accomplishment higher
priority than you had initially planned?

~{

C0l=-yright © 1970,1972 Praxis Corporation



Page 2 / Section D
~ .. -

PERFORMANCE, INC.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Accomplishments
(Effec ts of

Desired Performance)
Standards for

Accomplishments
Effects of

Present Behavior
A. Goods VeiA..VeJLed VeiA..vetUeo made wLtru.n

one houn 06 ~~heduled
diliveJLY ;time...

VilivetUeo 6ttequelrtiy one-
hat6 day iatett than ~ched-
ule..d deiA..ve..tty ;time... Hap-
pe..~ appttoximate...ty 15-20%
06 the time...

B. A~~ount6 SeJLv~~e..d

1. Sto ~k natared

2. state.. beeJL tte..-
tuttne..d to Wa!l..e..-
hOMe

3. V,,0.,p.tay~ aMang ed

4. She...t6 ~pa~e
m~~ned

OideJL ~to~k ~hould be..
pia~e..d ~n 6ftont 06 6tteoh
~to~k when diliVeJLed.

Sto~k wru.~h ,,0., OVeJL30
day~ oid ~hould be.. tte..-
tuttned to the.. osanehouse..

COftfte..ctty ~~e..mbie..d.

Lo~ed ~n appftoptUate..
atte..a 06 ~tOfte.. 60ft maxi-
mum ~ateo ~mpad.

No ~he...t6 ~pa~e.. io~t to
~omp~oM.

Sto~k not ttotated ap-
pttoximate..iy 30-40% 06 the
time.

Sto~k ovett 30 day~ oid
tte..m~~ on the ~he...t6 ~n
appttoximateiy 25-30% 06
th« saces ioMUo~.

COftfte..~y ~~embied.

Lo~ate..d ~n ~nappftoptUate
atte..a 06 ~totte.. 25-30% 06
the time.

She.t.6 ~pa~e.. adequate...ty
m~n~ne..d.

C. Qu~6~ed Ptto~pe..~
Obt~ne..d

Obt~n the.. nameo and ad-
dtteo~eo 06 10 "qu~Me..d"
ptto~pe~60ft new ~ateo
iocatio~ pe..tt month.
(Qu~Med ,,0., ~peuMed
~ ~eJLv~ng a "be..eJLmatt-
ku" and not bung ove..!t.ty
Qommitte..d to anotheJL beett
fuVtibutott. I

LMu 06 nameo atte tunne..d
~n ea~ month. A~ a ~om-
pany-w~de.. aVeJLage, t.ess
than 40% 06 the ptto~pe..~
wted a!l..e.. ~n 6ad "qu~-
Med," and on.ty 10% atte..
convenxed to ~ateo out-
irn.
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PERFORMANCE, INC.

WORKSHEET

Section D / Page 3

Value of Overcoming the Deficiencies

How it Hurts
Estimated Annual Loss

to the Company
Estimates

of
Recovery

Potential
Recovery

Value
L0!.:J:t.6 ares

r~ated aeeoun:t

L0.6:t .6 aces a.6 a ILe-
.6 u1;t 06 cU,Mafu Med
cus tome):

Spoilage (in exeeJ.J.6
06 .6:tandMd)

LO.6:t .6MeJ.J thILough. .tOM
06 impad on pfLOmotion
.6 ai.eJ.J eampaig n

$300,000 .to.6:t .6ai.eJ.J
OIL

$150,000 ne:t*

$300 , 000 .to.6:t .6 aies
OIL

$150,000 ne:t*

$200,000 .6poilage

$1,000,000 .to.6:t /.)Ct.teJ.J
OIL

$500,'000 ne:t*

50%

90%

80%

80% $120,000

$75,000

$180,000

$400,000

LaM 06 po:tentiM .6MeJ.J

I CO.6:t 06 .6 e.R.1ing PfLO.6-
,oed wh.o i.6 not: quctti-

I Med and i.6 eliminated

I,
j
J

$1,500,000po:tentiai.
.6ai.eJ.J OIL $750,000 ne:t

$150,000

*Net profit, after manu-
facturing, marketing,
sales, and distribution
costs.

60%
80%

$450,000
$120,000
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PERFORMANCE, INC. Section E / Page I

o
I

Performance, Inc., is going to continue to examine all the deficient ac-
complishments identified.

The next step in the analysis is to determine the extent to which the per-
formance deficiencies of the routemen are:

1. Deficiencies of Knowledge (D
K

) -- Routemen don't perform
correctly because they don't know what they are to do or
how they are to do it.

2. Deficiencies of Execution (DE) -- Routemen don't perform
correctly because factors in the performance environment
interfere with or don't support the desired performance.

This determination can be made by observing, questioning, and testing. In
this case, it was determined through questioning that the first deficiency
(deliveries late) was DE' caused by poor route scheduling by regional
management. The deficiency was not the result of the routemen not know-
ing what to do.

Because the remainder of the deficiencies were more difficult to observe,
a performance test was devised and administered to a representative sample
of routemen in each district of Region 5. The table on page 2 summarizes
the test results.

Task 5

Given the data in the table on page 2, place checkmarks in the "Class of
Deficiency" column of the Methods Worksheet (page 3) to indicate whether
each deficiency is OK' DE' or both. COo not complete any other columns
at this time.)

Copv riqh t © 1970, 1972 Praxis Corporation



PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS

Deficient Accomplishment Tested Description of Performance Test Results

StoQk not ~otated and ~etunned to I n a tes t -6.{;tu.a;t{.o11 -6ueft a6: Eveny ~outeman tv.,ted ~otated
wMehou.-6e "nene Me -6ome ck6play-6 and the -6todG QOMewy by ched2-

ing the code. on the me~d1anck6e-6he.tvv.,; put in new -6todz. 6o~ and moving -6todz. 60flWMd. Theyeach, " a160 identi6ied the -6todG whieft
-6hould be ~etMned to the (\lMe-
hou.-6e.

Vi-6play-6 imp~ope4{y exhibited "Examine thv.,e modw 06 App~oximate.ty 20% 06 the noure-
s tones . Whe~e would you tny men tv.,ted Qould s e.ted app~o-
to plaQe a ck6 play? " p~ate ck6 play -6pot!.l in the

modw.

PJW6peW not p~ope~y quaU- "H~e i-6 in60fUnation on ten App~oximate.ty 60% 06 th e ~oute -
6ied phO-6peW. Identi6y the men tv.,ted pe~60fUned QOMeQ,t.ty.

s tones wh~e you would In add.L:tion, a -6igni6iQant nurn-
~eQommend opening an aQQount." be~ ~emevr.ked that they Qouldn' t

!.lee whe~e a.t.t the quaU6iQation-6
made mueft d[66e~enQe.
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METHODS WORKSHEET

Class of
Summary of Deficiency Execution KnowledgeImportant Solutions SolutionsDeficiencies DK DE Cause

of DE

1. VeL[ verdes lCLte /
2. Stoc.k.. not
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3. Stale -6toc.k.. not
nexunned to Jvsanenoiu,«

. . ...
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PERFORMANCE, INC. Section F / Page I

The classification of deficiencies appears on the Methods Worksheet on

page 5.

Task 6

Through interviews and observation, Performance, Inc., determined the

causes of the major deficiencies of execution.

1. Read Guidesheet A on page 2. Then classify the cause of each
D, in the summary on page 3 and enter the appropriate abbrevi-
a~ions in the "Cause of DE" subcolumn of the Methods Worksheet
on page 5.

2. Complete the "Execution Solutions" column of the worksheet
(page 5) by proposing a solution to each DE.

Copv r iqbt © 1970, 1972 Praxis Corporation



Guidesheet A. DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION

Cause of Deficiency Performance Symptom General Solution

Task Interference (TI)
Factors in the physical work
environment prevent the job
from being done as expected.)

Pilllishment(P)
(Employee receives some nega-
tive consequences for per-
forming as expected, or posi-
tive consequences for per-
forming incorrectly. A task
may be diffi cult and hence
"pilllishing.")

~----------------------------------
Lack of Feedback (FE)
(Employee does not receive
specific and accurate in-
formation telling him about
failure to perform as ex-
pected. )

Work doesn't get done on time.
Backlog in work to be done.
Work done, but not well.

Tasks not being done at all.
Employees do the task correct-
ly when first on the job, but
performance deteriorates after
a time.
Employees appear to be "lazy"
or "not motivated."

Tasks not being done up to de-
sired standard.
Desired performance deterior-
ates over time. Employees not
convinced that what they do is
very important.

Reengineer the job, altering
work assignments, work environ-
ment, or work flow.

Reestablish incentive by re-
moving the negative consequences
for performing correctly. Make
consequences more positive for
correct performance than they
apparently are for the incorrect
performance.

Establish an information system
that provides frequent, imme-
diate, and specific information
on performance.
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DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION

Deficiency Summary o~:DE Analysis Cause of DE
(CircZe)
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METHODS WORKSHEET

)

Summary of
Important

Deficiencies

Class of
Deficiency

DK I DE
Knowledge
Solutions

Execution
SolutionsCause

of DE
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PERFORMANCE, INC. Section G / Page J

r>:

The causes of and proposed solutions for the DE's are on the Methods Work-
sheet on page 4.

Based on a closer analysis of the DK's, "displays improperly exhibited"
and "prospects not properly qualified," the following training seems ap-
propriate:

1. Information on the importance of properly exhibiting dis-
plays (showing potential increased revenues) and training
on where to place displays to maximize impact.

2. Training on what constitutes a qualified prospect and prac-
tice in using a recommended application questionnaire for
qualifying.

Before making a more detailed analysis and design of training, however,
Performance, Inc., now wants to estimate the cost of the proposed solu-
tions (DK and DE) and decide whether the various problems are worth solv-
ing -- that is, does the value to be received by correcting the problem
exceed the cost of correcting the problem?

In doing so, they will use the worth formula:

W th - $ Valueor - $ Cost

If the value-to-cost ratio is greater than 1, the problem is worth solv-
ing; if it is less than 1, the problem is not worth solving. The higher
the ratio of value to cost, the larger the return on the investment.
Thus, the worth formula is used to determine priorities.

Copv r l qh t © 1970~ 1972 Praxis Corporation
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Task 7

The Performance, Inc., Cost Table for conducting the proposed training
for properly exhibiting displays appears on page 3.

Referring to the completed Cost Tab Ie, answer the following questions:

1. Is it worth conducting a I-day (8-hour) program to teach
routemen how to exhibit displays? (The program would be
conducted in each district.)

) V- worth it I ] not worth it

2. Do you consider the developmental cost of the program a
major or minor part of the real cost of the program?

[ ] major I minor

I
<:>



~- 'PERFORMANCE., INC. Section G / Page 3

COST TABLE

I 1. DEVELOPMENTAL COSTS
Total Developmental Cost (K) 8,400.00

I 2. IMPLEMENTATI ON COSTS

a. Trainee Labor Costs:

" Hourly wage (s) = 5.50

Overhead (b = s) (b) 5.50

Lost prof it potential per hour (p = 0.25 (s + b)) (p) = 2. 75

b. Trainee Maintenance Expense per trainee (per hour) = 3.00

c. Normal Teaching Staff and Faci Iities (per hour) = 3.00
..

d. Total Implementation Costs (h) = 19.75

13. NUMBER OF TRAI NEES 100 I(n) =

I 4. T RA I N I N G H0 URS (t) = 8

15. WORTH OF OVERCOMING DEFICIENCIES

---r.-V"""'7-"-"T'" = 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 = 16
W = K+{h,. t- n) 24,200 1

Worth Formula
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METHODS WORKSHEET

Class of
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Performance, Inc., answered the questions about display training as fol-
lows:

1. Yes, it is worth conducting a I-day program.

2. The developmental cost of the program is a minor part of
the real cost of the program.

Performance, Inc., summarized the worth of correcting all the deficient
accomplishments as follows:

Potential Initial Annual
Recovery Implementation Ma intenance

Accomp 1ishments Deficiency Value Cost (One Time) Cost
A. Goods dillve.l1.e.d Vill »erd.es

la;te. $120,000· $35,000

B. Ac.c.o UY/.U -6 envcee.d

1• She.l6 -6toc.k Stom not
l1.ota;te.d l1.ota;te.d $75,000 $30,000 $5,000

----------------------------------------------------------------------------}.
2. Stale. be.e.l1.l1.e.-

tuJrJ1e.d to WaJ1.e.-
hOU6e.

stale. -6 to c.k
not l1.e.twme.d
to waJ1.e.hoU6 e. $180,000 $3,000

3. Vi-6plalj-6 aM.ange.d Vi-6plalj-6
impl1.ope.!1.l1j
e.xhibi.:te.d $400,000 $24,200 $8,000

c. Quali6ie.d pl1.0-6pe.c.U
obtaine.d

Pl1.0-6pe.c.U not
pl1.0pe.UIj
quali6ie.d $570,000 $45,000 $15,000

Task 8

Performance, Inc., is now ready to prepare a final report to Stein Brew-
ery. As part of your development program, you are to prepare a portion
of the outline for that report. Do so, using the format in the table on
page 3.

~
\
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PERFORAANCE, lNC.

FINAL REPORT OUTLINE

Section H / ,Page 3

A. After analyzing the performance of routemen in Region 5, we have found
the deficiencies and causes shown in the Performance Analysis Work-
sheet and the Methods Worksheet. Our recommendation for the order in
which they should be corrected and our reasons for this order are as
follows:

B. Regarding the other four regions, we recommend the following action be
taken.~ ~

u.

c. In conducting this analysis, we followed these steps:

(Use the reverse side, if necessary.)



STEPSIN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT-
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Is there a problem
(worth solving)?

,I h...t...'!\. t

Copyright © 1972 Praxis Corporation
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Summary Exercise

1. Number the steps Lis te d below to indicate the sequence followed in
this case study:

r'
I Determine worth of proposed solution.

S Determine causes of deficiencies .

.~ Determine desired job outcomes.

i: Determine value of correcting deficiencies.

Determine specific deficiencies.

Determine Level in organization at 'Which to begin analysis. /'~--

2. What was the original problem statement?
"""\6~".I.-r-r (' t )1 f. c ;e'J ~ 1" t ,~

3. How many routemen training deficiencies did you find?

! b->L f-k-'~t N
system deficiencies (DE's) did you find?4. How many management or

5. Warehouse supervisors were largely responsible for the failure of
routemen to return beer. Would you recommend that they be trained
in some way? Why?

It 0 - ..)l-u.-V ~
~t-O- b-

.J..; K J ..-l '-'

~ dt.X~·~~~~",tJ ~t.,)

~

~~

.t...,,,, e,f

t.f

~ )'i l i. to l' (:L
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~. JL:ab

STEIN BREWERY
427 Beve~age Vhive

Milwaukee, W,u c.oft6in 00000
( 123) 456 - 7890

Ap ri I 6, 1972

Mr. Stephen Ames
Senior Associate
Performance, Inc.
New York, New York

Dear Steve:

Thank you for the report. We have just circulated copies
and wil I be meeting to discuss it next week.

I thought you might be interested in what we found when we
looked into the spoilage in Region 5 from our vantage point.
It seems that under the pressure to get Region 5 spoilage
in line, the previous two managers really raised hell about
returns because they made the reports look bad. As you
might expect, enforcement of this was tighter the lower you
went in the Region. As a result, routemen did everything
to avoid bringing in spoilage. But you couldn't put it off
forever and every second or third month they would bring in
a real pile, which explains the erratic spoilage figures for
the past couple of years.

Yours truly,

The new manager has picked up on this point, and hopes to
get all the bad stuff in and get his books and shelves
clear. It's going to be painful, but after that we should
be able to turn the spoilage problem around.

Thanks again for your help. 1'1 I be back to you after our
meeting next week.

John Liss
Vice President, Personnel

Copyright © 1970,1972 Praxis Corporation
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

Effective training means analysis: asking the right people the right questions so the
right problems will be solved in the right way. This kind of analysis will not only re-
duce training costs, but-and this is even more important!-it will demonstrably im-
prove the trainees' performance on the job.

Too many trainers still ask, "What training do you want?" Their question should be
instead, "What's the problem, and how will you know when it's gone?"

Praxis, through its Performance Analysis VVorkshop, provides a rigorous system for
the analysis of human performance problems. The flow chart on the opposite page
shows the steps in the Performance Audit-a system to:

• Identify, or isolate, performance problems.

• Determine the value of correcting them.

• Determine their causes, and also define whether the problem is caused by a lack of
knowledge or by some problem in the work environment, like lack of feedback,
punishment, or poor job design.

• Select training or job-engineering strategies for solving the problems.

The Praxissystem will be of value to:

· .. TRAINERS, enabling them to identify training needs
and set priorities for treating them.

· .. TRAINING MANAGERS, giving them a basis for
evaluating the impact of training on the organization.

· .. MANAGERS, giving them the techniques for diag-
nosing and correcting human performance problems.
· .. MANAGEMENT- DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS, ena-
bling them to identify the developmental needs of
managers.
· .. ORGANIZATION-DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS,
giving them a way to objectively analyze man-machine
systems like departments, functions, and plants.

Anyone who attends the Workshop will learn how to:
-Apply performance-analysis strategies to organiza-

tional performance problems.
-Calculate the worth of solving performance problems.

-Recommend and implement nontraining solutions,
like feedback systems and other job engineering.

-Recommend training and/or guidance only if per-
formance problems are caused by a lack of knowl-
edge.

Performance Analysis Workshop is a three-day course, taught through case studies, problem exercises, and
discussion. Students get a complete handbook for conducting a performance audit. FEE:$325.
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STEPS IN THE PERFORMANCE AUDIT
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Is there a problem
(worth solving)?

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
What are the

performance deficiencies?

VALUE-ANAL:YSIS
What is the value

of correcting
the deficiencies?

CAUSE ANALYSIS
Is the deficiency

one of knowledge (K)
or execution (E)?

DEFICIENCIES OF EXECUTION

t*-,e-, ,hr ~ ~
-l.- .. If 11 -- ~ 1ob Feedback Modify

Training II Job Aids
eering System Consequences (Guidance)

.- - .. L .•..., .••... '.
~

- t/I I
I

+
WORTH ANALYSIS
Is it worth correcting

the deficiencies?
~ (Does the value exceed the cost?) I!

+ -

IMPLEMENT ATION

J
Engin

P
DEFICIENCIES OF KNOWLEDGE



PRAXIS CORPORATION MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS
SCHEDULE o

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

New York: Washington, D.C.:

January 21-23
February 25-27
March 18-20
April 22-24
May 20-22
June17-19
September 16-18
October 21-23
November 18-20
December16-18

January 28-30
May13-15
September 9-11

Chicago:

February 4-6
June10-12
October 14-16

Atlanta:

March 11-13
December 9-11

o
San Francisco:

January 7-9
April1-3
October7-9

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS & INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN WORKSHOP

New York:

January14-16
March 25-27
May6-8
September 23-25
November 11-13

Los Angeles:

April 8-10



To adap~~p for a client, we need to !s.row~-;b;..: ~ I~~

'--.,'-~ ~ • What changes are expected of participants as a result of their having completed the Workshop .

• The approximate number of these participants .

• The nature and size of the organization-also the level of management of the participants.

BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS & INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN WORKSHOP

Regardless of the audience, the content, or the constraints on the method of pre-
sentation, course developers and their managers must make important decisions
about the design of instruction. The Behavior Analysis & Instructional Design Work-
shop teaches them both the kinds of decisions to make and the strategies needed
to make them.

Participants in this Workshop will learn the skills that will enable them to move
efficiently from an identified training problem to the design of instructional ma-
terials that will overcome it. They will then apply these skills to real training
problems.

They will learn :

• W at content to incluaeTr'fl:11eLou-rrrs-e~-~-·--~· rtowtrrsetect the most appropriate
and what not to include. teaching mode.

• How to teach discriminations.• What teaching strategies to use for
overcoming training problems.

• How to write instructional objectives.
• How to select the best teaching

sequence.

'\ Behavior Analysis & Instructional Design Workshop is a three-day course, taught through a casestudy, lectures,
discussion, self-instructional exercises, and applications to actual training problems. The students get a complete
handbook for developing mathetical training materials. FEE:$350.

IN-HOUSE WORKSHOPS
Praxis Corporation has conducted both its Workshops in-house for several companies. [Those on the next page that are
marked with an (*) are just a few examples.l This in-house arrangement is economical for groups within a single organiza-
tion. In fact, the savings are considerable on maintenance costs alone.

We will use this information to prepare a proposal outlining the objectives, content, and schedule for the custom-designed,
in-house Workshop. Our proposal will also specify any requirements for the number of participants, the facilities, the
dates, and the fee.

If you would like more information about how we would customize either Workshop for you in-house, please write or call.

Mr. Richard Rummier
PRAXIS CORPORATION
47 Maple Avenue
Morristown, New Jersey 07960
(201) 539 -8820



.'
r Praxis Corporation's Behavior Analysis & Instructional Design and Performance Analysis Workshops have been attended by representatives

of a number of organizations, including the following:

Abbott Laboratories
Addressograph Multigraph Corporation
Aetna Life & Casualty
Agway, Inc.
Air Canada
Airco

"Alcan Aluminum
Allstate Insurance Company
Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd.
American Express

International Banking Division
American Can Company
American National Bank & Trust

Company of Chicago
American Optical Corporation
American Telephone & Telegraph

Company
APA Transport Corporation
Arabian American Oil Company
Atlantic-Richfield
Australian Consolidated Industries Ltd.

'Avon

Bank of Montreal
Baxter Laboratories
Bell Canada

• Bell Telephone Laboratories
• Bell Telephone Pennsylvania

Beltone Electronics
Berol Corporation
Blue Cross & Blue Shield

Iowa
North Carolina

Booth Memorial Medical Center

Canadian Department of Energy, Mines
& Resources

* Canadian Department of External Affairs
Canadian Department of Supply

& Services
Canadian Department of Transport

• Caterpillar Tractor
• Chase Manhattan Bank

Chemical Bank New York Trust Company
• Connecticut General

Connecticut Department of Correction
Consolidated Edison
Container Corporation of American

Fibre Can Division
Continental Bank
Control Data Corporation
Crown Zellerbach Corporation

Eastern Airlines
Emery Air Freight Corporation
Employers Insurance of Wausau
Equitable Life Assurance Society

of the United States

Federal Aviation Administration
First National Bank of Atlanta
The First National Bank of Chicago

First National Bank of North Carolina
First National City Bank (New York)

, Ford Motor Company
Auto Lite, Ford Parts Division
Credit Corporation

. Education & Training Department
Export Corporation
Steel Division

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Ltd.
Franklin Mint Company
Frito-Lay, Inc.

General Electric Company
General Motors Institute
Genesco

*Gulf Oil of Canada

Harvard School of Public Health
Hertz Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Company
Humble Oil & Refining Company

Illinois Bell Telephone
Illinois Central Railroad
International Business Machines

Corporation of-Canada, Ltd.
International Harvester Company
Irving Trust Company

Liberty Mutual Insurance Company

R.H. Macy & Company
MAl Equipment Corporation
Marriott, lnc,
McGraw-Hili Book Company
Merck Sharp & Dohme
Mexico Federal Commission for Electricity

'Mobil Oil Corporation
Montgomery Ward
Motorola, Inc.

Nabisco, lnc.
NAC Credit Corporation
The National Cash Register Company
National Iranian Oil Company
Nationwide Insurance Company
New Brunswick Telephone Company

• New England Telephone Company
North American Rockwell

Ohio Bell Telephone Company
Ontario Hydro

* Pan American Airways
Pan American Petroleum Corporation
Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare

-1'_n5yl·vania-i>ewer- &-ttght Company
Philip Morris, Inc.
Procter & Gamble Company
The Prudential Insurance Company

of America
Public Finance Company

Questor Corporation

For more information, detach and return to:
PRAXIS CORPORATION, 47 Maple Avenue, Morristown, N.J. 07960

Send me information on the:
- Performance Analysis Workshop
- Behavior Analysis & Instructional Design Workshop

Please enroll me in the following Workshop:

Telephone (201) 539-8820

Retail Credit Company'
Rohm & Haas
Royal Globe Insurance Companies

Sandoz Pharmaceuticals
Saudi-Arabian Airlines
Sears, Roebuck & Company
Security Pacific National Bank
The Sherwin-Williams Company
Sperry Rand Corporation

Vickers Division
Standard Oil Company of California

Teletype Corporation
Title Insurance & Trust Company
Toronto Dominion Bank
Trans World Airlines, lnc.
The Travelers Insurance Company

UARCO
Union Bank
Union Carbide Corporation

; United Illuminating Company
Upjohn Company
US. Army

Infantry School
South East Signal School

U.S. Civil Service Commission
U.S; Department of Agriculture

Agricultural Research Service
Forest Service
Meat and Poultry Inspection
Training Center

U.S. Department of the Army
Army & Air Force Exchange Service

* U.S. Department of Health, Education
& Welfare

Social Security Administration
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban

Development
U.S. Department of Interior

National Park Service
U.S. Department of Labo'r

Bureau of Labor Statistics
U.s. Department of Transportation
U.S. Navy

Marine Corps Development and
Education Commission

Marine Corps Engineering School
Marine Corps Headquarters
Marine Corps Recruiting Depot
Regiment Marine Corps Recruiting

Depot
. U.S. Treasury Department

Internal Revenue.Service

Warner-Chilcott
Warner-Lambert
Wells Fargo Bank
Western Electric Company
Western Textiles Product Company
Xerox

- In-House Workshops
- licensing of the Performance Analysis Workshop

Name:

Workshop: Date: Title:

Organization: Phone:

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.

Address:

City: Zip:State:
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PERFORMANCE, INC. Introduction

INTRODUCTION

This case study will lead you through analysis of a training problem, us-
ing a particular scheme of performance analysis. The purpose of the case
study is to provide an overview of the analysis procedures and performance
solutions included in a Performance Audit.

Procedure

The case study is divided into nine sections, the first of which is at-
tached. Each section presents some information and asks you to make a
decision.

Individually, read the section and make the required decision.

Appoint a group leader. The group leader's function is to:

a. Have the group arrive at a consensus as to what the deci-
sion should be.

b. Inform one of the Workshop Administrators when the group
has arrived at a consensus and is ready for the next sec-
tion.

Rotate the group leadership with each section.

The Workshop Administrator will tell you about the time constraints on
completing the case.
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YOUR ROLE

You and the other members of your group will be playing the role of a new
team of analysts with Performance, Inc., a training company. In this
role, your team will be confronted with data on a client company and will
be required to make decisions about the company's various problems and
how to correct them.

The company for which you work, Performance, Inc., follows a somewhat un-
usual training approach, in that it prefers to look first at all the fac-
tors affecting performance rather than simply to go ahead and develop
training materials on the assumption that they will solve the problem.
As a result of this approach, Performance, Inc., mayor may not recommend

~ training to the client as a solution.

This case study comprises eight steps, each requiring your group to make
one or more decisions. In working through it, you will be performing
each step of a Performance Audit in turn.

THE SITUATION

Performance, Inc., has been called in by the Vice-President of Personnel
of Stein Brewery, Mr. John Liss, to consult on a training problem. In
the most recent Management Committee meeting, the President of Stein ob-
served that the weakest link in the organization was the routemen who de-
liver the goods to the outlets. The President requested that the Vice-
President of Personnel initiate a minimum three-day refresher training
course for all routemen. The training is to be complete within six
months. The Vice-President of Personnel is supposed to report back to
the President on his progress in two weeks.
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Mr. Liss is aware that routemen performance could be improved, but would
like to refrain from training until he knows more about what training
might be necessary. His first request of Performance, Inc., is to help
him convince the President not to rush into training.

BACKGROUND

So far, Performance, Inc., knows the following about Stein:

• Stein manufactures beer and distributes it through a number
of outlets, such as drugstores, grocery stores, supermarkets,
and taverns.

Stein operates in a 5-state area. Each state is considered
a region and has 6 districts.

• Stein has a single brewery that supplies aIlS states.

• There is a distribution center in each district. The re-
gional offices are located in one of the distribution cen-
ters.

• The staffing of a typical district is a manager, a salesman,
15 routemen, three supervisors, and various warehouse and
staff personnel.

• The population that the President feels requires training
is approximately 450 routemen with 2 months' to 15 years'
experience. About 180 routemen were hired last year. The
total number of routemen has remained constant over the
past few years. (This turnover is typical for the industry.)
Most are high-school graduates between the ages of 21 and
35. Generally, new hires have had little relevant job ex-
perience. All new routemen supposedly undergo on-the-job
training.

• Revenues for the past three years have been as follows:

$57-,million
$59 million
$60 million
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As a first step on this project, a representative of Performance, Inc.,
had the followingconv~rsation with the Vice-President of Personnel, Mr.
Liss:

P.I.: How much do you figure this three-day course will cost you?

V.P.: That depends on how we do it. If we develop it in-house, we can
do it for peanuts ~- use people on the payroll to develop the
course and maybe pay a couple of thousand out of pocket for print-
ing, binding, andf~cilities. However, since the President ini-
tiated this thing' and since the training -act ivity is going to be
quite visible, we may go outside for a profes?ional job. In this
case, we might pay around $30-$35,000.

P.I.: OK, your development costs might run $30,000. But let's examine
the hidden costs of such a program.

V.P. : Like what?
P. I. :

V.P. :
Well, for openers, what does the average routeman make per hour?
A fair figure is $5.50 per hour for the first eight hours and
double time beyond that.
What overhead rate do you use?P. I. :

V.P. : When figuring what each route and routeman should bring in, we
figure conservatively an overhead figure of 100% of his wage.

P.I.: What about the logistics of this program? Over what period of
time are you going to hold it?

v. P.: Well, we couldn't possibly keep these guys.off the job for three
straight days. I imagine we will have to do it one day a month
for three months.

P.I.: Where will you do it? Each district?

v. P.: That's not practical. We'll have to have them come to a central
location in each region. Maybe we can do a couple of districts
at a time.

P.I.: That means some travel and overtime allowance.

V.P.: Ya. I guess we could figure on two hours overtime per fellow per
session. Lunch and travel will probably cost us $15 a day per
guy.

P.I.: And facilities?
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V.P.: Let's see -- 30 districts. If we can handle two districts at a
time, that means 15 meetings to accomplish each day of training.
That's 45 separate meetings. Based on past experience, that will
run us about $50 a day or $2,250. That's not too bad.

P.I.: That may be true, but I think we are talkirtg about a training tab
a little greater than the initial $30,000 you mentioned.

Task 1

Based on the numbers provided by the Vice-President, the cost of carrying
out the proposed training would be (assuming a stable work force of 450
routemen):

a. Developmental costs $30,000

b. Trainee labor cost, straight time
(hours of training x hourly rate x
number of trainees)

59,400

c. Overhead cost
(100% of straight time labor cost
--.i.e., item b above)

59,400

d. Trainee labor cost, overtime
(hours of overtime x overtime
rate x number of trainees)

29,700

e. Transportation and food for trainees
(per diem x number of days x number
of trainees)

20,250

s;
~ CJ. 700
~ ~:;;-()

a a so---t~~()O

TOTAL
PROJECTED
COSTS

2,250f. Meeting facilities

201,000

1. What are the total "out-of-pocket" costs
(i.e., extra dollars) for the proposed
training program (items a~ d~ e~ and f
above) ?

2. What is the ratio (rough) of "out-of-
pocket" costs to total projected costs? I

I ., _

t Q(,

g d{ ,d<.00..B

~ 6btJO . l)t I l> ~ ()-
1I>¥l/tJ ~
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3. What is the ratio Crough) of de-
velopmental costs to total pro-
jected costs?

4. Based on these projected cost
figures, what do you think Per-
formance, Inc., should recom-
mend to Stein Brewery?

5. At this point, if you could
ask John Liss only two ques-
tions, what would they be?

Section A / Page 5

l .
[ ] Go ahead with the three-day

training program.
[ ] Plan to conduct a one-day

training program, but first
conduct a task analysis to
determine the difficult as-
pects of the job and concen-
trate on those during the one
day.

[\]'DO no training until you find
out what the problem is (i.e.,
some value to offset the cost).

a.

b.
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Performance, Inc., recommended against any training until Mr. Liss could
find out what the prob lem was. Performance, In~., ':proposed that the
Vice-President use the total projected cost ($2Qi,000) of the proposed
training as an argument for some closer investigation of the problem and
its cause.

Before Performance, Inc., left its first meeting with the Vice-President,
they asked the following questions:

1. How does the President know he has a problem? In short,
what caused the furor?

2. Is this a general problem, or are some regions doing better?

3. Does the routeman really "impact" the'problem? That is, is
there any significant difference in the performance of the
best routeman and,the worst, relative to the problem?

The Vice-President responded to these questions in the attached letter
and memo. Read them before going on with this section.

Task 2

A major criterion for whether Performance, Inc., will pursue this problem
is whether any change in the performance of routemen can significantly
influence company (Stein Brewery) perfoTrnance. Referring to Mr. Liss's
letter and the accompanying graphs from the Executive Vice President, an-
swer the following questions (assume 100 routemen in Region 5):

1. Regarding account openings:

a. _Is there any difference in overall perfor-
_mance between Region 5 and other regions? [),1 Yes [ ] ,No,

b. Would increasing the average number of ac-
count openings in Region 5 to the current
upper 10% level be a significant increase,
in your opinion? [ ] Yes

Copy r lqh t © 1970, 1972 Praxis Corporation
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2. Regarding annual sales:

a. Is there any difference in overall perfor-
mance between Region 5 and other regions?

b. Would increasing the average annual sales
per routeman in Region 5 to the current
upper 10%' level be a significant increase
in your opinion?

3. Assume that the average Region 5 routeman has
monthly sales of $10,000.

a. What is the standard allowable spoilage
cost for the average routeman per month?
(The standard is 2% per month per route-
man.)

b. What was the spoilage cost for the average
Region 5 routeman?

c. What did the below-standard spoilage per-
formance in Region 5 cost Stein Brewery on
an annual basis? (Assume 100 routemen.)

4. In which of the areas is there room for improve-
ment (i.e., enough "spread" in the performance
of the routemen)?

PERFORMANCE, INC.

Yes [ ] No

No

$-=--'-'--=----"'-=-

$ J

[ ] account opening
J sales
'spoilage

This analysis is referred to by Performance, Inc , , as a "stakes analysis"
-- determining how much is at stake.

Based on your calculations and brief data analysis,
do you think there is potential for increasing com-
pany performance by analyzing and improving route-
men pe~formance?

) - o

I
I

Yes [ ] No
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STET N BREWERY
427 Beveftage Vnive

Miiwaukee, W.i6C.On-6,tn. 00000
(123) 456-7890

Ma rch 9, 1972

Mr. Stephen Ames
Senior Associate
Performance, Inc.
New York, New York

Dear Steve:

I want to thank you for the assistance to date. I met with
the President yesterday and based on the cost argument, he
postponed any training until I have a chance to take a
closer look at our "problem."

Apparently his "decision" to train is the result of a num-
ber of little things, topped by a very high soilage return
for last month. The fact at l1e resident is a very firm
believer in training and began his career in this business
as a routeman apparently led to his training recommendation.
(He thinks routemen today don1t give a damn and he wanted,
among other things, to try and motivate them with some
training -- he agreed that $201,000 was pretty expensive
motivation.)

He told me yesterday that what tells him he has a "problem"
is the following:

* Sales have pretty much plateaued in the past 18
months. ~ew ac~ount openings are off about 10%
this ear. The share of the market~has slippea '
over the past year.

* Spoilage (returns from the shelf because they
have exceeded the safe shelf life) has been run-
~ing right at the acceptable level for about a
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Mr. Stephen Ames -2- March 9, 1972

year. Last month it jum ed way over (which
raised hell with the profitability of the
month). There is no seasonal explanation for
th is jump.

* Customer complaints have been increasing over
the past ¥.ear {both from consumers and re-
tai le rs) . Last month these skyrocketed (and
the old boy takes these very personally).

Your question about how general a problem this was is a
good one. The President said damn few of the routmen really
cared anymore. But he wasn't more specific than that. So
sat down with the executive Vice-President and looked at
some numbers. The conclusions I arrived at are:

1. Sales are generally plateaued, but Region 5
has slowly but steadily declined for e past
two years. Its share of the market is s ip-
ping faster than the other regions. Curious-
ly enough, this region has frequently led all
other regions during this period in new ac-
count openings (and account fai lures).

2. Spoilage has run high in Region 5 for the past
two years, which has been attributed to the
high number of account closings. However,
last month their returns were astronomical and
probably were the cause of the total spoilage
figure going over standard. The spoilage his-
tory has been sporadic -- high one month, low
the next.

3. Customer complaints on spoilage from Region 5
almost equals the total of the other 4 regions.
This has been the case for the past 18 months.

Incidentally, the Executive Vice-President said that Region
5 has been under "survei1 lance" for some time. In fact
they just put a new Region manager in there last month. '
That's the third one in two years.
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Mr. Stephen Ames -3- March 9, 1972

I asked the Executive Vice-President if the routeman was
really "key" to this problem, and if increases in the per-
formance of routemen would make any 'real difference. He
was reluctant to say that the present problems in Region 5
or the general slow down in all regions was the fault of
the routemen. He was inclined to think it was more a func-
tion of the Region management. But he said the routemen
we.re definitely the "foot soldiers" of the business and
most problems in the organization, regardless of their
~ause, eventually showed up at the routemen level.

He said there was great variability in performance between
routemen, even in the same districts. There seems to be a
real bell shaped curve on performance. Some groups are
great, most groups are OK, and a large minority are mar-
ginal. (Per your suggestion I pushed him to try and quan-
tify this point. He gave me the enclosed estimate.) He
said they have moved routemen from route to route and dis-
trict to district in the past and have seen a good routeman
increase new accounts as much as 20% and sales 15% on that
route in 6 months. Account failures will drop significant-
ly, too. A good man (or even an average man) may change
routes and bring the percentage of spoilage down 50% in 3
months. He said this kind of variation in individual per-
formance exists in all regions, not just Region 5. In fact,
he felt all performance in Region 5 was suppressed (skewed
to the 1eft) .

I,asked the Executive Vice-President some of the obvious
questions about Region 5 to see if there were some extrane-
ous factors which might account for some of the problem
indicators. He said Regions 5 and 4 were almost identical
in al I aspects, and, in fact, they split one major metro-
politan area almost in half. Region 4 and 5 customers are
subjected to the same advertising and get the product from
the same brewery, and delivered in the same way. Region 4
is the second best region in all categories. He assures me
that the problems in Region 5 are not due to process or
marketing, but to people in the region.
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Mr. Stephen Ames -4- March 9, 1972

I'm sorry this letter is running so long. I hope this in-
formation will be helpful. As I mentioned earlier, the
President has OK'd me to go ahead and look into this prob-
lem closer. I would like to have the investigation complete
within 6 weeks. If you are interested in conducting this
investigation for us, please let me know as soon as possible.
Under the circumstances, I think we should concentrate on
Region 5. After we see the results of that analysis, we can
decide on what, if anything, should be done in the other re-
gions. I'm looking forward to hearing from you.

Sincere Iy,

J~L~
John Liss
Vice President, Personnel

JL:ab
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bkom the de6Q ob JOHN LISS

Steve:

Attached is a copy of the graphs the Executive Vice-Presi-
dent gave me. The solid line is Region 5 performance and
is pretty accurate. The dotted line is his impression of
what the other 4 regions do as a composite. think you
can take his word for it. I have circled what amounts to
the average figure for the upper 10% of the routemen in
Region 5.
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Performance, Inc., feels that the "stakes" (i.e., the chance of impacting
company performance) are great enough to pursue the project. They are

.going to.go ahead and conduct a performance analysls of routemen in Re-
gion 5. The objectives of this analysis are to identify specific perfor-
mance deficiencies, analyze their causes, and recommend corrective mea-
sures. The analysis will be conducted in the field, by observing and
talking with routemen and their management.

The first thing Performance, Inc., does in making a performance analysis
is determine and describe the ideal or desired performance of the em-
ployees or job in question. They do not start by describing all the
activity the employees engage in, but rather by identifying the major
accomplishments or outputs (the results of the activity) of the job.

Then, the performance requirements, expectations, or standards for each
output are identified and recorded. Next, the actual performance is com-
pared to the desired, thereby identifying areas that require further an-
alysis and action.

The major accomplishments or job outputs of the Stein routemen were found
to be:

A. Goods Delivered.

B. Accounts Serviced. This includes:

1. Stock rotated. (Old stock always brought forward on the
shelf or in the cooler.)

2. Stale beer returned to warehouse. ("Stale" means stock
that has been on the shelf past the recommended shelf
life, as identified by a date code on the packages.)

3. Displays arranged. (Promotional displays assembled and
placed in appropriate areas of stores.)

4. Shelf space maintained. (storagl and display space must
be defended against encroachment by competitors.)

Copyright © 1970, 1972 Praxis Corporation
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c. Qualified Prospects Obtained. (Routeman is to furnish a
list of possible outlets, screened to determine whether
they will be profitable accounts.) This list is then
turned over to the District Salesman, who calls on pros-
pects.

At the end of two weeks' field work, Performance, Inc., was able to sum-
marize the accomplishments, performance requirements, and present perfor-
mance for routemen on a Performance Analysis Worksheet,which appears on
page 3.

Task 3

Examine the Performance Analysis Worksheet and:

1. Draw a line through each accomplishment on the worksheet
that is being performed as desired.

2. Indicate the deficient accomplishment to which you assign
the highest priority for correction and that to which you
assign the lowest.

NOTE: No judgment is made at this point as to whether these deficiencies
(i.e., the failure for some job outcome to be produced) are the result of
routemen failures. The responsibility and reasons for the deficiencies
will be determined later.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

)

Accompl ishments
(Effects of Desired Performance) Standards for Accompl ishments I Effects of Present Behavior Priority

A. Good6 Vetivehed VeuveJUe.6 made utLtfU.VlOVlehoun.
on ~~heduled detivehY time.

Vetivekie.6 nhequevttty OVle-
hafn day lateh than M ..hed-
uled deuvehy time. Happe~
15-20% on the time.

L
B. A~~OU.VlU Sehvi~ed

1. Sto~k notared

2. Stafe bee». hetuJLned to
uianehouse.

3. V~play~ ahhanged

4. Sheln s pa~e maintained

Oldeh ~to~k ~hould be pla~ed
in nhOnt 0 n nhe.6h ~to c..kwhen
delivehed.

Stoc..k whic..h ~ OVeh 30 day-6
old -6 hould be netuJLne.d to the

. wMehoMe.

C<ettJeeT5ttyM-6embled.
Located iVl appnopJtiate Mea
on sron« non maximum -6afe.6
impac..t.

NGJ~,h.e1..fr.6 pac..e.-lQ-6t-to-"'Mmpe.-
-Ie"':. -I- '~a&.
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-6Me.6 loc..a:ti...o~.

GeMec..tfY-a.6-6·e.mbled!.
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time..

Sheln -6pac..e.ade.quately
m<U..ntain-e.-d.

C. Qualinied Pno-6pe~ Obtaine.d ObtaiVl the name.6 and addJte.6.6e.6
on 10 "qualiMed" pno-6pe.~
non Vlew.6afe.6 lo~a:ti...o~ peh
month. (QualiMe.d ~ .6pe.u-
nied M .6enving a "be.eh mM-
ket" and not bUVlg ove.hfy
c..ommitte.d to anotheh beeh ~-
tJUbuton. I
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in e.ac..hmonth. A-6a c..om-
pany-wide. aVehage., le.6.6
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